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Abstract 
Does Fasciola hepatica infection increase the susceptibility of cattle to 
infection with other pathogens normally controlled by a Th1 or pro-
inflammatory response? 
Jennifer Anne Claridge 
Fasciola hepatica is a trematode parasite with wide geographical and host ranges, primarily affecting 
ruminants in the United Kingdom. Infection of host animals leads to significant economic losses in 
production, with reduced weight gains and milk quality and quantity. Clinical disease, known as 
fasciolosis, is expensive to treat and causes significant morbidity and mortality. More than three 
quarters of dairy herds surveyed in England and Wales have been exposed to this parasite, and the 
number of diagnoses of fasciolosis, made by the Animal Health Veterinary Laboratories Agency, has 
increased dramatically in the last fifteen years. 
Experimental studies have demonstrated failure to diagnose bovine tuberculosis (BTB) when co-
infection with F. hepatica is present. In Chapter 2, we demonstrate a novel method for estimating 
the prevalence of BTB in England and Wales and show that, in light of the imperfect diagnostic test 
for BTB, the prevalence may be significantly higher than currently reported. 
In Chapter 3, a logistic regression model for the presence or absence of BTB on farms in England and 
Wales is designed, based upon those previously published. The addition of a variable to describe the 
burden of F. hepatica found in the locality of each farm significantly increases the predictive power 
of the model and may help to explain the under-diagnosis of BTB suggested in Chapter 2. A 
significant, negative association is demonstrated between F. hepatica exposure and the BTB status 
of the farm. The difference between the model predictions for BTB status made with F. hepatica 
exposure as tested and the predictions made assuming F. hepatica exposure is negative is then 
calculated to provide an estimate of the missing BTB diagnoses due to co-infection. We show this 
under-ascertainment to be over one third of cases. 
The significant, negative association between F. hepatica exposure and BTB diagnosis described at 
the herd level in Chapter 3, is then tested on an animal level. In Chapter 4, milk samples from 
individual animals testing negative and inconclusive, or negative and positive to the BTB test are 
assessed using the anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA and an exposure value obtained. Significantly 
higher exposure to F. hepatica was not found in either pairing of BTB outcome-cattle and potential 
reasons for this are discussed. 
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Chapter 5 investigates the association between F. hepatica exposure and other infectious diseases 
such as Bovine Viral Diarrhoea virus (BVDv), Leptospira spp, Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis, Johnes 
Disease and Neospora caninum. A random effects model is constructed using information collected 
about animal and farm parameters, to predict F. hepatica exposure. Vaccination against BVDv and 
Leptospira spp are shown to be significantly associated, the former being positively and the latter 
being negatively correlated. Johnes Disease prevalence is negatively associated with F. hepatica 
exposure and Salmonella Dublin prevalence is positively associated. Farm management and 
husbandry variables were also found to be significantly associated with F. hepatica exposure. 
In total, this thesis adds to the growing realisation that co-infection with this pathogen can have 
significant repercussions on the diagnostic ability of the BTB test and on the health and welfare of 
the national herd.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Literature Review 
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Most pathogens are normally studied in isolation. However, a single host may become naturally 
infected with a number of pathogens at any one time, in the field. Cell culture and single infection 
work in a range of host species are important for understanding the true biology of a pathogen, but 
once that knowledge has been gained, the control and elimination of infectious diseases in a natural 
population becomes the next challenge carrying major animal health and welfare, farm production 
and financial implications.  
Human co-infections have been most widely studied and in particular, the role of parasite infections 
on host susceptibility and clinical disease severity.  The pro-inflammatory immune responses 
required to control human tuberculosis (hTB) in its latent state are down-regulated in individuals co-
infected with filarial nematodes (Babu et al., 2009). It has been demonstrated that mothers carrying 
the filarial nematode, Mansonella perstans, gave birth to children that generated lower protective 
responses to hTB when given Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccines, thus the strongly anti-
inflammatory immune environment established upon such helminth exposure can have detrimental 
effects on control of hTB in Africa (Elliott et al., 2010). However, intestinal nematodes were not 
found to alter tuberculin skin test reactions in humans (Zevallos et al., 2010).  
Advances in knowledge of pathogen-mediated immunomodulation and immune evasion have 
highlighted the potential for pathogens not just to co-exist in a host, but to interact with the immune 
system, exerting an impact on the susceptibility of the host animal to other infectious agents, 
leading to slower clearance, persistent shedding and increased severity of disease when co-
infections are present (Aitken et al., 1978, Aitken et al., 1981, Hall et al., 1981, Brady et al., 1999, 
Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 2009, Kao et al., 2007, Charleston et al., 2001, Castrucci et al., 1992). 
Such co-infections are described more fully in the following sections. 
Recently, experimental studies in cattle have shown that co-infection of cattle with Mycobacterium 
bovis, either as the live attenuated BCG strain or as a live virulent strain, and the trematode parasite, 
Fasciola hepatica, can down-regulate the response to purified protein derivatives, necessary to 
diagnose BTB (Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 2009).  
This thesis examines the epidemiological association between BTB and F. hepatica in England and 
Wales, as measured in the field. We provide a novel method of prevalence estimation for BTB-
infected herds and hence show the magnitude of disease control required. We offer an additional 
variable to aid prediction of BTB on dairy farms in England and Wales, and estimate the number of 
herds with BTB wrongly classified as non-infected, due to the presence of co-infection with fluke. We 
then looked for associations between F. hepatica exposure and BTB in individual animals, and finish 
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by defining associations between F. hepatica exposure and other common endemic infectious 
diseases in dairy cattle. 
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1.1 Fasciola hepatica 
Fasciola hepatica is a trematode parasite, commonly known as the liver fluke, affecting 
predominantly cattle and sheep in the UK. It is classified as a member of the digenea, and requires 
an intermediate host to complete its life cycle. 
The prevalence of the liver fluke disease, fasciolosis, in livestock in England and Wales is rising 
(Daniel and Mitchell, 2002). This is probably because of increased movement of livestock around the 
country and climatic changes favouring the life cycle (Carrique-Mas et al., 2008, Poulin, 2006).  
Fasciolosis has historically been more common in the wetter western areas of the UK (Froyd, 1975). 
However, an upsurge in clinical bovine fasciolosis reported in East Anglia, an area not usually 
associated with the disease, has been reported (Pritchard et al., 2005). The demonstration that an 
increase in temperature of 10°C has been shown to increase cercarial output up to 8-fold (Poulin, 
2006), provides additional evidence for recent climate change altering fasciolosis distribution in the 
UK, although the impact will be less in the field due to less extreme temperature increases.  
Fasciolosis is a zoonotic disease and can establish in humans. Although very rare in the UK,  human 
fasciolosis is endemic in some countries and the prevalence of clinical disease can be up to 47.7% 
(Gonzalez et al., 2011).   
1.1.1 Financial Implications of F. hepatica infection 
Fasciola hepatica infection, whether symptomatic or not, is responsible for major economic losses to 
the cattle industry. Infected cattle show a reduction in weight gain (Hope-Cawdery et al., 1977).  
When a 50% rise in anti-F. hepatica antibody titre occurs there is a reduction in average milk yield of 
0.7kg/cow/day, average milk fat of 0.06% and an increase in calving interval of 4.7 days for dairy 
cows (Charlier et al., 2007). Another study also reported an average milk drop of 1.5kg milk/cow/day 
in highly exposed herds compared with negative herds determined using the MM3-sero ELISA, 
designed for serum samples, was modified and applied to bulk tank milk samples (Mezo et al., 2011).  
Although estimating economic losses due to sub-clinical F. hepatica infections in cattle and sheep is 
difficult, such losses are predicted to be substantial.  In Switzerland, the cost per clinical case with 
fasciolosis was estimated at 299 euros, with major financial losses in reduced milk yield and 
fecundity, and smaller losses attributed to reduced growth rates and condemnation of infected livers 
(Schweizer et al., 2005).  
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1.1.2 Epidemiology of F. hepatica 
Infection rates of cattle in England and Wales are high, with herd prevalence of infection in dairy 
herds estimated at 76% (McCann et al., 2010b). F. hepatica exposure, with or without clinical 
fasciolosis, has been considered a valuable tool in the management of livestock, for decades 
(Gettinby et al., 1974). More recently, models have been developed to predict F. hepatica exposure 
in livestock in numerous countries, using detailed information gathered from satellites and mapping 
software (Yilma and Malone, 1998, Malone et al., 1998, Fuentes et al., 2005, Dutra et al., 2010). 
Models generally use information with a resolution of about 5x5km (McCann et al., 2010b), but 
recent models have been developed using farm-specific data (Charlier et al., 2011). Although the 
predictive ability of these farm-level models is high (R2 = 0.85), the practicality of using such a system 
country-wide at the moment is debatable as data collection would initially be expensive. A system 
like that of McCann et al., (2010b) would be more financially viable as appropriate variables are 
already being captured and are downloadable from, for example, the Met Office and Countryside 
Information System websites. 
Forecasts of likely F. hepatica burden, made using climatic information have been in operation in the 
UK for decades (Gettinby et al., 1974, Ollerenshaw and Smith, 1969) and use environmental 
variables such as the number of rainy days each month, precipitation and evapotranspiration, to 
predict the monthly risk of F. hepatica infection. More recent models show temperature and rainfall 
to be important factors for occurrence of disease (McCann et al., 2010a). Such findings are expected 
given the lifecycle of F. hepatica. Risk maps for F. hepatica exposure in UK dairy cows show 
substantial risk throughout England and Wales, with particularly high risks in the main dairy regions 
of the west (McCann et al., 2010b). 
1.1.3 Structure of F. hepatica  
Adult F. hepatica grow up to 3.5cm long, are grey-brown and found in the bile ducts of hosts. They 
have an anterior cone containing an oral sucker and below which is a ventral sucker for attachment. 
The muscles lie directly beneath the tegument, which is covered with spines. There is no body cavity, 
with organs packed into parenchyma. From the oral sucker is an opening leading directly into a 
pharynx, oesophagus and paired, blind-ending caeca (Urquhart et al., 1996). 
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Figure 1.1: The structure of adult Fasciola hepatica  
 
 
 
 
 
Flukes are hermaphrodite, so cross- and self-fertilisation occurs. Sperm produced in paired testes 
enter the vas deferens, joining a cirrus sac containing a seminal vesicle and a primitive penis at the 
common genital opening. The single ovary leads into an oviduct. From here the ootype gains a yolk 
from the vitelline glands and a shell that toughens as it moves towards the common genital opening.  
The juveniles are 1.0-2.0mm long and lancet-like at the time of entry into the liver (reviewed 
Urquhart et al., 1996). See Figure 1.1.  
  
Please see the diagram of F. hepatica structure as shown in Veterinary 
Helminthology, page 102, Veterinary Parasitology, Second Edition, 
Blackwell Publishing, by GM Urquhart, J Armour, JL Duncan, AM Dunn 
and FW Jennings. Express permission from the authors was not obtained 
for reproduction of this diagram. 
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1.1.4 Life Cycle 
The life cycle of F. hepatica consists of six major phases, shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.2: The Life Cycle of Fasciola hepatica  
1.1.4.1 Passage of eggs from the host digestive tract onto pasture and their embryonation 
Adult F. hepatica shed eggs into the common bile duct and the duodenum. Eggs pass out of the 
intestine of definitive hosts in faeces in an undeveloped state (Figure 1.2, number 1; Urquhart et al., 
1996).  The embryonation and development of eggs only occur upon release of eggs from faeces. 
Such liberation is facilitated by heavy rain dissolving the faeces, and the spreading of faeces by 
animals or machine (Andrews, 1999). The suppression of complete embryonation by the presence of 
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faeces is likely due to relatively low oxygen tension and the presence of toxins. Temperature, 
moisture, oxygen tension and pH are important for egg development (Rowcliffe and Ollerenshaw, 
1960, Vasileva, 1960, Andrews, 1999, Ollerenshaw, 1959, Ollerenshaw, 1971, Al-habbib, 1974). 
 
1.1.4.2 Hatching of miracidia and the location and penetration of an intermediate host 
The chance of an infective miracidium reaching its snail host is increased by eggs hatching in 
response to favourable environmental conditions, such as light and temperature (Andrews, 1999). In 
addition, hatching of egg cohorts will not occur simultaneously, leading to long-term contamination 
of pastures with embryonated eggs (Figure 1.2, number 2). The wavelength of light has been shown 
to be important, with shorter wavelengths being essential for hatching (Roberts, 1950, Andrews, 
1999).  Once free from the egg, the miracidium is very active, travelling at around 1 mms-1 (Wilson 
and Denison, 1970). Miracidia have approximately 24 hours to infect a host, during which they do 
not feed but instead rely on finite glycogen energy stores (Anderson et al., 1982). They are very 
positively phototropic, an adaptation for finding intermediate snail hosts within their ‘water’s edge’ 
habitats  (reviewed, Graczyk and Fried, 1999). Positive chemotaxis by the miracidium occurs from a 
distance of 15cm from the snail intermediate host (Neuhaus, 1953).   
Miracidial penetration of the intermediate snail host is a complex process involving mechanical 
boring by the miracidial anterior papilla and the secretion of proteolytic enzymes (Smyth and Halton, 
1983).  
1.1.4.3 The Intermediate Host 
Galba truncatula, an amphibious snail with worldwide distribution, is the predominant intermediate 
host in the UK (Figure 1.2, number 3). In other countries, other snails act as intermediates: G. 
tomentosa in Australia and New Zealand, G. columella in North America, Australia and New Zealand, 
G. bulimoides in Southern USA and the Caribbean, G. humilis in North America and G. viator and G. 
diaphena in South America (Urquhart et al., 1996).  
Obviously, in the absence of a suitable intermediate species, the lifecycle of F. hepatica cannot be 
completed and hence fasciolosis will not be seen in livestock. The snail is dependent on moisture 
levels, soil conditions, temperature and solar radiation for its occurrence and survival (Graczyk and 
Fried, 1999). G. truncatula survive and reproduce at a temperature range from 10 to 25°C (Kendall 
and McCullough, 1951). Optimal growth conditions for the snail occur between 22 to 25°C. This 
temperature range coincides with optimal F. hepatica egg, miracidial, sporocyst and redia 
development. 
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Snails such as Radix peregra and a Succinea species have been identified as less common 
intermediate species in Ireland, inhabiting regions with suboptimal environmental conditions for 
Galba species such as those with a low pH soil (Relf et al., 2009).  
Rainfall has a positive effect upon all free-living stages of the F. hepatica and G. truncatula. This risk 
to livestock increases to a maximum risk at approximately 90mm rain per month. Beyond this level, 
excessive rainfall may prevent snail infection, separating the parasite from its intermediate host. 
Hence rainfall greater than 210mm per month is considered to decrease snail infection rate (Rapsch 
et al., 2008). 
In Switzerland, a predictive model has been proposed to determine areas where G. truncatula 
persistence can sustain F. hepatica infection (Rapsch et al., 2008). In the UK, no such data has been 
analysed.  
1.1.4.4 Development and replication of F. hepatica within the snail intermediate host 
Once inside the snail, the miracidium loses its cilia and becomes a young sporocyst (Figure 1.2, 
number 4). The sporocyst migrates to the snail digestive gland and grows. The next larval stages are 
called rediae. Once the sporocyst is full of rediae it will rupture, allowing the escape of rediae into 
the snail digestive gland. From each redia, cercariae are produced that escape via a lateral birth pore 
(reviewed, Graczyk and Fried, 1999). The number of cercariae shed increases with increasing 
temperature of the snail environment, over the range 6-20°C and only occurs in snails subjected to 
diurnally fluctuating photoperiods (Abrous et al., 1999, Abrous et al., 2000, Gomot, 1990). 
1.1.4.5 The emergence of the cercariae from the snails and their encystment in the environment 
Cercariae emerge from the snail 4-7 weeks after initial infection and are very active, swimming 
rapidly for up to 2 hours (Figure 1.2, number 5). Encystment occurs when the cercariae are settled. 
Cercarial contraction releases an outer cyst wall of tanned protein and mucoprotein and the tail is 
shed. The cyst is infective straight away and matures from a white colour to yellow-brown over the 
next few days (Wright, 1927). 
1.1.4.6 Ingestion of the encysted infective metacercariae by the definitive host and development 
to adulthood 
 
Metacercariae remain viable for over 1 year, but infectivity decreases at a rapid rate inversely 
proportional to available moisture and temperature (Figure 1.2, number 6; Soulsby, 1965, Taylor, 
1949). Following ingestion, infective metacercariae excyst in the small intestine, activated by high 
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pCO2, a temperature of 39°C and reducing conditions in the stomach.  Emergence may be stimulated 
by the presence of bile, of which aromatic cholic acid-like salts and glycine-conjugated salts are most 
effective (Sukhdeo and Mettrick, 1986, Dixon, 1966).  
Juvenile flukes rapidly penetrate the intestinal mucosa, to enter the peritoneal cavity. Two to six 
days after infection, the liver capsule is breached, and young flukes burrow through the parenchyma 
for 6-8 weeks. Adult flukes reach the bile ducts, mature and excrete eggs into the bile and 
subsequently the faeces. A single fluke may produce up to 20,000 eggs per day (Fairweather, 2009). 
Aberrant fluke migrations to other organs are more common in cattle and include infection of 
pancreas, lungs and thymus. 
1.1.5 Disease 
F. hepatica infection can be split into three stages described below.  
i) Prehepatic Stages 
Juvenile fluke excyst and penetrate the duodenal wall to enter the abdominal cavity 
within 72 hours (Kendall and Parfitt, 1959). They migrate to the liver and penetrate the 
liver capsule. Although not associated with clinical signs, the ventral or left lobes of the 
liver are usually most heavily parasitized, and may adhere to the peritoneum following 
infection with heavy fluke burdens. 
ii) Juvenile Stage 
Following penetration of the liver capsule, migrating larval flukes destroy hepatocytes 
and leave tracts filled with blood, fibrin and debris. Grossly, these tracts begin as raised 
white lines that become yellow, then haemorrhagic. Eosinophils, neutrophils and 
lymphocytes invade. Macrophages, epithelioid cells and multinucleated giant cells 
become increasingly numerous in older lesions. Lesions begin to heal via ingrowth of 
granulation tissue, leading to random scarring (Jones et al., 1997). The clinical signs of 
acute and chronic F. hepatica infection are described in Table 1.2 and the parasite 
burden known to cause each syndrome are described in Table 1.1. 
iii) Mature Fluke in Bile Ducts 
The presence of adult flukes in the bile ducts leads to a cholangiohepatitis. The biliary 
epithelium is stimulated into hyperplasia or eroded completely. Duct walls become 
infiltrated with leukocytes, and later fibrocytes, leading to a ‘pipe-stem’ liver appearance 
grossly. Extensive calcification of bile ducts occurs most frequently in cattle (Jones et al., 
1997). 
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Fibrosis, as a repair strategy by the liver, begins whilst some fluke are still migrating, 
leading to a mixture of acute and chronic pathologies being present simultaneously. 
Throughout the migration and once the adults reach the bile ducts, the blood-feeding 
habits of the flukes, plus the presence of other gastrointestinal nematodes, may lead to 
anaemia. Depending on the parasite burden carried, the repairing parenchyma may 
become fibrotic and cirrhotic (Ross et al., 1967, Sinclair, 1967, Dow et al., 1968, Boray, 
1969).   
 
Table 1.1: Types of fasciolosis in sheep and cattle (from Urquhart et al., 1996) 
Disease Type of disease Comments 
Ovine 
fasciolosis 
Acute Disease         
    
Subacute Disease     
 
Chronic Disease        
 
Disease 2-6 weeks post ingestion of 2000+ 
metacercariae 
Disease 6-10 weeks post ingestion of 500-1500 
metacercariae 
Disease 4-5 months post ingestion of 200-500 
metacercariae, most common 
Bovine 
fasciolosis 
Acute or Subacute Disease 
 
Chronic Disease         
Rare generally, occurs with heavy challenge in young 
calves 
Most common 
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Table 1.2: Clinical signs of F. hepatica infection seen in sheep and cattle (from Urquhart et al., 1996) 
Ovine Acute Ovine Subacute Ovine Chronic Bovine Acute Bovine Chronic 
Sudden death 
Anaemia 
Lethargy 
Inappetance 
Hepatomegaly 
Abdominal pain 
Ascites 
Dyspnoea 
Clinical signs for 1-2 
weeks before death 
including: 
Loss of condition 
Anaemia 
Hepatomegaly  
Cholangitis 
Submandibular 
oedema 
Ascites 
Anaemia 
Hypoalbuminaemia 
Hepatic fibrosis 
Hyperplastic 
cholangitis 
Loss of condition 
Submandibular 
oedema 
Ascites 
Production deficits 
Light infections may 
be largely 
asymptomatic. 
As for ovine 
disease but 
occurs far less 
frequently. 
As for ovine chronic 
disease, but also: 
Calcification of bile 
ducts and  
gallbladder 
enlargement 
 
Aberrant migration 
of flukes is more 
common. 
  
1.1.6 Diagnostic tests 
Ante mortem tests have been designed to detect F. hepatica eggs, antibodies or antigens using 
serum, milk and faeces. This aids diagnosis and treatment of infected individuals, and can be used 
for screening herds and flocks for monitoring purposes and informed flukicidal treatment regimens.  
1.1.6.1 Diagnosis of Disease 
Clinical signs of affected individuals can be used alongside season, meteorological patterns, previous 
history of fasciolosis on the premises and the proximity of snail habitats, to indicate cases where 
further tests are required (Urquhart et al., 1996). 
Post mortem examinations (PME) can be done when a cadaver is available, and liver pathology can 
be assessed. Serum biochemistry is not specific to fluke infection and hence is used only as an 
adjunct to other tests. 
In an emergency, supportive treatment will be given without the confirmation of F. hepatica 
infection, based upon the clinical signs described in Table 1.2. If PME is not indicated, samples may 
be taken to confirm the exposure to, or presence of F. hepatica in a clinical case parallel to 
supportive treatment, as described in 1.1.6.2. 
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1.1.6.2 Diagnostic tests available 
Faecal Egg Counts (FEC) 
Urquhart et al. (1996) details the procedures for direct flotation, sedimentation and McMasters 
methods of flotation that can be done in veterinary practice. The sedimentation technique was 
recently tested for accuracy of diagnosis using faecal samples from cattle in Belgium and had a 
sensitivity of 0.42-0.45 and a specificity of 1.00 (Charlier et al., 2008). 
Sensitivity of FEC is low, hence the number of animals with false negative results will be high. Also, in 
acute infections flukes will not be producing eggs yet, hence FEC will be negative but disease may be 
present. 
Serological anti-F. hepatica antibody detection Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbant Assays (ELISA) 
ELISAs performed using sera from animals are a common and accurate way to diagnose exposure to 
F. hepatica (Hillyer and Santiago de Weil, 1979, Zimmerman et al., 1982, Zimmerman et al., 1985, 
Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2005b). Two such tests for bovine sera were included in the comparative 
study conducted by Charlier et al. (2008) which indicate a good sensitivity (0.82-0.95) and specificity 
(0.80-0.88). 
Salimi-Bejestani et al. (2005b) designed an anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA to detect antibodies to 
Excretory-Secretory antigens in bovine serum. Results of this ELISA were compared to those 
generated by a commercially available ELISA and showed good agreement. Mulcahy et al. (1998) and 
Bossaert et al. (2000) both found a positive correlation between Immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) antibody 
titre and fluke burden, suggesting that estimation of the intensity of infection from an ELISA is 
possible. Salimi-Bejestani et al. (2008) showed that their ELISA could be used to indicate intensity of 
F. hepatica burden and the degree of liver pathology seen at PME. 
As ELISAs are laboratory tests requiring time to produce a result, their main use is for herd/flock 
screening for F. hepatica exposure. ELISAs do not present a practical emergency diagnostic facility in 
the acute animal presentation as treatment must be given immediately to prevent death. 
Milk anti-F. hepatica antibody detection ELISA 
The modification of a serum ELISA for use with milk has been successfully done (Salimi-Bejestani et 
al., 2007). Milk is considered a non-invasive and more readily obtainable sample medium than blood 
and antibody titres within milk are considered to correlate well with their counterparts in serum  
(Pritchard et al., 2002). Although not considered in the study by Charlier et al. (2008), this ELISA has 
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provided an excellent means for screening large numbers of cows prior to anthelmintic use and can 
be used on bulk milk tank samples to gain a snap shot of the milking herd of a dairy farm. 
Copro-antigen ELISA 
An ELISA designed to detect ES-antigen of F. hepatica in host faeces (Bio-X Diagnostics, Belgium) was 
considered the most sensitive test studied overall (Charlier et al., 2008). This ELISA detects F. 
hepatica antigen prior to infection reaching patency, hence providing an accurate early screening 
tool.  
1.1.7 Control of F. hepatica 
The only specific treatment for clinical fascioliosis is anthelmintic therapy. Triclabendazole, a 
member of the benzimidazole group, is the only drug to kill F. hepatica after 1 day post infection 
enabling parasite killing in the prehepatic disease stages described in 1.1.5 Disease, above (Boray et 
al., 1983, Turner et al., 1984). Other anthelmintics kill late immature and adult F. hepatica 4 weeks 
post ingestion of metacercariae.  
Other methods of F. hepatica control include draining land to reduce G. truncatula habitats and 
limiting livestock grazing of such habitats by fencing.  Zero-grazing systems employed by some 
farmers lead to only rare appearance of fasciolosis in animals managed this way because the fluke 
life cycle is not completed. 
Use of molluscicides is a contentious issue due to the potentially far-reaching effects application has 
on wildlife ecology.  Molluscicides such as N-trityl morpholine and copper sulphate are efficient but 
not available in the UK (Urquhart et al., 1996). 
1.1.8 Triclabendazole Resistance 
The first report of triclabendazole-resistant F. hepatica was in Australia (Overend and Bowen, 1995). 
Subsequently, resistant fluke have been found in Ireland (Lane, 1998), Scotland (Mitchell et al., 
1998), Wales (Thomas et al., 2000) and the Netherlands (Moll et al., 2000). The lack of reversion to 
triclabendazole susceptibility in resistant flukes (Borgsteede et al., 2005) has focused research on 
alternative treatments for fasciolosis, better land management strategies and vaccines against fluke.   
1.1.9 Immunology of F. hepatica 
The fact that adult cattle in endemic areas of the UK carry a significant burden of fluke (McCann et 
al., 2010b) and require regular flukicidal treatment, suggests that adult cattle do not develop 
resistance to infection in the field (Clery et al., 1996, Ortiz et al., 2000). F. hepatica is a highly evolved 
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pathogen, capable of immunomodulation of the host immune system providing a long-term safe 
environment.  
However, resistance to F. hepatica infection has been reported in recipient rats given passive serum 
transfer from previously inoculated rats and in recipient rats given lymphoid cells at the same time 
as a viable challenge of metacercariae (Corba et al., 1971, Goose, 1978). Giving irradiated 
metacercariae to rats as an immunising infection elicited the strongest protection to subsequent 
infection, in recipient rats, characterised by cellular attachment to the surface tegument of F. 
hepatica. Resistance to re-infection with F. hepatica in rats was apparent within 2 weeks of initial 
infection and was maximal when the immunising infection was allowed to develop for 8 weeks, but 
reduced with chronicity (Goose, 1978). Addition of Excretory Secretory Proteins (ESP) to flukes and 
immune serum in vitro caused a dramatic reduction in cellular adhesion. This suggested that the 
success of early cell-mediated fluke-killing was inhibited/antagonised by ESP (Goose, 1978).  
Metacercarial excystment in the abomasum of the definitive host leads to newly excysted juvenile 
(NEJ) F. hepatica migrating through the intestinal wall and into the peritoneal cavity. Piedrafita et al. 
(2000) demonstrated that reactive nitrogen intermediates (RNI) and reactive oxygen intermediates 
(ROI) can kill over 80% of schistosomula (S. mansoni), but only high levels of ROI were able to kill 
substantial (61%) numbers of NEJ. NEJ could be resistant to cytotoxicity by ROI by their secretion of 
high levels of protective enzymes. Such enzymes can be inhibited artificially to cause 45-75% NEJ 
killing. McGonigle et al. (2008) suggested that F. hepatic ESP contained a peroxiredoxin-like enzyme 
which may protect flukes against hydrogen peroxide and other ROI. 
Within forty-eight hours of penetrating the duodenal wall, NEJ modulate the immune system in their 
favour, with production of ESP that can polarise the immune response towards an anti-inflammatory 
(Th2) type response (Cancela et al., 2008). In mice, alternatively-activated macrophages (AAM) 
develop in response to  interleukin-4 (IL-4) and IL-13 (Donnelly et al., 2005) and show preferential 
expression of Arginase-1, Fizz1 and Ym1, with the ability to induce naive T cells down the Th2 
phenotype directly (Donnelly et al., 2008). AAM may also further inhibit Th1 immune responses via 
Transforming Growth Factor beta (TGF-  and IL-10 release in long-standing infections. Upon 
infection of mice with F. hepatica metacercariae, AAM are recruited to the peritoneal cavity within 
24 hrs, but have reduced microbicidal properties that could result in poor innate defence against 
bacterial infection (Gordon, 2003).  
In vitro incubation of murine macrophages with Liver Fluke Homogenate (LFH) stimulated low 
arginase-1 activity levels whereas the ESP component, peroxiredoxin (Prx), generated the most Ym1. 
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The ability of Prx to activate macrophages has been demonstrated to be independent of peroxidase 
activity. AAM produce less fluke-harming hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and Prx alone can denature H2O2 
(Varin and Gordon, 2009, Donnelly et al., 2008, Sekiya et al., 2006). AAM can be induced by Prx, in 
the absence of IL-4 and IL-13, but once activated AAMs promote a Th2 response (Donnelly et al., 
2008). Arginase-1 production, was shown to be up-regulated even in the presence of exogenous LPS, 
indicating alternative activation of naive macrophages, despite the presence of a strong Th1 stimulus 
in an in vitro system (Phelps et al., Flynn and Mulcahy, 2008b). AAM biomarker Ym-1 has also been 
suggested to enhance IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 production from naive CD4+ T cells, suggesting that Prx 
promotes a Th2 environment secondarily to AAM bias (Donnelly et al., 2008). 
The ESP enzyme, Cathepsin L proteinase (FheCL1), has been shown to down-regulate Th1 immune 
responses in an IL-4-dependent manner (O'Neill et al., 2001). Further to this, a single dose of FheCL1, 
given to mice 2 hours before E. coli lipopolysaccharide (LPS) administration, led to a 30% drop in 
mortality, compared with intraperitoneal LPS administration alone (Donnelly et al., 2010a). This 
study also demonstrated significantly reduced levels of proinflammatory mediators (IL-6, IL-12, 
Tumour Necrosis Factor alpha (TNF  and interferon gamma (IFN )) in sera and peritoneal lavage 
fluid of FheCL1-treated mice. Macrophages are the main source of pro-inflammatory mediators in 
the septic shock model and those removed from the peritoneal cavity of mice 2hrs after FheCL1 
treatment and stimulated ex vivo with LPS for 12 hrs showed significantly reduced levels of 
proinflammatory mediators, indicating a down-regulation of the Th1 response normally elicited by 
LPS alone. Inhibitors of FheCL1 and replacement of active site amino acid, cysteine, with glycine, 
negated the effects. In this case, a Th2 bias in mice is protective against the lethal effects of LPS 
administration but in many other instances, co-infection with F. hepatica and a pathogen requiring a 
Th1 response for its elimination may lead to prolonged disease with more severe pathology (see 
section 1.3 Co-infections). 
Toll-like Receptors (TLR) are a family of Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) fundamental to the 
innate immune response. They detect foreign microbial components, termed Pathogen-Associated 
Molecular Patterms (PAMPs) such as lipopolysaccharide from gram negative bacteria. As well as 
buying time until the adaptive immune response matures, the innate immune system acts as a 
stimulator for the adaptive system, secreting cytokines to activate an appropriate immune response 
(Playfair and Chain, 2009). 
 
The TRIF-dependent pathway of TLR3 and TLR4 primarily activates the interferon regulatory 
transcription factor 3 (IRF3), inducing transcription of IFN , leading to STAT1 activation and 
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induction of STAT1-dependent genes such as inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase (iNOS) and interferon-
inducible protein 10. The TRIF-dependent pathway also regulates IL-12 mRNA expression. Donnelly 
et al. (2010b) demonstrated that FheCL1 specifically blocks this pathway by degrading TLR3 within 
the macrophage endosome, diminishing macrophage activation by both TLR3 and TLR4, and hence 
reducing expression of genes such as iNOS, typical of a Th1 response. The TLR3 ligand is double-
stranded RNA, usually present in dsRNA viruses and the TLR4 ligand is LPS. Stimulation of TLR3 or 
TLR4, or both, would normally result in a Th1, proinflammatory immune response. In the absence of 
this, regulatory T cell and Th2 anti-inflammatory immune responses predominate. 
Dendritic cells (DC) stimulated with either recombinant FheCL1 or recombinant F. hepatica 
Glutathione S-Transferase (FheGST-sigma) do not induce differentiation of Th2 cells, rather they 
attenuated the development of a Th17 immune response. Th17 cells are associated with severe 
immunopathology in helminth-infected mice, thus regulation of Th17 cells and IL-17 is crucial to the 
control of inflammatory pathology associated with helminth infection.  Results suggested that Th17 
suppression occurs independently of Th2 cells, by alteration of murine DC function. This makes Th2 
polarisation leading to an inhibitory environment for Th1/Th17 cell development, less likely (Dowling 
et al., 2010). In addition, FheCL1 and FheGST-sigma can partially activate DCs via TLR-4, leading to 
suppression of Th17 cells. Consistent with this theory, F. hepatica-activated DCs secrete reduced 
levels of IL-23, important for expansion and survival of Th17 cells.  Th2 polarisation is not affected by 
the absence or down-regulation of TLRs, however TLR ligation by helminth-derived antigens is 
recognized as a mechanism to limit the development of Th1 cytokine-mediated inflammation 
(Goodridge et al., 2005). 
Fluke tegumental antigens from the surface of developing F. hepatica, have also been found to 
suppress expression of dendritic cell activation markers, reduce the phagocytic ability of these cells 
and diminish the secretion of Th1 cytokines, IL-6 and TNF-  (Hamilton et al., 2009).  
The extreme polarisation of Th1 or Th2 responses seen in inbred strains of mice, is less marked in 
cattle.  Bovine Th0 cells have been described that can express both IFN  and IL-4 (Brown et al., 
1994a).  Studies have shown the mixed expression of Th1 and Th2 cytokines from cells, and that 
these combinations of cytokines do not demonstrate the same inhibitory, in the case of IL-4 and IL-
10, or stimulatory, in the case of IL-12, effects on Th1 responses in cattle, as are seen in mice. T cell 
lines from cattle chronically infected with F. hepatica and re-stimulated in vitro with F. hepatica egg 
antigen were, however, found to express largely Th2 cytokines, predominantly IL-4, with reduced 
Th1 cytokine expression (Brown et al., 1994b). 
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Studies in cattle suggest down-regulation of Th1 responses (IFN  and lymphocyte responsiveness) by 
week 4 post infection with F. hepatica metacercariae (Clery et al., 1996, Clery and Mulcahy, 1998). 
Bovine AAM secrete high levels of IL-10, dampening immune responses in chronically infected 
animals, and presumably limiting host immunopathology (Flynn and Mulcahy, 2008b). A reduction in 
lymphocyte responsiveness occurs after 4 weeks post infection in calves, suggesting an overall 
immune regulation within this time (Oldham and Williams, 1985).  
In cattle, a switching from TGF-  production in early infection to a dominant IL-10 response was 
associated with chronicity, suggesting that early IL-4 and IFN  production is down-regulated by TGF-
 and after 12 weeks post infection, IL-4 levels are low but not suppressed by either IL-10 or TGF- . 
IL-10 does appear to suppress IFN  production in chronic infection, however (Flynn and Mulcahy, 
2008b). Infection of mice with F. hepatica was associated with expansion or recruitment of Foxp3+ 
regulatory T cells (Treg) and induction of adaptive antigen-specific Treg cells, which suppressed the 
host immune response to the parasite and to unrelated antigens (Walsh et al., 2009).  Infection with 
F. hepatica induces IL-10 production by dendritic cells, inhibiting their subsequent maturation and 
indicating induction of Tr1 cells. Such Tr1 cells are a subset of suppressor T cells inducible in vitro, 
whereas Treg cells are naturally occurring regulatory cells demonstrable in vivo.  F. hepatica-specific 
IFN , IL-4 and IL-5 production was enhanced in IL-10-/- mice, suggesting that both Th1 and Th2 
responses during the helminth infection are constrained by parasite-induced IL-10. 
Hacariz et al., (2009) studied gene expression levels of cytokines in ovine hepatic lymph nodes at 23 
weeks post infection with F. hepatica. These authors found that IL-4 was up-regulated regardless of 
F. hepatica burden, IFN  was down-regulated regardless of fluke burden, and that IL-10 and TGF- 1 
were significantly up-regulated in light infections, but down-regulated in heavy burdens. 
IL-10 and TGF- 1 are regulatory cytokines important in minimising the immunopathology of an 
infection and may play a central role in enhancing tissue repair during helminth infections (Belkaid et 
al., 2006). Fibrosis of the liver limits its invasion by migrating flukes and can encapsulate (and thus 
wall-off) flukes themselves. Both of these actions functionally increase host resistance to fluke, 
although this is not necessarily associated with a protective immune response. Lack of TGF- 1 in 
heavy burdens may lead to reduced encapsulation and liver repair, which will enhance liver 
pathology and disease (Hacariz et al., 2009). AAM markers Fizz-1 and Arginase-1, have been linked to 
fibroblast differentiation and cell proliferation, and collagen synthesis respectively, indicating a role 
for AAM in hepatic fibrosis in cattle (Lopez-Navarrete et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2004). FheCL1 from ESP 
has been suggested to act upon hepatic stellate cells, to increase fibrosis-related gene expression 
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and this theory is strengthened by the correlation between intensity and chronicity of infection with 
the degree of fibrosis (Marcos et al., 2007, Marcos et al., 2011). 
Induction of marked IgG1 levels with time also suggests a Th2 or Th0 immune response post 
infection with F. hepatica. The role of antibodies in protection against F. hepatica is unknown as IgG1 
levels did not correlate with F. hepatica burden.  It remains unclear whether IgG1 participates in a 
non-protective Th2 response (Clery et al., 1996) or whether the parasite evades the immune 
response by stimulating a Th2 response and subsequent ineffectual antibody production (Estes et 
al., 1995). As previously stated, passive antibody could confer resistance to subsequent F. hepatica 
infection in experimental rats (Goose, 1978). 
A marked eosinophilia has been recorded following stimulation of bone marrow cells with F. 
hepatica ESP. The cytokine IL-5 is necessary for eosinophil expansion and it is possible that an IL-5-
like protein exists in ESP to mirror this (Milbourne and Howell, 1990). NEJ are not irreversibly 
damaged upon incubation with eosinophils and granulocytes (Doy et al., 1980, Doy and Hughes, 
1982) and NEJs recovered from rat peritoneal cavities have eosinophils attached to them at points of 
surface damage, suggesting a role for eosinophils in mediating resistance to F. hepatica in rats 
(Davies and Goose, 1981). Rapid turnover and excretion of the outer glycocalyx of juvenile flukes 
when complexed with antibodies, prevents the intimate attachment and thus damage, mediated by 
eosinophils (Duffus and Franks, 1981). The role of eosinophils in protection against F. hepatica 
infection in either rodents or cattle remains unclear. 
 
1.2 Bovine tuberculosis 
1.2.1 Mycobacterium tuberculosis Complex 
BTB is a bacterial disease caused by Mycobacterium bovis. M. bovis is a member of the 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTB) also comprising M. tuberculosis of humans and M. bovis 
BCG, a strain of M. bovis attenuated for laboratory and vaccination use in humans. The family, 
Mycobacteriaceae, comprises a large number of bacterial species, including many saprophytic 
species. M. bovis primarily causes tuberculosis in cattle but has the broadest host species range of all 
the Mycobacteria, including buffalo, sheep, goats, deer, badgers and humans (Pollock and Neill, 
2002). 
The bacteria are acid-fast bacilli, presumptively diagnosed upon staining with classic Ziehl-Nielsen 
staining. Culture is the gold-standard for diagnosis, with samples grown on media such as 
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Lowenstein–Jensen, Coletsos base or Stonebrinks for 12 weeks. Positive cultures usually become 
apparent within 3-6 weeks but more time is required for a sample to be declared negative. Other 
tests for detection include ELISAs and PCR (OIE, 2002). 
1.2.2 Significance 
1.2.2.1 Human tuberculosis 
Worldwide, hTB is an extremely important health concern (Brewer and Heymann, 2004). 
Approximately one-third of the human population is infected with tuberculosis in a latent or active 
form (Collins and Grange, 1983, Mugerwa, 1998). Many countries do not speciate cultured 
Mycobacteria, hence the incidence of M. bovis in people may be much higher than is known.  
Eight million new cases of active hTB occur annually in Africa, with 2.9 million deaths each year. Of 
the 42 million people currently infected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) over 25% are co-
infected with tuberculosis (Bock and Reichman, 2004).  Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS) is a highly immunosuppressive disease of humans caused by HIV. The current pandemic of 
HIV/AIDS mirrors and slightly precedes the rise in hTB cases. Immunosuppression, caused by 
HIV/AIDS, allows a much faster progression to active hTB in co-infected individuals (Sharma et al., 
2005). 
Schistosoma mansoni, a trematode parasite of humans from the family Schistosomatidae, has a wide 
dispersal throughout Africa and South America (Urquhart et al., 1996). Human co-infection with HIV 
and S. mansoni has been shown to accelerate hTB pathology (Brown et al., 2006). A cohort study in 
humans found a significant correlation between S. mansoni eosinophilia and accelerated hTB 
progression in humans (Elliott et al., 2003). Furthermore, low doses of S. mansoni appear to increase 
the susceptibility of mice to BCG infection (Elias et al., 2005), and S. mansoni reduces the efficacy of 
BCG vaccination in mice. 
In 2006, European Union (EU) countries reported 81 600 new hTB cases. In the same year, 8497 new 
cases of hTB arose in the UK (Anon, 2012f). 40% of these cases were in London, where antibiotic 
resistant bacteria have been isolated from people either not completing the full course of treatment 
or using illegal drugs.   
1.2.2.2 Bovine tuberculosis 
BTB worldwide remains a major disease of livestock, particularly cattle, goats and pigs (Radostits et 
al., 2007). In many countries BTB is endemic, being found in livestock, wildlife and zoo collections.  
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Within the EU, cattle consigned from one to another EU Member State must originate from an 
‘Officially Tuberculosis Free’ (OTF) herd and have been pre-movement tested for BTB (OIE, 2002) as 
described below.  
In all EU Member States except England, Wales and Northern Ireland, the statistics for BTB incidence 
in cattle suggest infection is declining. However, the percentage of restricted UK herds from 2003 to 
2004 only reduced by 0.8%. The herd prevalence in England and Wales has been measured at 34% 
per year in recent years (Chapter 2) assuming optimum performance of diagnostic tests for BTB, with 
the number of new herd breakdowns increasing at a rate of 18% annually in recent years (DEFRA, 
2005a). 
In the UK, the Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) epidemic of 2001 led to the depopulation of many 
farms and their subsequent re-stocking from the dairy-prominent South West of the UK, where BTB 
is also highly prevalent. The movement of cattle country-wide could have contributed to dispersal of 
BTB, and movement of cattle from high frequency testing farms was found to carry a significant risk 
of BTB breakdown on the new farm. Equally, restocking premises that had previous BTB was also 
considered a risk, indicating BTB survival despite no livestock on the farm (Carrique-Mas et al., 
2008). In a study conducted in Brazil, a number of genetically diverse strains of BTB were isolated 
from animals in one herd, indicating the importance of bought-in animals as a source of BTB 
(Figueiredo et al., 2011). The risk of BTB breakdown has also been shown to increase with increased 
movements of cattle onto and off farms (Karolemeas et al., 2011). 
1.2.3 Pathology 
Mycobacteria are phagocytosed into macrophage intracellular phagosomes where they multiply and 
survive due to prevention of phagosome-lysosome fusion. Coalescence of infected macrophages, 
termed epithelioid cells, leads to Langhan’s giant cell formation. These epithelioid cells become 
surrounded by a rim of fibrocytes with occasional lymphocytes, creating a structure called a 
tubercle. As the tubercle grows in size, the centre will often undergo caseous necrosis and become 
calcified. The reason for calcification is currently not understood (Cassidy et al., 2001).  
As the lesion ages, surrounding collagenous connective tissue develops and matures. If bacteria are 
eliminated by the immune response, a small fibrous mass is left. If bacteria are not eliminated, 
tubercles continue to grow and develop large cavity-filled centres (Jones et al., 1997).  
Primary tubercles in cattle are rarely contained by the immune response long-term (Ayele et al., 
2004), leading to active BTB in these animals and dissemination to other organs. If a tubercle breaks 
into a blood vessel, the seeding of bacilli leads to numerous small tubercles being generated in 
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parenchymatous organs, of approximately the same size and age – miliary tuberculosis (Jones et al., 
1997). Other modes of spread are via airways, or via lymphatics (reviewed by Ayele et al., 2004). 
M. bovis is found in respiratory aerosols, saliva, milk, urine and faeces of infected animals, according 
to the pattern of infection in the infected individual, and the host species affected (Hutchings and 
Harris, 1999, Pollock and Neill, 2002). Aerosol spread requires close contact between infected and 
susceptible hosts, with 94% of exhaled M. bovis surviving airborne for 10 minutes (Gannon et al., 
2007). 
1.2.4 Tests for BTB diagnosis in UK Cattle 
Compulsory skin testing for BTB in UK cattle, described below, was introduced in 1950, with 
voluntary testing from 1935. By 1980, the incidence of BTB in the UK was very low. Since then, 
however, the number of cases has been increasing again (Ely and Upton, 2010). The skin test (Single 
Intra-dermal Comparative Cervical Tuberculin, SICCT) is the BTB test described for screening and 
testing animals across the EU and, in the UK.  Testing is conducted every 1-4 years according to the 
proportion of herds in the parish with confirmed BTB breakdown. The protocol for SICCT testing is 
outlined in the box below. 
  
The SICCT relies on a delayed type hypersensitivity immune response to produce an area of localised 
swelling in the dermis, measureable with callipers (Thye et al., 2009) after 72 hours.  The reaction 
relies on the existence of antigen-specific CD4+ Th1 cells in previously exposed or infected 
Single Intra-dermal Comparative Cervical Tuberculin (SICCT) Protocol 
 Identify animal by ear tag and identification record 
 Identify two injection sites in the middle third of the neck, one above the other, 130mm 
apart (do one injection on either side in very small animals). 
 Clip hair from both sites 
 Measure the skin-fold thickness at each site and record 
 Inject avian tuberculin (PPD-A) into the skin of the upper clip-site, and bovine tuberculin 
(PPD-B) into lower clip-site. 
 After 72 hours, the test is read. Each animal is identified by its ear tags again, the same 
skin folds are measured and recorded.  
 A reaction to the bovine tuberculin of 1-3mm greater than the avian reaction is considered 
an ‘inconclusive’ reactor (IR) and will be retested in 60 days. A reactor is an animal that has 
a PPD-B skin thickness of 4mm or greater than the PPD-A injection after 72 hours. Reactor 
animals are isolated, valued and slaughtered. 
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individuals, that amplify in number upon re-stimulation to injected tuberculins, releasing cytokines 
such as monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1) and IFN  to activate and attract 
monocytes/macrophages, IL-2 to activate cytotoxic T cells and dendritic cells to present antigen to T 
cells.   
If a reactor animal is found the herd loses its Officially Tuberculosis-Free status and herd movement 
restrictions are applied (DEFRA, 2011c). Two consecutive clear skin tests are required, 60 days apart 
(or one negative test when PME and culture are negative) before restrictions are lifted. 
If the PME and/or laboratory cultures of tissues reveal BTB lesions or bacterial growth, a severe 
interpretation of the SICCT is applied to the next herd test. This lowers the cut-off for skin thickness 
difference to 3mm, with inconclusive reactors being designated reactors, to improve the sensitivity 
of the test.  
1.2.5 IFN  assay 
The IFN  assay also relies on a cell-mediated response in vitro as lymphocytes from bovine whole 
blood samples are incubated with purified protein derivative (PPD) avian or bovine tuberculin for 16-
24 hours, before detection of IFN  by sandwich ELISA (OIE, 2002). IFN  production comes from 
antigen specific T cells, indicating infection.  
The IFN  assay is used to increase sensitivity of diagnosis in confirmed BTB outbreaks in 3 or 4 yearly 
testing herds, in confirmed new outbreaks that have failed to resolve through repeated skin testing 
in annual or 2-yearly tested herds, and at the first inconclusive reactor retest in unresolved cases in 
annual and 2-yearly testing herds (DEFRA, 2011c). 
The test is also used to enhance diagnostic specificity in non-specific reactor cases and in suspected 
fraudulent cases (DEFRA, 2011c). Animal-level sensitivity and specificity of both tests are shown 
below. 
Table 1.3: Animal-level sensitivity and specificity of SICCT and IFN-  assays used in cattle 
Test SICCT (%) IFN-  (%) Both tests in parallel (%) 
Sensitivity 75.0 88.2-89.7 88.0-97.0 
Specificity 96.3-96.7 95.8-97.0 98.9-99.2 
From: (de la Rua-Domenech et al., 2006) 
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1.2.6 Pre- and post-movement testing  
Pre-movement testing reduces the risk of spreading BTB through cattle movements, helping to 
ensure that only SICCT test negative animals are moved. In England and Wales, it is compulsory for 
all cattle over 42 days old moving from a 1 or 2 yearly tested herd to have tested negative to a SICCT 
within 60 days before movement unless the herd or movement meets an exemption  (DEFRA, 
2011c).  In Scotland, a further post-movement test must be done 60-120 days after cattle arrive on 
the holding. 
1.2.7 Immunology of tuberculosis 
Inhalation by cattle, of M. bovis from infected aerosols, leads to deposition of the bacteria in the 
distal airways. From here, alveolar macrophages phagocytose the bacilli via complement receptor 3 
(CR3) and mannose receptors binding mannosylated molecules on the surface of M. bovis 
(Schlesinger, 1993, Zimmerli et al., 1996). Triggering CR3 prevents release of cytotoxic ROI, thus 
helping the bacteria to survive (Le Cabec et al., 2000). 
The phagosome containing M. bovis should, upon uptake into the cell, fuse with a lysosome 
containing hydrolytic enzymes for intracellular digestion. Pathogenic species of Mycobacteria 
however, survive the acid environment of the phagosome. The retention of early endosomal 
markers on mycobacteria-containing phagosomes and the finding that tryptophan-aspartate 
containing coat protein (TACO) is found in higher concentrations in infected phagosomes, suggests 
that Mycobacteria delay phagosomal maturation and prevent phago-lysosome fusion (de Chastellier, 
2009, Pieters, 2001).  
Human macrophages in vitro secreted pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF  when 
infected with M. tuberculosis (Giacomini et al., 2001, Hickman et al., 2002). However, secretion of 
chemokines such as MCP-1, RANTES and IL-8 by the same cells attracted lymphocytes to the source 
of infection and promoted granuloma formation, hence promoting an immunotolerant environment 
which walls-off rather than eliminates the bacteria. Secretion of IL-10 by these cells suppressed the 
Th1 response further by preventing Major Histocompatability Complex (MHC) class II expression on 
the macrophage cell surface. Toll-Like Receptor 2 (TLR2) stimulation by mycobacterial lipopeptides 
also suppressed MHC class II expression.  With the resulting antigens from digestion not becoming 
available for presentation on the macrophage surface via MHC class II, hence T cell activation is 
suppressed. 
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Dendritic cells are the most potent form of antigen presenting cell and enable vital mediation 
between the innate and adaptive immune responses, enabling polarisation of the immune response 
by secretion of appropriate cytokines (Banchereau and Steinman, 1998, Steinman, 1991). C-type 
Lectin DC-SIGN is a cell surface receptor with high mannose-binding affinity, present on dendritic 
cells. The preferential binding of this surface receptor, by Mycobacteria, helps these bacteria to 
avoid the dendritic cell activation that would occur with MHC class II binding (Tailleux et al., 2003b). 
Bovine dendritic cells infected with M. bovis migrate to lymph nodes and secrete TNF  and IL-12, to 
up-regulate the Th1 response raised against infecting virulent Mycobacteria (Hope et al., 2004, Hope 
and Villarreal-Ramos, 2008). Toll-like receptor recognition of mycobacteria has been more 
thoroughly studied recently. TLR activation leads to MyD88 adaptor protein (MyD88 is an adapter 
protein used by all TLR bar TLR3 to activate the transcription factor NF- B) signalling in cells, leading 
to TNF , IL-10 and IL-1  production (Sohal et al., 2008). IL-10 secretion regulates TNF  expression 
and pathogenic strains of M. tuberculosis have been shown to induce IL-10 secretion to further 
reduce macrophage activation (Balcewicz-Sablinska et al., 1998). 
Established infection of the host depends on a period of bacterial intracellular growth within 
macrophages and dendritic cells. Depletion of such macrophages from mice reduced the 
susceptibility of these animals to M. tuberculosis infection (Leemans et al., 2001). Stimulation of 
macrophages with IFN  or TNF  can lead to successful elimination of most of the Mycobacteria 
within a phagosome, however, the same stimulation does not have the same effect in dendritic cells, 
where elimination does not occur (Bodnar et al., 2001, Mohagheghpour et al., 2000, Tailleux et al., 
2003a). This may give an indication as to why some mycobacterial infections become persistent and 
others are eliminated. 
After reaching an optimal intracellular bacillary load, M. tuberculosis exits the infected macrophage 
to infect other macrophages and to adopt the extracellular existence that helps infectious aerosol 
production. Inducing non-classical apoptosis when bacilliary load exceeds 20 bacteria is how low 
infectious burdens are managed by hosts (Lee et al., 2009). High burdens of M. tuberculosis 
stimulate more rapid cell death, with destruction and phagocytosis of infected cells within 18 hours.  
Another study showed that M. tuberculosis-infected macrophages express less Fas ligand, a 
homotrimeric type II transmembrane protein that, upon binding to a Fas Ligand-Receptor, may 
induce apoptosis. This makes this classical form of cytotoxic T lymphocyte-mediated apoptosis less 
likely (Oddo et al., 1998). Hence M. tuberculosis infection stimulates apoptosis avoidance. 
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Macrophage necrosis promotes infection of  naive macrophages, as well as potentially promoting a 
favourable cholesterol-rich extracellular environment for bacilli survival (Pandey and Sassetti, 2008). 
However, immature dendritic cells fed BCG-infected apoptotic bodies have been shown to activate 
antigen-specific T cells such as CD8+ T cells (Schaible et al., 2003). This suggests that macrophage 
apoptosis primes the adaptive immune system, as well as promoting M. bovis spread. 
 T cells and Natural Killer (NK) cells are innate immune cell types capable of killing foreign cells and 
endogenous cells stressed by infection, and increasing production of cytokines necessary for 
adaptive immune responses (Trinchieri, 1989, Moretta et al., 1994). The greatly enhanced protection 
afforded by BCG-vaccinating neonatal animals with naturally high circulating levels of NK cells 
compared with adults and the production of abundant IFN  from such cells, suggests that this cell 
type is important for mycobacterial immunity (Hope and Villarreal-Ramos, 2008). 
Peripheral blood mononuclear CD4+ T cells and to a lesser extent CD8+ T cells secrete IFN  after 
stimulation with mycobacterial antigen in vitro (Walravens et al., 2002), further enhancing the anti-
mycobacterial immune response to infection. CD8+ T cells, however, have also been implicated in 
immunopathology  (Villarreal-Ramos et al., 2003). From the literature, it is clear that a cell-mediated 
Th1 response is necessary for resistance and immunity to BTB and that a humoral, Th2 response will 
not be appropriate for bacterial elimination.  
1.2.8 Vaccination 
1.2.8.1 Humans 
The human BCG vaccine has been available in various forms since 1921 (McShane, 2009). In 
countries like the UK, where the incidence of hTB is low, the vaccine is efficacious and frequently 
given to children (Black et al., 2002). However, in countries with endemic hTB, such as Malawi, the 
efficacy of the BCG vaccine decreases to zero.  One hypothesis for this lack of efficacy is thought to 
be due to increased infant exposure to saprophytic Mycobacteria species in certain countries prior 
to vaccination age, preventing BCG vaccination working (Palmer and Long, 1966, Black et al., 2002). 
1.2.8.2 Cattle 
Vaccination of animals against BTB is not yet a commercial option. DEFRA (2007) have discussed 
options for vaccine application, should one become available for use in UK cattle. Four possible 
scenarios are suggested. 
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Table 1.4: Possible future scenarios for BTB control in the UK 
Scenario criteria Comments 
Scenario 1 – Compulsory vaccination of all 
cattle  
Gains greatest disease control. 
Greatest costs 
Not targeted nor risk based. 
Scenario 2 – Compulsory vaccination of high risk 
herds 
Risk-based approach to reduce BTB transmission 
within herds in endemic areas.  
1 and 2 yearly testing farms targeted. 
Scenario 3 – Compulsory vaccination of high risk 
herds with the option of voluntary vaccination 
In addition to scenario 2, voluntary vaccination 
of other herds would be allowed. 
Farms would decide based on their own cost-
benefit analysis 
Scenario 4 – Voluntary vaccination The Government would encourage high risk 
premises, but all farms could ultimately decide 
based upon their cost-benefit circumstances. 
 
As future vaccine efficacy will not be 100% and formation of sterile immunity will not occur, 
vaccination alone will not be sufficient to become disease free.  A Differentiating Infected from 
Vaccinated Animals (DIVA) test must be done alongside vaccination. Acceptable sensitivity and 
specificity of a DIVA test and vaccine must coincide to allow use without trade restrictions. Both 
tests and vaccines must be World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)-accredited to be accepted by 
the EU. In the absence of an EU-accepted DIVA test, BCG-based cattle vaccines are not currently 
deemed appropriate. 
Currently trial vaccines are thought to reduce the numbers of reactor cattle in each breakdown and 
the duration each farm will spend under movement restriction. Reduced transmission of BTB is 
another consideration and the risk of spreading infection to other herd members and wildlife should 
be less. 
Within 5 years, it was thought that a BCG vaccine for cattle that confers full protection to 50% of 
animals vaccinated, with at least partial protection for more than 50% of the vaccinated cattle 
population, will be available. In 5-10 years, a vaccine that confers more than 80% protection against 
BTB will be developed (DEFRA, 2007). 
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Even if a vaccine were available commercially, the EU currently insists that eradication of BTB is 
achieved without use of cattle vaccines.  After the EU legislation has been made more amenable, we 
need either an amendment to the Tuberculosis Order 2007 or new regulations made under section 
2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972 or, a bill amending the Animal Health Act 1981 to 
provide for wider vaccination powers. 
1.3 Co-infections  
Co-infections between F. hepatica and other bacteria have been studied in a range of hosts. 
1.3.1 Salmonella Dublin 
It was concluded from an in vivo study in cattle that prior F. hepatica infection resulted in increased 
susceptibility to Salmonella Dublin infection with all co-infected animals becoming persistent faecal 
carriers of S. Dublin (Aitken et al., 1979). Prior F. hepatica infection did not affect the survival of 
cattle given a sublethal dose of S. Dublin, but did extend persistence of the bacteria in faeces for 
longer (Aitken et al., 1981). F. hepatica infection did not predispose to a more severe bacteraemia in 
orally infected cattle given sublethal doses of S. Dublin (Hall et al., 1981). 
Taylor and Kilpatrick (1975) found that although the peaks of both F. hepatica and S. Dublin infection 
occurred in autumn, the diagnostic samples they studied for both parasitic and bacterial infections 
suggested that these diseases were independent of each other in the UK. However, a subsequent 
case-control study found that S. Dublin infection was highly associated with F. hepatica infection in 
dairy cattle in the Netherlands (Vaessen et al., 1998). Together with the in vivo studies described 
above, this suggests that fluke infection may play a role in the susceptibility of cattle to S. Dublin or 
the time taken to eliminate such an infection. 
1.3.2 Bordetella pertussis 
Brady et al. (1999) clearly demonstrated a Th1 response to Bordetella pertussis vaccine in mice 
characterised by the production of IFN . Subsequent infection of these vaccinated mice with 
metacercariae or treatment with Liver Fluke Homogenate (LFH) abrogated the Th1 response in 
favour of a Th2 response, characterised by IL-4 production. This paper also showed that F. hepatica 
infection given before Bordetella pertussis, polarised the immune system to a Th2 response with 
high IL-4 and undetectable IFN  produced by spleen cells in response to LFH. Co-incident with Th1 
suppression in co-infected animals, bacterial clearance from the lungs was also delayed. In fact, even 
when B. pertussis infection was long-standing, F. hepatica infection inhibited most Th1 activity upon 
re-stimulation with B. pertussis vaccine administration. Th2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-5, were unaffected 
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by prior B. pertussis vaccination. Bacterial loads in lungs of mice were 40-fold higher in those 
subsequently infected with F. hepatica, indicating that bacterial clearance is negatively affected by 
polarisation of the immune system towards a Th2 response. 
IL-4 knock out (K.O.) and wild-type mice were immunised against B. pertussis at 0 and 4 weeks, then 
given 10 F. hepatica metacercariae by mouth. Wild-type mice just vaccinated against B. pertussis, 
demonstrated a Th1 response with high IFN production. IL-4 K.O. B. pertussis vaccinated mice 
demonstrated slightly reduced IFN  but still a Th1 dominant response. Wild-type and K.O. B. 
pertussis vaccinated, F. hepatica co-infected animals showed abrogation of Th1 in favour of Th2 
dominance with IL-4 production, indicating that F. hepatica can abrogate an existing Th1 response in 
immunocompetent and K.O. mice (Brady et al., 1999).  
Cytokines produced by cells from five mouse-strains after infection with 5 metacercariae each, were 
biased strongly towards a Th2 response in all strains but IL-4 K.O. strain tested (O'Neill et al., 2000). 
Infection with 15 metacercariae, led to extreme Th2 responses being seen. IL-4 K.O. mice produced 
significantly less IL-5 and no IL-4 (both Th2 cytokines), yet produced neither IFN  nor IL-2 (both Th1 
cytokines), suggesting that a Th1 response is not stimulated even when a Th2 response is not 
possible. This study also showed that immune polarisation was dependent on F. hepatica burden 
and the presence of IL-4. IgG1 antibodies were produced in all but IL-4 K.O. strains of mice. IgG2a 
antibodies were not detected. 
IL-4 is associated with IgG1 and IgE secretion. IFN  is associated with IgG2a production. F. hepatica is 
capable of suppressing all cytokines, but most obviously Th1 types. Suppression may be via F. 
hepatica secreted molecules or antigen-stimulated T cells. 
1.3.3 M. bovis and BCG 
Experimental infection of cattle with attenuated M. bovis BCG and F. hepatica showed that seven 
out of nine co-infected cattle tested negative on the SICCT test and eight out of nine co-infected 
cattle tested negative on the IFN  assay (Flynn et al., 2007b), suggesting reduced immune reaction to 
M. bovis if co-infection with F. hepatica exists in cattle. 
The effect of F. hepatica co-infection on the detection of virulent M. bovis in cattle, showed that co-
infected animals had lower IFN  responses and fewer visual lesions on PME, with a lower overall 
group severity score, suggesting down-regulation of the Th1 immune response in these animals 
(Flynn et al., 2009, DEFRA 2005, Claridge et al., 2012). Blood samples were taken 14 weeks post 
infection for IFN  assay, anti-M. bovis antibody ELISA, and TGF-  and IL-4 ELISAs. The SICCT test was 
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performed on each animal, then all cattle were slaughtered and a PME performed. IFN  assays 
revealed elevation of IFN  in all treatment groups but production was significantly greater from M. 
bovis only infected animals compared with co-infected individuals. TGF-  release in response to PPD-
B was significantly greater in the co-infected group compared to the M. bovis-only group, suggesting 
a regulatory immune response dampening the Th1 response.  Five out of six animals given M. bovis 
only had visual BTB lesions on PME compared with three out of six animals given a co-infection 
suggesting regulation of immunopathology with co-infection.   
As an interesting addition to the TLR discussion in section 1.2.7,  a study by Chambers et al. (2010) 
demonstrated that human pro-monocytic leukaemia cells stimulated with the M. tuberculosis and 
M. bovis  cell-associated lipoglycoprotein, MPB83, led to matrix-metalloproteinase 9 enzyme 
induction via interaction with TLR1 and TLR2, but not with TLR4. TLR2 in particular, is considered to 
mediate a pro-inflammatory immune response that helps clear infections stimulated via lipoprotein 
and lipoarabinomannan such as those from mycobacteria. Production of the M. tuberculosis enzyme, 
cell envelope-associated serine hydrolase (Hip1) has been demonstrated to reduce interaction of 
mycobacterial PAMPs with TLR2 in mice, leading to reduced MyD88-signalling and down-regulation 
of the pro-inflammatory, Th1 response in early infection (Madan-Lala et al., 2011).  MyD88 is the 
central adaptor protein for most TLR (reviewed, Diaz and Allen, 2007). In its absence, responses shift 
to a Th2 type immune response.  
The TRIF-dependent pathway of TLR3 and TLR4 stimulation primarily activates the transcription 
factor IRF3, inducing transcription of IFN , leading to STAT1 activation and induction of STAT1-
dependent genes such as iNOS and interferon-inducible protein 10, producing a Th1 
proinflammatory environment. Donnelly et al. (2010b) demonstrated that Cathepsin-L1 (FheCL1) 
from F. hepatica specifically blocks TLR3 by degrading this protein, diminishing macrophage 
activation by both TLR3 and TLR4, and hence reducing expression of genes such as iNOS. This 
pathway block is due to degradation of TLR3 within the macrophage endosome by parasite-derived 
FheCL1. The TLR3 ligand is double-stranded RNA, usually present in dsRNA viruses, and stimulation 
of TLR3 or TLR4 (the ligand of which is LPS) or both would mediate a Th1, proinflammatory immune 
response. In the absence of this, a Treg and Th2 anti-inflammatory immune response predominates. 
Is it possible that the strong Th2 response stimulated by F. hepatica-infection on macrophages via 
their effect on TLR3 and TLR4 sets up an environment whereby subsequent stimulation of TLR1 and 
TLR2 by M. bovis has negligible effect, leading to increased susceptibility of co-infected animals to 
BTB infection. 
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1.4 Other On-farm Pathogens in the UK 
Although many co-infections are dealt with by the immune system without problems, 
immunomodulatory pathogens such as Fasciola hepatica, may polarise the immune response, 
leaving that individual host more susceptible to infections that would normally require the 
suppressed immune response for clearance. It should be made clear here that this 
immunomodulation will not necessarily increase the likelihood of the host being infected, but may 
mean that, once infected, the host cannot eliminate the disease as effectively (Aitken et al., 1979, 
Aitken et al., 1981, Brady et al., 1999). In the case of bovine tuberculosis, this leads to greater risk of 
transmission and persistence of the pathogen on farms before infected individuals are identified and 
culled. 
As discussed in section 1.1.9, F. hepatica is a strong immunomodulatory pathogen of cattle, its 
prevalence in the UK is increasing (Daniel and Mitchell, 2002) and co-infection of hosts with bacteria, 
viruses or protozoa and this parasite have been shown to lead to increased severity of clinical 
disease and bacterial persistence (sections 1.3 and 1.4). It is thus important to determine if this 
abundant parasite is having an effect on the distribution and prevalence of other bovine diseases in 
the UK. 
Five major pathogens were deemed to be of great significance to UK cattle, and are discussed below. 
1.4.1 Bovine Viral Diarrhoea Virus 
BVDv is a pestivirus of the flaviviridae; a group of small, enveloped viruses with a single-stranded, 
positive sense RNA genome (Brackenbury et al., 2003). The two biotypes of the virus, cytopathic (cp) 
and non-cytopathic (ncp), are identifiable based upon their lytic action in in vitro cultures (Meyers 
and Thiel, 1996). Infection of the host is via the oronasal route and initial viral replicate occurs in the 
oronasal cavity, before causing a viraemia that spreads the virus to internal organs. The virus is shed 
essentially in all secretions and excretions (Peterhans and Schweizer, 2010) from the infected animal 
and the type of disease seen depends upon the age of the animal at the time of infection, as shown 
in Table 1.5. 
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Table 1.5: Types of Infection caused by BVDv 
Age of Animal Disease form Reference 
<40 days gestation Acute infection (Brownlie et al., 1989) 
40-120 days gestation Immunotolerance (McClurkin et al., 1984) 
120-140 days gestation CNS-pathology (McClurkin et al., 1984) 
140 days to term leading to 
birth of immunocompetent 
animals 
Acute with virus persistence in 
immunoprivileged sites such as 
testes 
(Brownlie et al., 1980) 
(Kommisrud et al., 1996) 
Adult cattle Acute infection with 
subsequent  virus persistence in 
immunoprivileged sites such as 
testes 
(Brownlie et al., 1980) 
(Kommisrud et al., 1996) 
Persistently infected animals 
as a result of immunotolerance 
Homologous cpBVDv infection 
leads to Mucosal Disease and 
death 
(Brownlie, 1990) 
(Bruschke et al., 1998) 
 
The bovine foetus becomes immunotolerant of ncp BVDv, if infection occurs between 40-120 days of 
gestation. Immunotolerance is the acceptance by the host immune system of antigens as ‘self’ at the 
time of immune system development. In the case of BVDv, this infection window results in a live calf 
that is persistently infected (PI) and continuously sheds infective virus. This produces a ‘PI’ animal 
that serves as a source of infective virus for other animals in the herd. Many PI animals have reduced 
growth rates and are highly susceptible to other pathogens, frequently not surviving to first service 
(Radostits et al., 2007). 
ncp BVDv does not trigger interferon alpha/beta  (IFN / ) production thus this may allow it to infect 
and persist in the foetus, in which an innate IFN /  response is possible very early after conception. 
cp BVDv induces a large IFN /  response from the host innate immune system, hence cp BVDv 
cannot become a persistent infection. It is also hypothesised that infection of the foetus at <40 days 
gestation may stimulate the high concentrations of IFN-  produced by the bovine trophoblast during 
this time. IFN-  is thought to maintain gestation by preventing luteolysis in the bovine ovary but also 
has antiviral activity similar to IFN /  (Short et al., 1991, Cooke et al., 2009). 
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In the acutely infected immunocompetent animal, infection with ncp BVDv leads to an 
asymptomatic or mild disease of 12-14 days duration. During this time, a period of 
immunosuppression is noted. 
In vitro, ncp BVDv inhibits IFN  induction after viral uptake into antigen presenting cells. Schweizer 
and Peterhans (2001) demonstrate that 12 hours is required after host cell invasion to allow the 
virus to induce viral protein production or influence host cell proteins, that enable the host cell to 
resist apoptosis.  In vivo, ncp BVDv has been shown to induce elevated IFN  concentrations in 
foetal serum, but that IFN /  was undetectable from the amniotic fluid of foetuses infected with 
ncp BVDv. This failure to induce IFN /  in the amnion may enable the virus to establish persistent 
infection in the early foetus. 
dsRNA is a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP) produced during viral replication 
intracellularly. Toll-like receptor (TLR) 3 or protein kinase R stimulation by dsRNA should lead to NF-
B transcription factor-activation of IFN /  genes (Jacobs and Langland, 1996). However, an in vitro 
study showed TLR3 expression was demonstrated to decline rapidly from 1 hour post infection to 24 
hours post infection, and the expression of IL-12, a cytokine involved in the differentiation of naive T 
cells to Th1 cells, crucial for adaptive immune development, mirrored this (Lee et al., 2008), 
indicating down-regulation of the immune response soon after infection.   
Due to the lack of activation of the innate immune system by ncp BVDv, intranasal dendritic cells do 
not become activated to produce IFN /  and viral growth is not restricted. When free virus enters a 
lymph node, interaction between the virus and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (DC) produces a huge 
upsurge in IFN /  production. This IFN /  production influences the development and sensitivity of 
a number of other DC subpopulations and mediates an appropriate adaptive immune response. 
A predisposition for co-infection has been noted in both acutely and persistently BVDv infected 
animals. BVDv infection has been associated with more severe respiratory tract disease caused by 
bovine parainfluenza-3 virus, bovine respiratory syncytial virus, and Mannheimia haemolytica 
infection (Fulton et al., 2000). BVDv reactivation was shown to occur in calves given a subsequent 
bovine herpesvirus 1 (Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis virus; IBR) challenge, and the clinical 
condition of such co-infected animals was significantly worse than the condition seen with a single 
viral infection (Castrucci et al., 1992). 
In addition, delayed-type hypersensitivity responses to Mycobacterium avium subsp 
paratuberculosis (causative bacterium of Johnes disease) purified protein derivative (PPD) were 
demonstrated to be decreased in cows experimentally exposed to this bacterium one week after 
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exposure to a modified-live BVDv vaccine (Thoen and Waite, 1990). This poses concerns for 
countries use the PPD test for Johnes disease diagnosis. 
Salmonella typhimurium DT104 infection was found to be more severe in a group of imported 
pregnant heifers co-infected with BVDv virus (Penny et al., 1996). Another study also showed that 
calves given BVDv and S. typhimurium showed more severe clinical signs and excreted the bacteria 
for longer than calves that were infected with S. typhimurium alone (Wray and Roeder, 1987) . 
Perhaps most worryingly is the demonstration that BVDv infection in calves can render common 
tests used for M. bovis detection – lymphocyte proliferation in response to PPD-A and PPD-B and the 
IFN  assay – less sensitive due to the immunosuppression caused by acute ncp BVDv infection 
(Charleston et al., 2001). Acute BVDv infections have an immunosuppressive effect on lymphocyte 
proliferation and IFN  release that could last over 3 weeks, meaning that herds with such co-
infection may remain undetected and hence spread M. bovis within and between herds. 
Furthermore, it has been shown in experimentally infected calves that BVDv infection leads to 
enhanced M. bovis shedding in nasal secretions for 4 weeks, increasing silent transmission of the 
bacterium (Kao et al., 2007).  
1.4.2 Leptospirosis 
Leptospirosis is a clinical disease of cattle, man and other animals, caused by the spirochaete, 
Leptospira interrogans serovar hardjo and other serovars (Ellis et al., 1985). In cattle, the disease 
manifests as lowered fertility, abortion, mastitis and/or renal failure (Ellis et al., 1985, Higgins et al., 
1980). The organism is carried by a number of mammals such as rodents, but cattle-to-cattle 
transmission via urine has been shown to be most important in Northern Ireland (Ellis et al., 1981). It 
is also transmitted via semen (Heinemann et al., 1999). Leptospirosis is highly prevalent in non-
vaccinated herds, with 76% of such dairy farms in south Wales demonstrating antibodies in bulk milk 
tank samples (Bishop et al., 2010). 
Leptospirosis was thought to cost the UK dairy farming industry £22.3 million in 1996 (Bennett et al., 
1999), with substantial reproductive costs in cattle reported (Grooms, 2006). Further to this cost is 
the possibility of co-infections occurring in cattle, complicating demands upon the immune system 
and reducing production potential further. For example, in a 183-cow dairy herd with a serious 
outbreak of pyrexia, diarrhoea, agalactia, metritis and severe weight loss, BVDv was considered the 
primary cause with increased clinical severity due to the concurrent introduction of L hardjo and 
Coxiella burnetii into an immunologically naive herd during the main calving period (Pritchard et al., 
1989).  
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Risk factors for bulk milk tank levels of antibodies to L. hardjo, BVDv and IBR were recently described 
(Bishop et al., 2010) as large herd size, open farm policy with cattle being bought-in, and hiring bulls. 
On farms where antibody to one of the three diseases listed above was high, the chances of 
antibody against another of those pathogens, was also increased. 
The immune responses of cattle to Leptospira interrogans serovar Hardjo infection have not been 
studied in detail. Several studies have been done to investigate the type of vaccine-induced response 
necessary for protective immunity in cattle. Protective immunity has historically been considered to 
be entirely humoral against L. hardjo due to the highly serovar-specific antibody response elicited 
upon vaccination (Brown et al., 2003). Despite good antibody production in vivo to pentavalent 
vaccines (incorporating antigens from serovars Hardjo, Canicola, Pomona, Grippotyphosa and 
Icterohaemorrhagiae) the presence of antibody against L. hardjo does not protect cattle from 
urinary shedding or abortion post challenge with this serovar. Monovalent vaccines against L. hardjo 
have been shown to induce a strong cell-mediated (pro-inflammatory) immune response, producing 
high quantities of IFN (Naiman et al., 2001). It is postulated that serovar hardjo is most resilient to 
immune-mediated killing thus requiring a different mechanism of immune system control, compared 
to that of the other serovars listed above (Brown et al., 2003). In conclusion, a Th1 or pro-
inflammatory immune response is necessary for effective immunity against L. hardjo. 
Leptospirosis vaccination prevalence was significantly higher in cattle testing negative to the SICCT 
test  compared with those testing positive to the SICCT test, but when anti-Leptospira antibodies 
were assayed, no difference was demonstrable between reactor cattle and negative in-contact 
animals (DEFRA, 2005b), indicating that the relationship between these two infections and 
immunomodulation is not clear cut.  
1.4.3 Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis 
Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) is a viral disease caused by Bovine Herpesvirus 1 (BHV-1), a 
large dsDNA virus of the -herpesvirinae. It is commonly seen as a bovine respiratory pathogen but 
can cause abortion. The main sources of infection are the nasal exudates and the respiratory 
droplets, genital secretions, semen (Deka et al., 2005), foetal fluids and tissues. The BHV-1 virus can 
become latent following a primary infection with a field isolate or vaccination with an attenuated 
strain. Viral genomic DNA has been demonstrated in the sensory ganglia of the trigeminal nerve in 
infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) and in sacro-spinal ganglia in pustular vulvovaginitis and 
balanoposthitis cases (Nandi et al., 2009). From here, the virus undergoes recrudescence from a 
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latent infection state (no circulating virus in system to reactivation of infection by new replication of 
virus previously harboured in neuronal cells).  
In the UK, 83.2% of unvaccinated herds in one study showed evidence of at least one seropositive 
animal on the farm (Woodbine et al., 2009). This study also showed that exposure to BHV-1 
increased with age in larger herds. 
One thing common to the herpesvirinae, and important for successful viral infection in the case of 
herpesviruses, is the latency-reactivation cycle. Acute BHV-1 infection occurs on mucosal surfaces 
and leads to high amounts of host cell apoptosis (Winkler et al., 1999). Viral gene expression is 
temporally regulated in 3 phases: immediate early (IE), early (E) and late (L), each stage being 
activated by products from the stage before. BHV-1 enters the peripheral nervous system by cell-to-
cell spread and lies dormant between periods of recrudescence in the sensory neurons of the 
trigeminal ganglia. Periods of elevated corticosteroids in the circulation and/or immunosuppression 
can initiate recrudescence from the latent viral state (reviewed by Jones and Chowdhury, 2007). 
Latent virus expresses an abundance of the latency related (LR) gene but switches off expression of 
IE and E genes (Jones et al., 2006).  
BHV-1 encodes at least three proteins that can inhibit specific arms of the immune system.  
(a) bICP0 is a transcriptional regulatory protein that activates expression of all viral promoters 
(Everett, 2000). In the absence of viral genes, bICP0 inhibits IFNα/β signalling by infected 
host cells (Henderson et al., 2005) by reducing IRF3 protein levels in human and bovine cells, 
leading to reduced IFN-  promoter activity (Saira et al., 2007).  IRF3 activation is an 
immediate early regulator of the IFN response in infected host cells. It has been shown that 
BHV-1 does not replicate in murine neuronal cells with functional IFNα/β receptors, thus the 
ability of this virus to inhibit IFNα/β production is crucial for its pathogenesis (Abril et al., 
2004).   
(b) UL41.5 protein (or glycoprotein N) is a non-glycosylated type I membrane protein (Liang et 
al., 1993, Liang et al., 1996). Glycoprotein N homologues have been shown to inhibit 
transporter-associated antigen processing-mediated transport of cytosolic peptides into the 
endoplasmic reticulum, hence blocking formation of MHC-I complexes destined for antigen 
presentation on the cell surface (Koppers-Lalic et al., 2005, Lipinska et al., 2006).  This in turn 
inhibits CD8+ T-cell recognition of infected cells  (Nataraj et al., 1997). 
(c) Viral Glycoproteins are virally encoded proteins required for viral particles to bind and 
penetrate host cells and for viral shedding, cell fusion and cell-to-cell spread to disseminate 
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virus after replication (reviewed by Jones and Chowdhury, 2007). Glycoprotein G is a 
chemokine-binding protein that prevents movement of lymphocytes to sites of infection. 
Following acute infection of calves, BHV-1 can also infect and induce high levels of apoptosis 
of CD4+ T-cells (reviewed by Jones and Chowdhury, 2007). Deletion of the BHV-1 
glycoprotein G gene leads to a more attenuated viral phenotype in experimentally infected 
calves (Bryant et al., 2003). 
Previous discussions of co-infections with BVDv and respiratory viruses in cattle have shown that 
clinical disease is more severe when co-infection is present (Castrucci et al., 1992). Parturition also 
leads to immunomodulation (Karcher et al., 2008b) in cows and may affect BHV-1 recrudescence in 
some cases. Following BHV-1 infection, IFN /  are detectable in nasal secretions from 5 hours post 
infection to up to 8 days post infection (Straub and Ahl, 1976). These IFNs promote leukocyte 
infiltration, macrophage activation and increase Natural Killer cell activity (Babiuk et al., 1985, 
Lawman et al., 1987, Jensen and Schultz, 1990). Humoral responses lead to anti-envelope 
glycoprotein neutralizing antibody production that binds virus particles and inhibits further host cell 
infection. Non-neutralising antibody can also lead to antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity (van 
Drunen Littel-van den Hurk et al., 1993). Humoral responses are generally detectable after 8-12 days 
post infection (reviewed by Jones and Chowdhury, 2007). 
CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes play an important role in protection during the cell-to-cell spread of 
the virus during early infection of the respiratory epithelium (van Drunen Littel-van den Hurk, 2007). 
CD8+ CTLs that produce IFN  are believed to play an important role in preventing reactivation from 
latently infected ganglian neurons (Liu et al., 2000).  
1.4.4 Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis 
Johnes Disease, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis, is a 
common mycobacterial disease of ruminants worldwide. The clinical condition manifests as extreme 
weight loss and terminal, chronic, profuse diarrhoea in cattle (Begg et al., 2011) with reductions in 
milk yield, milk quality and fertility seen in subclinical and clinical conditions (Beaudeau et al., 2007, 
Smith et al., 2010). The disease costs the US dairy industry over $200 million each year (Ott et al., 
1999). 
The bacterium is extremely difficult to eradicate from a premises with bioaerosol production 
remaining infectious after decontamination of surfaces post depopulation (Eisenberg et al., 2011). 
Coupled with the long incubation time (time between infection and start of clinical signs; often more 
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than 2 years) of this bacterial infection, this disease is very difficult to detect clinically and may 
spread silently through a herd before clinical signs show (Chiodini et al., 1984, Gonzalez et al., 2005).   
Antibiotic treatment is protracted and expensive, and has not been demonstrated to produce a cure 
in infected cattle, hence culling is the only true option for management of this disease on-farm (Lu et 
al., 2008). There is little evidence to suggest that in utero infection of calves occurs despite the dam 
being seropositive/faecal culture positive (Pithua et al., 2010), so snatch-calving is the only way to 
ensure transmission from dam to calf via colostrums or via the faeco-oral route does not occur 
(Dieguez et al., 2008, Antognoli et al., 2007).  Commercial diagnostic tests available in the UK include 
an anti- M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis antibody ELISA and bacterial culture and identification 
(VLA Test List, 2011). 
IFN  is important for initiating the innate immune response to intracellular bacteria and is one of the 
first cytokines to be activated in subclinical M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis-infected dairy cows 
(Sweeney et al., 1998). Together with TNF , IFN  promotes the protective formation of granulomas 
(Roach et al., 2002) necessary for control of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis infection.  
Post surgical inoculation into the ileum of young calves, it takes M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis 
one hour to translocate to the mesenteric lymph nodes, indicating rapid, efficient and possibly 
strain-dependent spread of the bacterium (Wu et al., 2007). There was a lack of antibody response 
seen during the 9 month study, but a shift towards Th2 (humoral) immunity was associated with 
advancement to clinical disease (Wu et al., 2007). A Th1 immune response was predominant 
throughout the 9 month study, shown by flow cytometry and reverse transcription polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR).  
Investigations in cattle show that adult, naturally infected cows tended to have a Th2 dominant 
immune system phenotype characterised by increased IL-5, GATA 3 and IL-4 mRNA production 
(Coussens et al., 2005). Phagocytosis of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis by dendritic cells and 
macrophages and these cells’ subsequent migration to local lymph nodes allows Mycobacterium 
avium subsp paratuberculosis (MAP) antigen presentation to T and B cells (Coussens, 2004). T cell 
activation appears to be restricted, with only macrophages that successfully destroy M. avium subsp. 
paratuberculosis infections able to express MAP antigens on MHC class II leading to a Th1 response 
being stimulated. A Th2 response, characterised by antibody production was shown to depend on 
route of entry and dose of the bacteria (Waters et al., 2003). High initial doses lead to more rapid 
antibody production. 
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Experimental infection of sheep has shown variation in the initial immune responses mounted 
against M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (Begg et al., 2011). Here, the authors show that despite 
there being a predominant classical Th1-Th2 switch in immune response shown by 50% of 
experimentally infected animals, there were actually 3 distinct patterns produced: Th1 – Th2 switch, 
IFN -antibody combination, and IFN  only. It is not stated whether these animals were tested for co-
infections before experimental inoculation, which may help to explain the variation in immune 
responses seen. The fact that outbred animals were used may also explain the variation in immune 
responses seen. Pathological severity and extent of M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis dissemination 
was not correlated at all with clinical signs of the disease (Brady et al., 2008). 
Several authors have hypothesised that a Th1 immune response is more likely to control or eradicate 
M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis in ruminants (Begg et al., 2011, Mikkelsen et al., 2009).  Anecdotal 
evidence suggested that as cattle infected with M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis approach 
parturition, IFN  and TNF-  expression by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) reduced, 
leading to a reduction in Th1 activity at parturition (Karcher et al., 2008a).  Studies concentrating on 
the periparturient period of cattle show that clinical cases tended to have a more Th2 response than 
subclinically infected cows or control cows (Karcher et al., 2008b), with a greater CD4:CD8 ratio. The 
relative percentages of lymphocyte subsets were also found to be modulated in cows with clinical 
infection, despite some modulation being attributable to parturition. Overall cytokine gene 
expression during the period 3 weeks before to 4 weeks post partum was not noted to be 
significantly influenced by Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis infection (Karcher et al., 
2008a).  
A study utilising 2-3 year old sheep naturally infected with Mycobacterium avium subsp. 
paratuberculosis, found increased expression of TLR 1-5 and TLR8 in the ileum and jejunum and 
increased expression of TLR 1-4, TLR6 and TLR8 in mesenteric lymph nodes of infected animals 
(Taylor et al., 2008). TLR1, 2 and 4 mutations were subsequently found in cattle with Mycobacterium 
avium subsp. paratuberculosis infection (Mucha et al., 2009). Given the highly conserved nature of 
TLR across mammalian species, it is hypothesised that these mutations are important for 
susceptibility to Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis infection.  
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1.4.5 Neospora caninum 
Neospora caninum is a protozoal parasite with a complex life cycle, involving an intermediate bovine 
host and a definitive canine host. Three lifestages have been described: 
1. Bradyzoite-containing tissue cysts within the central nervous system of Canis familiaris 
(domestic dog) and Canis latrans (coyotes), bovine placenta (Shivaprasad et al., 1989) and 
skeletal muscle (Peters et al., 2001). This is the dormant stage. 
2. Tachyzoites in the brain, heart and liver, allowing amplification of the parasite and spread to 
all internal organs (Barr et al., 1991, Wouda et al., 1997). This is the penetrative stage. 
3.  Oocysts passed out in the faeces of the definitive canine host. Upon sporulation (which 
takes 48 hours under laboratory conditions (McAllister et al., 1998)), two sporocysts are 
formed, each containing four sporozoites. This sporulated form is considered the main route 
of postnatal infection (Wouda et al., 1997). 
Epidemiological studies have shown that vertical transmission of the parasite from dam to calf is the 
most common route of infection with more than 80% of calves born to infected dams, infected 
themselves (Anderson et al., 1997). It is estimated that 36% of bovine abortions diagnosed in the UK 
are attributable to neosporosis (Anon, 2002), and the prevalence of N. caninum seropositivity was 
found to be up to 55% of dairy herds in Wales (Felstead, 2005) and 81% of calves born to 
seropositive dams were found seropositive on two dairy farms in California (Paré et al., 1996). The 
buying-in of infected animals on to a farm can lead to introduction of infection into the herd – either 
through vertical transmission establishing an infected family line and by providing a source of 
contaminated tissue (cleansings or aborted material) which can be scavenged by dogs, leading to 
environmental contamination with oocysts.  Potentially this may lead to an abortion storm if naive, 
pregnant cattle ingest oocysts (Williams et al., 2009). Vertical transmission following recrudescence 
of endogenous infection during  pregnancy leads to infection of the calf in utero (Davison et al., 
1999). Oral ingestion of oocysts by cattle leads to horizontal infection (McCann et al., 2007). 
Demonstration that a Th1 response was necessary for foetal protection against an exogenous 
challenge using live N. caninum tachyzoites, was characterised by an increase in systemically 
circulating IFN  and by production of IgG2 antibodies in pregnant bovine cows (Williams et al 2000). 
Further demonstration of recrudescence of infection causing foetopathy in five out of six naturally 
infected pregnant cattle suggests that, despite this Th1 response being protective against exogenous 
challenge, pre-existing immunity in chronically infected dams is more difficult to control (Williams et 
al., 2003). The regulatory immune environment established in the dam during bovine gestation is 
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TGF  and IL-10 dominant. Only experimental immunization of cattle prior to pregnancy, with live 
subcutaneous tachyzoites, has been shown to confer protection against foetopathy (Williams et al., 
2007). This Th1 immune response, generated as a result of this immunization, is thought to be 
necessary for foeto-protection in the ensuing pregnancy.  
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1.5 This Thesis 
1.5.1 Co-infections in the field 
Table 1.6 below summarises the immune responses necessary for elimination of the common 
pathogens detailed above. Given the high herd prevalence of all these infections in the UK, it is 
highly likely that co-infection with these diseases and F. hepatica, will occur within herds and within 
individual animals.  
Table 1.6: Summary of the immune responses necessary for immune control of the diseases studied 
in this thesis 
Disease: Johnes Disease  Neospora 
caninum  
BVDv  IBR  Leptospira 
interrogans 
serovar hardjo  
Causative 
agent: 
M. avium 
subspecies 
paratuberculosis  
Apicomplexan  
Protozoal 
parasite  
Pestivirus, 
flaviviridae  
a-herpesvirus  Spirochaete 
bacterium  
Clinical 
signs: 
Gastro-
intestinal 
disease, chronic 
infection  
Abortion  Abortion, 
immune 
suppression, 
susceptibility 
to co-
infection, PI’s  
Upper 
respiratory 
tract disease, 
abortion  
Abortion, 
reduced fertility, 
mastitis, renal 
failure  
Immune 
response: 
necessary 
Th1  Th1  Th1  Th1  Th1  
 
1.5.2 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 aims to estimate the herd prevalence of BTB on dairy farms in England and Wales, using 
novel Bayesian methods to provide less bias. This will cast further light on the magnitude of the 
problem faced by UK farming, and outlines the importance, both from animal welfare and economic 
perspectives, of effective disease control for BTB. 
Further investigation of herd-level BTB prevalence on dairy farms in England and Wales is conducted 
in Chapter 3, where a statistical model is formulated, using proxies of variables found to be highly 
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significant predictors of BTB by other published papers. Into our model, we then test a variable 
derived from the anti-F. hepatica antibody milk ELISA, to see if it enhances the predictive power of 
our model significantly. 
The negative and highly significant, statistical association between F. hepatica burden and BTB 
presence or absence on dairy farms, shown in Chapter 3 is then studied on an animal level. In an 
area of South Wales identified as having high incidence of F. hepatica and BTB in Chapter 3, in 
Chapter 4 we obtain milk samples from SICCT test positive and negative, or IR and negative cattle, 
and compare the burdens of F. hepatica in the respective groups.  
Chapter 5 of this thesis sets out to identify associations between F. hepatica exposure and these 
infectious diseases. Information collected via questionnaires and PP values from milk samples 
analysed by the anti-F. hepatica antibody milk ELISA, will be tested via a random effects model to 
look for new associations between herd management or disease status variables, and the exposure 
of F. hepatica  by individual cattle on farms in England and Wales. 
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Chapter 2 
National estimates of herd-level bovine tuberculosis prevalence are 
biased 
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2.1 Abstract 
BTB is a notifiable disease, endemic in England and Wales. The incidence of BTB outbreaks has 
increased exponentially in the last 15 years, despite previously successful control measures being 
used. Compulsory BTB screening and disease control methods cost the UK government £108.4 
million in 2009. In this chapter, two novel methods for estimating disease prevalence in the UK dairy 
herd are designed and run; the first is a Bayesian method estimating prevalence based upon an 
imperfect test being applied to BTB diagnosis, and the second method assigning a probability of true 
positive diagnosis on a farm level, given each farm herd-size. We show that the prevalence of BTB is 
likely to be higher (0.440) than that currently reported (0.345). This has major implications for the 
current disease control methods and the use of the EU approved skin test for diagnosis of BTB ante 
mortem. 
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2.2 Introduction 
BTB, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium bovis, is a serious threat to the UK livestock industry, 
costing the UK government £108.4 million in 2009 (DEFRA, 2011b). Despite compulsory bovine skin 
testing being in place since the 1950’s, there has been a steady increase in the incidence of disease 
in British cattle during the period 2001-09 (Buddle et al., 2009, Ely and Upton, 2010, O'Reilly and 
MacClancy, 1975). Some authors have questioned the value for money and efficiency of the BTB 
control programme as the increasing incidence despite large financial input gives the impression of 
‘throwing good money after bad’ (Torgerson and Torgerson, 2008).   
The test used to diagnose BTB in the UK is the SICCT test which relies on a delayed hypersensitivity 
reaction to bovine and avian tuberculin proteins from M. bovis and M. avium respectively. The 
animal-level sensitivity (se) and specificity (sp) of the SICCT test has been described in many studies 
as 55.1-95.5% (Neill et al., 1994, O'Reilly and MacClancy, 1975) and 94.0-100.0% (Neill et al., 1994, 
Buddle et al., 2009) respectively. This is an example of an imperfect test, but, with no other test 
performing as well in the field, it has been adopted as the routine ante mortem test for BTB testing 
in the EU (OIE, 2002).  
 In light of the large ranges in animal-level diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, an estimation of the 
herd-level prevalence of BTB in dairy herds in England and Wales has been made using the Bayesian 
methods reported by Diggle (2011). Further extension of this method of prevalence estimation was 
then conducted, taking into account both herd size and the proportion of individual animals testing 
BTB-positive per herd, when the se and sp of the SICCT test is imperfect. Test data from 3,021 dairy 
herds in England and Wales, of varying size, over the period 2004-2007, were used and the 
calculated herd prevalence can then be compared to that required for OTF status (0.1% of herds) in 
the EU (OIE, 2002). 
A large proportion (7.6%) of sample herds contained just one BTB-positive animal detected via SICCT 
test application ante mortem over the 4 year period studied. Although identification of just one BTB-
positive animal within a herd will impart cattle movement and trade restrictions on the entire herd, 
we hypothesize that a significant proportion of herds where at least one BTB-positive animal should 
be found, are not being detected due to the lack of se of the SICCT test and thus the herd prevalence 
of BTB in the study area is currently negatively biased. 
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2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Bayesian estimation of BTB herd prevalence 
The true prevalence, θ, of a disease is the proportion of subjects in the population of interest having 
that disease (Diggle, 2011). The sensitivity, se, of a test is the probability that an individual with the 
disease will be accurately detected and the specificity, sp, of a test is the probability that it will 
accurately predict that an individual has not got a disease. Almost all tests are, however, inaccurate 
in real life, with se and/or sp less than 1. With such imperfect tests, there is then the possibility that 
either a false negative (se < 1) or false positive (sp < 1) result may occur. 
If we apply this imperfect test to a sample of the UK cattle population, n, of which T have a positive 
result, the standard estimator, Ô, modelled as Ô = T/n, is now biased for prevalence, θ. If we denote 
φ as the expectation of the naive estimate of Ô, the relationship between these two parameters is: 
Φ = se x θ + (1-sp) x (1- θ) = (1-sp) +(se +sp-1)θ 
If it is then assumed that both the sensitivity and specificity of a test are greater than 0.5 each (ie. 
se+sp>1), it follows that if the values of se and sp are known, a confidence interval of (a,b) for Φ can 
be converted to a confidence interval of (c,d) for θ by applying the following transformations: 
c = max[0, {a-(1-sp)}/( se+sp-1)]    and    d = min[1, {b-(1-sp)}/( se+sp-1)] 
For an unknown se and sp, θ can still be estimated, albeit with reduced precision. If we have se and 
sp with a range of values (Table 2.1), a distribution may be assigned to the number of positive herds, 
the precision of this assignment dependent on the width of the se and sp ranges.  
This Bayesian technique acknowledges variation in se and sp but not that this comes from herd size. 
The actual BTB test results recorded are effectively a prior for this technique, as they are estimates 
of the truth, forming a distribution.  
Animal-level se is considered the important factor in the field, and is thus utilised in this calculation. 
Herd-level se is expected to vary between farms and no published figures are available for this 
reason. Herd-level prevalence is the value used by the OIE to designate countries as OTF. 
An R script published by Diggle (2011; www.lancs.ac.uk/~diggle/prevalence_estimation.R) was used 
initially to calculate the herd prevalence of BTB in a sample of dairy farms in England and Wales. The 
maximum and minimum se and sp from the literature were used as priors for this analysis. The result 
of this analysis is shown in Box 1. 
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2.3.2 Estimating Herd Prevalence of Bovine Tuberculosis in Dairy Herds in England and Wales 
Herd level se and sp are functions of herd size and animal-level prevalence. se and sp are 
computable, by the method shown in (Diggle et al., paper awaiting publication). 
The herd-level se may be expected to vary considerably with geographical location of the farm in 
England and Wales, and modelling is thus more complex. In this instance, se will depend upon herd-
size and the true proportion, p, of infected animals. As p is unknown, a beta distribution must be 
fitted to the probability of a herd being considered positive (maximum likelihood parameter 
estimates a = 0.28 and b = 14.52). 
A herd-level sp of 1.00 is assumed because sp<1 would lead to all farms with more than 500 cattle 
being modelled as positive for BTB. As 72 out of 156 farms with herds greater than 500 cattle test 
negative, this is not the case. The se of the test can then be assumed at different values to create the 
estimates of BTB prevalence in England and Wales shown in Table 2.1. 
From the data, the animal-level se and sp, and hence the observed herd-level prevalence as a result, 
can be calculated. A confidence interval can then be assigned to the overall herd-level prevalence 
based upon the size of the herd (assuming 5 positive out of 100 tested is more likely to contain a 
true positive than 1 out of 5 tested, because more tests are applied to the former). A beta 
distribution is assigned to the probability of each farm testing positive based upon herd size being 
known. This can then give a more informed prevalence estimate when se is assumed. 
Theoretically, method 2.3.2 could be used to calculate a prior for herd-level se that could then be 
used in method 2.3.1 based upon animal-level se. sp would be assumed zero for this too. 
 
  
Box 1: Estimation of BTB herd prevalence given published se and sp 
Prior for se assumed uniform between limits 0.551-0.955 
Prior for sp assumed uniform between limits 0.940-1.000 
Point estimate of prevalence:  0.440 (90% CI: 0.375 – 0.580)  
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2.4 Results 
Table 2.1: Estimates of herd level BTB Prevalence in England and Wales given different SICCT test 
sensitivities 
Sensitivity of animal-
level SICCT test 
Estimate of Herd-level 
Prevalence 
Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
0.55 0.470 0.450 0.490 
0.75 0.400 0.380 0.420 
0.95 0.350 0.335 0.365 
1.00 0.345 - - 
 
NB. When se = 1.00, no confidence interval is calculated because this is the actual recorded 
prevalence. 
The point prevalence of BTB in England and Wales has been estimated at 0.44 using Bayesian 
method 2.3.1. This value lies within the prevalence range for a test attaining a 0.55 – 0.75 se.  
Using extended analysis, if the animal-level specificity of the test is less than 1 (reported range: 0.94 
to 1.00) a large herd is almost certain to be declared positive (e.g. herd size=1000, sp=0.99 gives 
herd-level specificity 0.00004), in this simulation. Hence a specificity of 1.00 was assumed 
throughout.   
The plausible range reported in the literature for animal-level sensitivity of SICCT test is 0.55 to 0.95. 
The crude level herd prevalence in England and Wales, not taking into account SICCT test 
performance, is 0.34. The effect of imperfect SICCT test sensitivity diminishes as sensitivity increases, 
and is probably negligible for sensitivities greater than 0.95. 
 
Figure 2.1: Estimation of herd-level prevalence, θ , assuming se = 1 (black line in each panel) and se = 
0.55 (red, top panel), se = 0.75 (red, middle panel) and se = 0.95 (red, bottom panel). In each case, 
the estimate of θ is the point at which the curve takes its minimum value of zero, whilst the vertical 
dashed lines delineate the 95% confidence intervals. Where theta equals the prevalence of BTB and 
D(theta) equals the deviance of theta. 
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2.5 Discussion 
This study has estimated the herd prevalence of BTB in dairy herds in England and Wales, assuming a 
range of SICCT test sensitivities. The fact that the crude herd-level prevalence calculated here (0.34) 
falls within the prevalence range calculated only when sensitivity is assumed to be 0.95, and lies 
outside the prevalence ranges calculated when the sensitivity is assumed to be 0.75 and 0.55, 
suggests that this figure is an underestimation of the true prevalence of BTB in England and Wales. 
Bayesian methods of prevalence estimation given the minimum and maximum se and sp reported in 
the literature also suggest that the herd prevalence is higher (0.44) than that currently estimated 
from crude data analysis. Estimation using lower test sensitivities suggests that BTB prevalence is 
substantially higher and thus cause for concern with respect to BTB control.  
Many EU countries now hold OTF status, Scotland being a recent regional addition to this list (Anon, 
2009). England, Wales, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland show very little sign of reducing 
the herd-level prevalence of BTB in their respective countries. To be considered OTF by the EU, a 
country must have a herd prevalence below 0.1% for six consecutive years (EEC, 1964). Results from 
this study show the sheer magnitude of the efforts needed to control BTB. What is more, current 
estimates of BTB prevalence are, according to this study, negatively biased. Controlling BTB is likely 
to be rendered more difficult by underestimating its true prevalence.  
The methods used in this paper utilised the sensitivity of the SICCT test applied at an animal-level 
and the size of each dairy herd included in the analysis. This then allowed an estimate of herd-level 
BTB prevalence in England and Wales. All estimates made in this paper suggest that the UK is even 
further away, than currently calculated, from OTF status and BTB control.  
BTB detection in cattle leads to trade restriction on infected premises, the necessary culling of 
animals testing positive to the SICCT test, and retesting of the remaining herd. This has major 
financial repercussions on individual farms and the UK farming industry, and potential animal 
welfare implications for reactor animals (DEFRA, 2011c). Countries within the EU will not be able to 
trade livestock optimally until they gain OTF status (Gordon, 2008). 
The outbreak of FMD in Britain in 2001 saw widespread culling of livestock and subsequent 
repopulation of destocked farms, largely from BTB endemic regions of the UK (Carrique-Mas et al., 
2008). This amount of animal movement allowed the potential for non-notifiable diseases such as 
fasciolosis to be spread around the country, setting up new foci of infection, and has been blamed in 
part for the spread of BTB in the UK (Gilbert et al., 2005).  
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One contributor to the low sensitivity of the SICCT test in some herds may be the co-infection of 
cattle with the trematode parasite, Fasciola hepatica. This parasite has been shown to modulate the 
immune response of the bovine host towards an anti-inflammatory response, leading to the 
simultaneous down-regulation of a pro-inflammatory response (Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 
2009, Claridge et al., 2012). The SICCT test relies on a functional pro-inflammatory immune response 
being elicited. False negative SICCT test results lead to infected cattle to remain in the herds or be 
moved around the country, disseminating BTB infection. This in turn means that eradication of BTB 
in British cattle is rendered even more difficult.  Reconsideration of the standard interpretation of 
the SICCT test may increase the test sensitivity and hence lead to improved control of BTB. 
Conflicts of Interest 
The second part of materials and methods for this paper was designed and run by Prof P Diggle, and 
results analysed by Jen Claridge and Peter Diggle to gain meaningful explanations for the figures 
quoted. Design of the second method was deemed outside the scope of this thesis, although an 
understanding of the theory is held by the student. 
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Chapter 3 
Fasciola hepatica is associated with failure to detect M. bovis in UK 
dairy herds 
 
 
(Nature Communications, 2012)    
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3.1 Abstract 
BTB is an intractable, chronic infection, with a large host range, caused by the bacterium 
Mycobacterium bovis. The disease is notifiable by law, and the incidence has been increasing 
exponentially in England and Wales, despite the application of previously successful control 
measures. In Chapter 2, the prevalence of BTB in England and Wales was estimated to be higher 
than currently reported. Experimental infection of cattle with BTB and the trematode parasite 
Fasciola hepatica, has been shown to reduce the sensitivity of the skin test approved for diagnosis of 
BTB in cattle, leading to more false negative results occurring. Chapter 3 studies the association 
between F. hepatica exposure, as measured by the anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA applied to bulk 
milk tank samples, and the diagnosis of BTB by the skin test over the period 2004-07. A logistic 
regression model was designed to predict farms with BTB breakdowns in the 4 year window, based 
upon two other published models utilising climatic, animal movement and herd size variables. The 
predictive ability of the model was enhanced by addition of the F. hepatica exposure variable, with a 
significant, negative association between BTB breakdown and F. hepatica exposure demonstrable. 
The distributions of the two diseases are mapped and cluster analysis performed, using SaTScan and 
GeoDa software, to prove that geography is not the reason for the negative association noted. The 
model was then rerun assuming F. hepatica exposure was negative, to identify areas where BTB 
prevalence is currently underestimated. It is estimated that around one third of farms are currently 
being misdiagnosed as negative when tested for BTB, due to the high exposure of cattle to F. 
hepatica. Diagnoses of F. hepatica have increased substantially in the last 15 years, and the 
prevalence of F. hepatica in dairy herds has recently been estimated at 76% over England and Wales. 
We propose that F. hepatica co-infection in cattle has a negative impact on the accurate diagnosis of 
BTB by conventional methods, and that this co-infection is potential reason for the currently poor 
control of BTB in this country. 
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3.2 Introduction 
BTB, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium bovis, is a serious disease of cattle with significant 
public health and economic consequences. Affected animals show loss of productivity and are able 
to transmit the infection to other in-contact animals (Goodchild and Clifton-Hadley, 2001). M. bovis 
has the widest host range of mycobacteria in the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex, 
experimentally infecting any warm-blooded mammal, but predominantly cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, 
wild boar and badgers in the EU. Chronic infections in cattle are rare in the UK as cattle are often 
culled for other reasons such as poor fertility, poor production or lameness, but if left BTB would 
eventually be fatal. The economic consequences for countries with endemic BTB are exacerbated by 
international restrictions placed on bovine exports (Gordon, 2008).  M. bovis is also an important 
zoonosis, estimated to be responsible for approximately 10% of hTB in Africa (Cosivi et al., 1998) and 
historically was a major public health problem in Europe, with approximately 2,500 deaths occurring 
annually in the UK in the 1930’s before pasteurisation of milk was introduced (de la Rua-Domenech, 
2006). BTB has been eradicated in several countries including much of the EU, Australia, Canada and 
most of the USA but it is still endemic in UK, Ireland and New Zealand (Anon, 2011a).   
The UK has had a BTB eradication programme in place since the 1950s, based on ante mortem 
diagnosis using the Single Intra-dermal Comparative Cervical Tuberculin (SICCT) test and immediate 
slaughter of positive animals, yet the incidence of BTB has increased exponentially in recent years, 
the cause of which is unknown.  The number of new herd incidents in 2009 was 4,525 and 
government expenditure on the eradication programme was £108.4 million.  By comparison, in 1999 
the total cost of controlling BTB was £8.2 million with 1,666 new herd incidents recorded (DEFRA, 
2010).  Restrictions are now placed on cattle movements with pre-movement SICCT-testing 
introduced in 2005 to England and Wales, but despite this, the incidence is continuing to increase 
with spread predominantly local but with a small number of long range jumps (DEFRA, 2010, Wint et 
al., 2002). The increase in new incidents of BTB within endemic areas and the spread of infection 
into new areas of the UK suggests that infected cattle are not being identified and are being allowed 
to move across the country, silently spreading infection.  Several factors have been identified as 
contributing to this increase such as cattle movements and reservoirs of infection within wildlife 
species, notably the Eurasian badger (Meles meles) (Gilbert et al., 2005, Carrique-Mas et al., 2008).   
The SICCT test, approved for use in the EU and the principal test used in UK and Ireland for ante-
mortem identification of infected animals, measures a delayed type hypersensitivity response to the 
tuberculin antigen PPD and is dependent on functional antigen specific T cells and their capacity to 
secrete IFN-γ (OIE, 2002).  The diagnostic sensitivity of the SICCT test is estimated to be between 52-
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100% with a median value of 80% using the standard interpretation of the test (de la Rua-Domenech 
et al., 2006).  One reason for the low sensitivity of the SICCT test, which has not been fully evaluated 
in the field, is the effect of concurrent infection with pathogens that may suppress the immune 
response to M. bovis (de la Rua-Domenech et al., 2006).   
Fasciola hepatica is a common trematode parasite worldwide, in the UK predominantly affecting 
ruminant livestock.  The prevalence of F. hepatica infection in the UK has increased substantially 
between 2000-2009. Three potential reasons for this include: (i) changes in the climate that foster 
the development of the intermediate host and free living stages of the parasite (Fox et al., 2011), 
and (ii) changes in land use (McCann et al., 2010a, Bennema et al., 2011), in particular drainage 
practices. Recent estimates indicate a herd-level prevalence of 70-80% in the UK dairy herd (McCann 
et al., 2010b). Antibodies against F. hepatica decline to negative values two to ten weeks after 
triclabendazole treatment of the animal, indicating that an animal detected positive by an antibody 
detection ELISA is a good proxy for animals being infected at the time of testing (D. Williams, 
personal communication).   
In one study of BTB, Wint et al., (2002) suggested that another, undefined variable was acting 
alongside the model variables predicting where in the UK BTB was diagnosed. Johnston et al., (2011) 
found that there were reduced diagnoses of BTB in areas with clay soils. Such areas are known to be 
the most appropriate habitats for G. truncatula and hence where most F. hepatica infections are 
found in livestock (Wright and Swire, 1984, Ollerenshaw, 1970). Environmental variables in models 
by Wint et al., (2002) and soil type data in models by Johnston et al., (2011) are potentially indirect 
measures of the distribution of F. hepatica, hence F. hepatica exposure is a potentially important 
parameter to consider when modelling BTB. 
Further to this, F. hepatica is known to induce an anti-inflammatory, Th2 immune state in its host; 
pro-inflammatory, Th1 cytokine responses are suppressed, increasing susceptibility to intra-cellular 
pathogens normally controlled by pro-inflammatory responses, such as Bordetella pertussis and 
Salmonella Dublin (Brady et al., 1999, Aitken et al., 1979).   In cattle experimentally co-infected with 
F. hepatica and the attenuated M. bovis BCG, the SICCT test and PPD specific IFN-γ responses were 
negative in 7/9 and 8/9 animals respectively whereas 4/5 cattle infected with BCG alone were 
positive by both SICCT and the IFN-γ tests (Flynn et al., 2007b). This trend was true irrespective of 
whether BCG was given before or after F. hepatica.  These observations led us to investigate 
whether the spatial distribution of F. hepatica exposure in cattle is associated with the detection of 
BTB in the field, in the UK. 
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3.3 Material and Methods 
3.3.1 Fasciola hepatica data 
To determine the prevalence of exposure to F. hepatica, bulk milk samples were obtained from 3130 
dairy farms in England and Wales (McCann et al., 2010b) and tested using an antibody detection 
ELISA (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2005a).  The test result was expressed as the Percent Positivity (PP 
value) which is the ratio of the optical density reading for the test sample and the optical density 
reading for a positive control sample. A cut off PP value of 27 was used to define a positive herd; at 
this cut off the diagnostic sensitivity of the test is 96% (95% Confidence Intervals = 89-100%) and the 
diagnostic specificity is 80% (95% Confidence Interval = 66-94%) (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2005a).   
Samples were obtained from three major milk testing companies in England and Wales between 
November 2006 and January 2007.  Farms were mapped and located within Nomenclature of Units 
for Territorial Statistics (NUTS) 2 regions as described by Jenkins et al., (2007). 
3.3.2 Bovine tuberculosis Data  
BTB data for 3026 of the 3130 farms were obtained from the UK Department for Environment, Food 
and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) VETNET database. Incoming data contained records for farms indicating 
when letters were posted to each premises, when restrictions were automatically placed and other 
such information. A data cleaning process was undertaken to ensure only records pertaining to 
actual livestock tests were analysed.   
Two sources of uncertainty are acknowledged in the BTB data. First, SICCT test sensitivity and 
specificity are imperfect, leading to false positive and false negative results. Positive skin test results 
are normally confirmed if typical M. bovis lesions are found at post mortem examination (PME) or if 
positive culture for M. bovis is obtained. Due to low sensitivity of laboratory culture and the 
frequent absence of visible lesions, the number of animals reacting to the skin test was used to 
denote farms with BTB breakdowns, rather than the number of confirmed cases of BTB. Second, BTB 
testing occurs at different frequencies according to parish prevalence of BTB. All BTB skin tests were 
performed by Local Veterinary Investigators (LVIs). BTB testing intervals range from every 1 to every 
4 years routinely, but are also conducted when necessary for pre-movement testing, providing the 
farm has not been tested in the last 60 days; testing is repeated 60 days later if a reactor animal is 
detected. Once a herd is free from reactors it must test negative to two subsequent whole herd 
tests, 60 days apart, to be considered ‘Officially TB free’. We analysed the cumulative incidence of 
BTB in the 3026 farms from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2007; this 4 year period was chosen to 
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(i) ensure that all farms had been tested for BTB at least once and (ii) it includes the period when the 
same farms were tested for F. hepatica.  
Herds with a BTB breakdown, described as one or more positive reactor animals on BTB skin test 
within the period 01.01.2004 – 31.12.2007, were assigned a ‘1’, all others were assigned a ‘0’. 
3.3.3 Smoothing of F. hepatica PP and BTB data 
Smoothing of both F. hepatica exposure data and BTB detection was performed by Prof Peter 
Diggle, CHICAS, Lancaster University and University of Liverpool.  
Smoothing is a statistical process which aims to capture important patterns in data while reducing 
noise.   Model-based geostatistics (Diggle and Ribeiro, 2006) were used to smooth the two sets of 
disease data.  First, the 3026 farms were randomly allocated into two sets, 1984 to be used for 
model development (designated as analysis locations), whilst the remaining 1042 (hold-out 
locations) were reserved for model validation.  The underlying statistical model is that Yi = S(xi) + Zi : 
i = 1,..., n;  where Yi is the observed value of  a response variable at location xi, S(x) is an unobserved 
spatially varying surface that is modelled as the realisation of a spatial stochastic process, and Zi is an 
independent random perturbation with variance τ 2 that accounts for sampling variation and/or 
micro-scale spatial variation in the immediate vicinity of xi (“immediate" meaning, roughly, less than 
the smallest distance between any two data-locations). The properties of the stochastic process S(·) 
are encapsulated in its mean, its variance, σ2 and the covariance, σ2ρ(µ/φ)between values of S(x) at a 
pair of locations a distance µ apart, where φ is a parameter representing the rate at which the 
spatial correlation decays with increasing distance.  For F. hepatica we used as the response variable 
square-root transformed PP, whilst for BTB we used the log-odds of prevalence.  
The theoretical variogram of Y is the function V(µ) = τ 2 + σ2(1- ρ(µ/φ)). The parametric model  ρ(µ/φ) 
= exp(-µ/φ) was specified by inspecting the sample variogram of the data, the model parameters, µ, 
σ2, φ and τ 2 were estimated by the method of maximum likelihood, and the fitted model was used to 
compute the minimum mean square error predictor of S(x) at  each of the 1984 data-locations, at 
each of the 1042 hold-out locations and on a regular grid spanning England and Wales at 5 x 5 km 
resolution so as to generate a national map of the predicted spatial variation in S(x). 
The analysis was conducted using the R open-source software environment (www.r-project.org). 
3.3.4 Covariate data 
Covariate data were obtained for published descriptions of explanatory variables for BTB (Gilbert et 
al., 2005), or close proxies of them. Considering published explanatory variables, four are 
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environmental (mean temperature; temperature variance, TVar; normalised difference vegetation 
index, NDVI; vapour pressure deficit, VPD) and three are farm-level characteristics (herd size; 
number of movements of cattle from infected areas; distance to the nearest farm with confirmed 
BTB). 
We derived environmental variables from both meteorological and satellite-derived data. 
Meteorological variables, including maximum and minimum monthly temperatures, and Vapour 
Pressure (VP) were obtained for the period 2001-2005, from the United Kingdom’s Met Office as 
raster maps with a 5 x 5 km resolution. For each variable, data for each farm location were extracted 
from the raster layer using ArcGIS (ArcMap version 9.3, ESRI, USA). In brief, the raster layer was 
fitted to the base map containing point data on farm location, using the Georeferencing tool bar. 
The raster layer was then stretched to fit the underlying base map closely in approximately 50 
positions around the coastline of the base map. The transformation option was highlighted from the 
georeferencing menu, and a 1st order transformation was decided as most acceptable.  The Root 
Mean Square (RMS) of the transformation should be less than or equal to the pixel size of the data 
set when checked. Point data pertaining to each test was added to the base map and values of the 
overlying raster layer were extracted to the attributes table for each newly created layer, contained 
in a ‘variable point’ column which contained the newly extracted raster data as point data. Microsoft 
Access 2007 was then used to assimilate a table with each farm location and each raster layer value 
for that farm. The average temperature for each farm was then calculated from the maximum and 
minimum temperatures extracted. This method produces smoother values with fewer high outliers. 
Vapour Pressure Deficit (VPD) briefly, is a measure of lack of moisture equilibrium between an object 
and the atmosphere. The higher the VPD, the more rapid the rate of desiccation (Hay and Lennon, 
1999). VPD was calculated as: 
Briefly, VPD (mb) = SVP – VP 
Where: SVP = saturation vapour deficit (mb), VP = vapour pressure (mb) and  
Log10(SVP) = 9.24349 – (2305/T) – (500/T
2) – (100000/T3) 
Where: T = mean monthly temperature, in kelvin (K).  
MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery data for Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Land Surface Temperature were obtained from the NASA Terra satellite 
(Scharlemann et al., 2008). 
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NDVI was obtained for each farm location. Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) 
adjusted reflectance was initially recorded and from this, NDVI could be extracted. NDVI (Jenkins et 
al., 2007), is a measure of vegetation greenness.  
The temperature variance (TVar) was calculated using the variance in temperature of all months and 
years (Jan 2001 – Dec 2005 inclusive). TVar indicates the magnitude of the seasonality, i.e. larger 
values indicate larger differences between winters and summer extremes.   
Other covariates were derived as follows.  Herd size was obtained from the VETNET database 
managed by the Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge.  We used proxies of the two remaining 
variables.  Instead of movements onto the farm from infected areas only (Gilbert et al., 2005), we 
used the total number of movements of cattle (from any area) on to and off each farm during the 4 
year period; thereby making the assumption that more cattle movements per se may indicate an 
increased risk of the acquisition of BTB infected stock. Farm-level animal movement data for 2004-
2007 were obtained from DEFRA (Rapid Analysis and Detection of Animal-related Risk; RADAR). 
Finally, instead of recording the distance to the nearest farm with BTB, we obtained the BTB status 
of the nearest neighbour, from our analysis farms, using the Hawth’s Analysis Tools extension 
(version 3.27, www.spatialecology.com/htools/download.php) in ArcMap. 
Prior to analysis, data for herd size and movements on and off premises were square root 
transformed to normalise their distributions 
3.3.5 Analysis 
For analysis, a BTB positive farm was defined as a premises having at least one animal react 
positively to the BTB SICCT test in the 4-year period. The association between BTB and the 
explanatory variables was explored using binary logistic regression analysis (Minitab 16). Significance 
was determined at the 5% level.  
Twenty-five variables (Table 3.1) were initially available and tested in the logistic regression model. 
Variables were removed individually by backward elimination, beginning with the variable with the 
least significant p-value. This approach allowed any changes towards significance to be monitored 
with every variable removed. The final model contained only variables that were statistically 
significant (p < 0.05) and where the confidence limits around the adjusted odds ratio did not include 
one. Stepwise regression and forward regression models produced the same final model. 
Initially, 3026 farms were included in the F. hepatica ELISA dataset. Four pairs of farms had different 
county-parish-holding (CPH) numbers but shared the same co-ordinates, so were removed. Data was 
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missing from 224 farms due to incomplete coverage of raster layers. This left a total sample size of 
2794 farms for regression analysis. These were randomly divided into two sets: 1821 analysis farms, 
for model development, and 973 hold-out farms, for model validation.  
3.3.6 Testing the model at smaller spatial scales 
The data set was then split into England-only and Wales-only farms, and the multivariable logistic 
regression model run again to test the effect of smoothed square-root-transformed F. hepatica PP 
value on the odds of detection of BTB (see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). 
3.3.7 Cluster analysis  
Cluster analysis of residuals (defined as Actual BTB outcome minus Modelled BTB outcome) was 
done using SaTScan (version 8.0.1, http://www.satscan.org/, Boston, USA) and GeoDa (version 0.9.5-
i, http://geodacenter.asu.edu/, GeoDa Center for Geospatial Analysis and Computation, Arizona 
State University, USA) to look for local point-data clustering on a farm-level and global clustering on 
a county-level, respectively.  
3.3.7.1 SaTScan 
SaTScan software places circles of continuously varying radii over the spatial study area – in this case 
England and Wales. A discrete poisson model was formulated to look for clustering of farms with 
each of four disease statuses – F. hepatica positive BTB positive, F. hepatica positive BTB negative, F. 
hepatica negative BTB positive, F. hepatica negative BTB negative.  A time variable was created and 
set to the same date for each record in the results table, thereby nullifying it. A population variable 
was created for each farm and set to ‘1’ to signify each farm (the level of data available) as one 
premises. Circles were chosen as these were directly transferable to ArcGIS for visualisation and 
mapping. Elliptics could not be directly transferred to ArcGIS for mapping and results for these 
shapes were not found to differ statistically compared with circles, hence were not used.  
Both high circles with an upper limit for circle radius of 50% (representing areas with a higher 
number than expected of farms with a particular disease status) and low circles (representing areas 
with lower than expected numbers of farms with a particular disease) of variable radii were chosen 
as SaTScan will check for clusters of large and small sizes without pre-selection bias (Pfeiffer et al., 
2008). A discrete poisson model was formulated to look for clustering of farms with each of four 
disease statuses: F. hepatica positive, BTB positive; F. hepatica positive, BTB negative; F. hepatica 
negative, BTB positive; F. hepatica negative, BTB negative. The simulation was repeated 999 times to 
test for cluster significance.  
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3.3.7.2 GeoDa 
GeoDa was used to assess the clustering of aggregated residual data recorded in chloropleth maps 
produced in ArcGIS. Due to the relatively high rate of false positive clusters found in SaTScan, this 
technique was used as an adjunct to assessing point data clustering. The Moran’s I indicates the 
degree of autocorrelation present (Table 3.4). The residuals from the multivariable logistic 
regression model were arbitrarily classified into five groups, of which group 3 (-0.2 to 0.2) contains 
those residuals closest to the desired zero.  
GeoDa (version 0.9.5-i, www.geodacenter.asu.edu/software/downloads , Arizona State University, 
USA) assesses the clustering of aggregated data based upon chloropleth maps produced in ArcGIS 
9.3. Due to the relatively high rate of false positive clusters generally found in SaTScan 8.0, this 
technique is a recommended adjunct to assessing point data clustering. This program uses a method 
of global cluster analysis to assess whether clustering is present throughout the study region. The 
location of the cluster is not given, as opposed to SaTScan where co-ordinates and circle radius are 
given.  
‘Clustering’ is the term used to describe the spatial aggregation of disease events (Pfeiffer et al., 
2008). Wakefield et al., (2000) further define the term as the presence of ‘residual spatial variation 
in risk after known influences have been accounted for’.  Autocorrelation statistics, produced by this 
analysis, for aggregated data provide an estimate of the degree of spatial similarity observed among 
neighbouring values of an attribute over a study region. The Moran’s I is used here to indicate the 
degree of autocorrelation present.  Spatial weights are created, giving counties closer in space 
higher weights than those further apart. Neighbouring regions were based upon ‘Rook’ and ‘Queen’ 
adjacency patterns, giving four or eight nearest neighbours values respectively. Both Rook and 
Queen contiguities were assessed and found to be equal each time.  
A comparison between the entire dataset and one of the disease status classes is then made using 
the generated weights matrices, to produce a Morans I statistic for each.  
 
3.3.8 Model-derived predicted presence/absence of BTB.  
Our multivariate logistic regression model yielded a probability of BTB being present on each 
analysis farm, based on the model equation and a farm’s values for the covariates. Considering the 
full model including the seven covariates and smoothed PP value, we used Receiver Operating 
Characteristic (ROC) Curve analysis (a plot of sensitivity versus 1 minus specificity for all thresholds) 
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to determine which threshold probability optimised the sensitivity and specificity of our model. This 
threshold probability was 0.31 (0 - 0.31, BTB assumed absent; 0.31 – 1, BTB assumed present).  At 
this threshold, our model has a sensitivity of 73.8% and specificity of 71.1%. We then derived a 
second set of fitted probabilities, but this time with the PP value for all farms set to a value of 27 
(Table 3.3), the threshold PP value for positive detection of F. hepatica (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 
2005a).  On the basis of these probabilities, the farms were reallocated to the statuses of BTB 
present or absent, using the same threshold probability of 0.31. Running the hold-out data (n=973) 
in the same model with ROC analysis confirmed these results.  
3.3.9 Hold Out Sample 
A hold-out sample (n=973) was tested to validate the final model generated using the analysis 
sample (n=1821). When this hold-out data was run, the residuals were calculated and SaTScan and 
GeoDa systems run. SaTScan revealed no point-data level clustering. GeoDa cluster analysis revealed 
results shown in Table 3.5. Residuals were arbitrarily placed into 5 residual classes for GeoDa 
analysis. 
3.3.10 Estimation of Missing BTB-infected herds 
The difference between the two model sets (F. hepatica exposure as measured on farms cf. F. 
hepatica exposure set to a 27PP) was compared to produce a theoretical under-ascertainment value 
for England and Wales in December 2006. 
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3.4 Results 
Table 3.1: Complete list of variables initially available for analysis 
Variable Definition Source 
btbID 
PP value 
sqrtPP 
smsqPP 
btbposneg 
Total Reactors 
Total Confirmed 
 
SqrtHerd 
NUTS2 
NUTS1 
AHOID 
PCArea 
NDVI 
EVI 
SqrtMO 
Sqrt(On+1) 
 
MaxT 
MinT 
RainyDays 
RH 
VP 
MeanT 
 
VPD 
TVar 
EngWales 
Identification number for each premises 
Anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA percentage positivity value 
Square-root transformation of PP value 
Smoothed extracted value of sqrtPP from map 
Whether a farm has tested positive for a BTB test during 2004-07 
The total number of reactor animals found between 2004-07 
The total number of animals confirmed as BTB positive on PME or 
culture 2004-07 
Square-root transformation of the herd size 
The NUTS2 classification of the premises 
The NUTS1 classification of the premises 
The Animal Health Office classification of the premises 
The postcode area of the premises 
Normalised Difference Vegetation Index 
Enhanced Vegetation Index 
Square-root transformation of cattle movements off the premises 
Square-root transformation of one plus cattle movements onto the 
premises 
C) 
C) 
The mean number of rainy days (rainfall >1mm) per year 
Mean relative humidity on the farm  
Mean vapour pressure on the farm 
The mean temperature on the farm calculated as a mean of 
maximum and minimum 
Vapour Pressure Deficit 
Temperature variance, calculated from MODIS fourier curves 
Location of a farm – England or Wales 
Assigned 
C McCann 
Calculated 
Calculated 
VETNET 
VETNET 
VETNET 
 
VETNET 
VETNET 
VETNET 
VETNET 
VETNET 
MODIS 
MODIS 
RADAR 
RADAR 
 
Met Office 
Met Office 
Met Office 
Met Office 
Met Office 
Calculated 
 
Calculated 
Calculated 
Assigned 
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Figure 3.1: Maps showing (a) the 
distribution of sample dairy herds 
classified as BTB positive (classified as 0 
or 1 according to breakdown in OTF 
status no or yes) and (b) the distribution 
of sample dairy farms classified by F. 
hepatica exposure of the milking herd, 
in England and Wales during the period 
2004-2007. 
 
a        b 
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Table 3.2. Multivariable logistic regression model including F. hepatica exposure as a variable. 
Predictor  Coefficient  SE  P  OR  L 95% CI U 95% CI  
Constant  -33.561 3.861 <0.001    
SmSqrtPP  -0.486 0.046 <0.001 0.61 0.56 0.67 
NNSmBTB 0.467 0.223 0.036 1.59 1.03 2.47 
SqrtHerd 0.163 0.022 <0.001 1.18 1.13 1.23 
NDVI  0.015 0.002 <0.001 1.02 1.01 1.02 
Sqrt MO  -0.089 0.017 <0.001 0.91 0.88 0.95 
MeanT  1.196 0.154 <0.001 3.31 2.45 4.47 
VPD -2.344 0.352 <0.001 0.10 0.05 0.19 
TVar 0.071 0.036 0.048 1.07 1.00 1.15 
Log-likelihood = -953.26 
SmSqrtPP, smoothed square root of F. hepatica percent positive ELISA reading; NNSmBTB, nearest 
neighbour’s smoothed BTB probability; SqrtHerd, square root of herd size; NDVI, normalised 
difference vegetation index, SqrtMO, square root of movements off farm; MeanT, mean 
temperature (°C); VPD, vapour pressure deficit; TVar, temperature variance; OR, odds ratio; L/U 95% 
CI, lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of OR. 
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Table 3.3: Multivariate logistic regression model excluding F. hepatica exposure. 
Predictor  Coefficient  SE  P  OR  L 95% CI U 95% CI  
Constant  -30.045 3.577 <0.001    
NNSmBTB 1.020 0.213 <0.001 2.77 1.83 4.21 
SqrtHerd 0.182 0.021 <0.001 1.20 1.15 1.25 
NDVI  0.009 0.002 <0.001 1.01 1.01 1.01 
Sqrt MO  -0.090 0.016 <0.001 0.91 0.89 0.94 
MeanT  1.350 0.147 <0.001 3.86 2.90 5.14 
VPD -2.443 0.335 <0.001 0.09 0.05 0.17 
TVar 0.158 0.034 <0.001 1.17 1.10 1.25 
Log-likelihood = -1016.374 
NNSmBTB, nearest neighbour’s smoothed BTB probability; SqrtHerd, square root of herd size; NDVI, 
normalised difference vegetation index, SqrtMO, square root of movements off farm; MeanT, mean 
temperature (°C); VPD, vapour pressure deficit; TVar, temperature variance; OR, odds ratio; L/U 95% 
CI, lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of OR. 
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Table 3.4: GeoDa cluster analysis for the residuals from the final model including F. hepatica 
exposure. 
Residual Class Morans I P 
1 0.5222 0.001 
2 -0.0653 0.344* 
3 0.2159 0.015 
4 0.3423 0.001 
5 -0.0083 0.678* 
*Indicates non-significance (p>0.05) 
Where class 1 = residuals -1.0 to -0.6, class 2 = -0.6 to -0.2, class 3 = -0.2 to 0.2, class 4 = 0.2 to 0.6 
and class 5 = 0.6 to 1.0. 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Smoothed probability of a dairy farm having been detected as BTB-positive in 2004-
2007 (b) Smoothed square root of the percent positive (PP) value from anti-Fasciola hepatica 
antibody ELISA in winter 2006. N = 2724 dairy farms in both figures. Produced by Prof P Diggle and 
published in (Claridge et al., 2012). 
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Table 3.5: Hold-out sample GeoDa results for county-level clustering of residuals 
Residual Class Residual Range Morans I P 
1 -1.0 to -0.6 -0.0762 *0.331 
2 -0.6 to -0.2 0.1614 0.039 
3 -0.2 to 0.2 0.6590 0.001 
4 0.2 to 0.6 0.2256 0.019 
5 0.6 to 1.0 0.3293 0.002 
*Indicates non-significance 
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Table 3.6: Multivariate logistic regression model including F. hepatica exposure, using England-only 
data 
Predictor  Coefficient  SE  P  OR  L 95% CI U 95% CI  
Constant  -39.814 3.801 <0.001    
SmsqPP -0.383 0.068 <0.001 0.68 0.60 0.78 
NNSmBTB 1.915    0.266 <0.001 6.79 4.03 11.43 
SqrtHerd 0.207 0.031 <0.001 1.23 1.16 1.31 
NDVI  0.015 0.002 <0.001 1.02 1.01 1.02 
Sqrt MO  -0.103 0.024 <0.001 0.90 0.86 0.95 
MeanT  1.385 0.218 <0.001 4.00 2.61 6.12 
VPD -2.391 0.493 <0.001 0.09 0.03 0.24 
TVar 0.237 0.054 <0.001 1.27 1.14 1.41 
Log-likelihood = -502.121 
SmSqrtPP, smoothed square root of F. hepatica percent positive ELISA reading; NNSmBTB, nearest 
neighbour’s smoothed BTB probability; SqrtHerd, square root of herd size; NDVI, normalised 
difference vegetation index, SqrtMO, square root of movements off farm; MeanT, mean 
temperature (°C); VPD, vapour pressure deficit; TVar, temperature variance; OR, odds ratio; L/U 95% 
CI, lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of OR. 
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Table 3.7: Multivariate logistic regression model including F. hepatica exposure, using Wales-only 
data 
Predictor  Coefficient  SE  P  OR  L 95% CI U 95% CI  
Constant  -21.876     8.500 0.010    
SmsqPP -0.486445   0.096 <0.001 0.61 0.51 0.74 
NNSmBTB -0.012  0.320 0.971 0.99 0.53 1.85 
SqrtHerd 0.130 0.037 0.001 1.14 1.06 1.23 
NDVI  0.011 0.004 0.012 1.01 1.00 1.02 
Sqrt MO  -0.092 0.030 0.002 0.91 0.86 0.97 
MeanT  0.709 0.309 0.022 2.03 1.11 3.72 
VPD -2.134 0.681 0.002 0.12 0.03 0.45 
TVar 0.210 0.093 0.024 1.23 1.03 1.48 
Log-likelihood = -314.254 
SmSqrtPP, smoothed square root of F. hepatica percent positive ELISA reading; NNSmBTB, nearest 
neighbour’s smoothed BTB probability; SqrtHerd, square root of herd size; NDVI, normalised 
difference vegetation index, SqrtMO, square root of movements off farm; MeanT, mean 
temperature (°C); VPD, vapour pressure deficit; TVar, temperature variance; OR, odds ratio; L/U 95% 
CI, lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of OR. 
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Figure 3.3: A 5km jittered map to show the differences in BTB distribution if farms are classified as F. 
hepatica negative compared with the F. hepatica exposure as measured and smoothed 
 
 
This map shows the difference in the probability of each test farm being classified as BTB negative or 
positive (range 0 to 1) according to the model, when the presence of F. hepatica in each herd was as 
measured (smsqPP) and when it was assumed to be negative (square root (PP=27) = 5.196152). 
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3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Multivariate Logistic Regression 
The prevalence of BTB during the period 2004-2007 was highest in the south and west of England 
and Wales (Figure 3.1a and 3.2a), a finding in agreement with other published studies using both 
dairy and beef cattle data (Wint et al., 2002, Gilbert et al., 2005). Three large clusters are apparent: 
northern Cornwall and Devon; the south Midlands; and the southwest of Wales. A fourth, smaller 
and less intense cluster is visible north of the Midlands, centred on Derbyshire. 
Figure 3.1b shows the intensity of the PP obtained from each farm in autumn or winter 2006, with 
highest values found in the northwest of England. The smoothed F. hepatica PP value was greatest in 
the west of Britain (Figure 3.2b).  Four major clusters are the northwest of England (Cumbria), an 
adjoining cluster stretching south through Lancashire to the north Midlands; the northwest of Wales 
and a small part of the south west of Wales. Scattered smaller locations throughout the southwest 
of England, particularly Cornwall and Devon, have moderate F. hepatica PP values. 
Comparison of Figures 3.1a and 3.1b and Figures 3.2a and 3.2b, show that there is almost no overlap 
in the west of England and Wales in the distributions of the intense clusters of BTB prevalence and F. 
hepatica PP value.  In the northwest of England and the northwest of Wales, F. hepatica PP values 
are high, indicating a high F. hepatica prevalence, whereas BTB is of very low prevalence.  In south 
Wales, the cluster of high F. hepatica PP values lies approximately between two clusters of high BTB 
prevalence (seen most clearly in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b). In the Midlands, a large area of high BTB 
prevalence is of low F. hepatica PP value.  In Cornwall and Devon, and in the north Midlands, both 
BTB prevalence and F. hepatica PP value are at moderate levels.  By contrast to the situation in the 
west of England and Wales, both BTB prevalence and F. hepatica prevalences are low in most of the 
east of England. 
Multivariable logistic regression was performed using variables or proxies of variables found to be 
significant in other publications (Gilbert et al., 2005, Wint et al., 2002; variables described in Table 
3.1). This showed that the risk of BTB being present on a farm increases with higher average 
temperature and more variable temperature and increases slightly with the normalised difference 
vegetation index (NDVI), but decreases with higher vapour pressure deficit (VPD).  The risk increases 
when the nearest neighbouring farm has a higher probability of being BTB-positive and for larger 
herd sizes, and the risk decreases with larger numbers of movements off the farm. The risk of a farm 
having a BTB breakdown decreases significantly with increased F. hepatica exposure (Table 3.2). 
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The model was then rerun excluding the F. hepatica PP variable (Table 3.3). The difference in 
deviance between the two models was calculated to be 129.6 (p<0.001). The deviance is a measure 
of how badly a model fits the observed data, thus a high deviance suggests a poor fit and is 
effectively a chi-squared test value on 1 degree of freedom.  Hence, the model including F. hepatica 
exposure fits the data significantly better. 
The final model including F. hepatica exposure was then run for England-only data and Wales-only 
data to assess whether the model works on smaller spatial areas (Tables 3.6 and 3.7). All variables, 
including F. hepatica exposure were significant for the England only subset. F. hepatica exposure was 
also a highly significant variable for predicting the probability of BTB on welsh farms, although the 
nearest neighbouring farm’s BTB status was not. This may be because the majority of welsh farms 
for which data was held, were not evenly distributed across the country, being mainly from south 
west Wales.  
3.4.2 Cluster Analysis 
GeoDa assumes the population at risk is evenly distributed, which we know it is not. There are 
higher numbers of dairy farms on the west of the country compared with the east. However, the 
sampling distribution does mirror the dairy herd population distribution for England and Wales.  
There is also an assumption that correlation and covariance of the diseases are the same in all 
directions (i.e. the data is isotropic), which we know from point data maps and chloropleth mapping, 
is not the case. There is a higher herd-level prevalence of BTB in the South West of England and 
parts of South Wales. 
GeoDa analysis shows that there is mild to moderate clustering present on a county-basis in 3 of the 
5 residual classes (Table 3.4). Class 1 is the most negative residuals, implying the model is over-
representing BTB probability in these areas. Class 3 contains the residuals closest to zero, hence 
representing the smallest deviations from the observed disease status. Class 4 represents 
intermediate residuals where the model predicts slightly less BTB than is seen. Given the variable 
proportions of farms tested per county, this level of clustering is deemed acceptable. 
Cluster analysis of point data residuals using SaTScan revealed no significant clustering. 
3.4.3 Hold Out Analysis  
The full multivariate logistic regression model was run using the hold-out subset of data, and cluster 
analysis of the residuals was analysed (Table 3.5). A Morans I of 0.4-0.5 is considered to imply mild 
to moderate spatial clustering, and is to be expected given the type of data. Residual Class 3 (Range: 
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-0.2 to 0.2) has a Morans I of 0.6590 indicating moderate clustering of farms geographically where 
the model performs best (i.e. the predicted outcome is most similar to the observed outcome). 
Maps of this produced in GeoDa indicate that the model is performing best in the Welsh Borders, 
Somerset and the West Midlands. 
Cluster analysis of point data residuals using SaTScan revealed no significant clustering as before. 
3.4.4 Calculation of missing BTB-infected herds 
The final model was run to generate a probability of each farm having BTB as per the model in Table 
3.2. The square-root transformed F. hepatica PP (smsqPP) was then set to the square root of 27 
(5.196) for every farm and the probability of each farm having BTB with negligible F. hepatica in the 
milking herd calculated. The difference in these two values was then expressed as an estimate of 
underascertainment of BTB due to the presence of F. hepatica exposure. The final 
underascertainment value was estimated as 38% of BTB-infected farms in England and Wales, and a 
map of difference between modelled BTB with F. hepatica exposure as measured and F. hepatica 
exposure set to PP=27, was plotted (Figure 3.3). 
 
3.5 Discussion 
One hypothesis for this strong negative spatial association between BTB and F. hepatica is that the 
two infections do not directly interact, but that a mutually exclusive set of environmental conditions 
favour BTB (Gilbert et al., 2005, Wint et al., 2002) and F. hepatica (McCann et al., 2010a)  
respectively.  To test this hypothesis, we developed a model for BTB, based on a previously 
published model that successfully predicted BTB presence or absence using a combination of 
environmental and farm level variables, including animal movements between farms (Wint et al., 
2002, Gilbert et al., 2005).  If BTB presence or absence is not affected by F. hepatica, then smoothed 
square-root-transformed F. hepatica PP value would not explain any additional variance in a 
statistical model for BTB driven by environmental, farm and movement variables.  When we add 
smoothed square-root-transformed F. hepatica PP value to the model, all of the aforementioned 
variables remain significant (with negligible change in coefficients and odds ratios) and  smoothed 
square-root-transformed F. hepatica PP value has an additional, significant, negative effect on the 
odds of BTB being present on a farm (OR = 0.61; 95% CI = 0.56-0.67, P < 0.001; Table 3.2). The model 
which includes smoothed square-root-transformed F. hepatica PP value fits the data significantly 
better than the model without that parameter.  The model excluding F. hepatica exposure is shown 
in Table 3.3. The significant negative association between the probability of BTB on a farm and F. 
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hepatica is also found using a smaller geographical areas (Tables 3.6 and 3.7). We therefore 
conclude that F. hepatica exposure is an additional environmental risk factor for BTB and is 
negatively associated with the odds of BTB being diagnosed on a farm.   
 
In addition, the four environmental variables found to be most significant in this paper and in 
models by Gilbert et al., (2005) are variables that accurately predict both F. hepatica exposure 
(McCann et al., 2010a) and BTB (Gilbert et al., 2005).  Some of these variables would be expected to 
become insignificant with introduction of F. hepatica exposure if they were co-dependent. 
 
The negative association between the presence of F. hepatica and detection of BTB could be 
explained by F. hepatica impairing the SICCT test used to diagnose BTB since there is evidence to 
suggest that F. hepatica infections reduced bystander IFN-γ responses and compromise SICCT tests 
in calves infected with BCG, an avirulent strain of BTB (Flynn et al., 2007b).   
Other co-infections have been shown to affect the sensitivity and specificity of the SICCT test. 
Infection of cattle with Mycobacterium avium subsp paratuberculosis (MAP; the causative bacterium 
of Johnes disease) has been reported to increase the number of false positive BTB results seen when 
the SICCT test is applied (Barry et al., 2011). These authors showed that MAP-infected cattle had a 
slow initial response to the SICCT test leading to the potential for animals to test false negative for 
BTB. The SICCT response was raised for longer once a palpable skin reaction occurred, hence 
meaning these animals potentially tested positive falsely for BTB. In either case, the relatively poor 
sensitivity and specificity of the SICCT test is further reduced with this co-infection.  
A study to test the effect of experimental co-infection in calves showed that SICCT test responses of 
co-infected cattle were significantly less than animals infected with M. bovis alone (p=0.011); and 
were significantly less at week 21 post infection compared to week 10 post infection (p=0.0013) 
(Claridge et al., 2012). In this study, six calves were experimentally infected with 150 metacercariae 
of F. hepatica, four weeks later they were challenged with a target dose of 5 x 102 CFU of a virulent 
strain of M. bovis; six calves were infected with M. bovis alone.  SICCT tests were conducted 10 and 
21 weeks after M. bovis infection.  The data were analysed using a linear mixed effects model fitted 
by maximum likelihood with week and co-infection as fixed effects and cow as a random effect.    
The effect of co-infection did not change between 10 and 21 weeks post infection (p=0.235).  These 
results showed that cattle co-infected with F. hepatica reacted less strongly to the SICCT test than 
those infected with M. bovis alone over a significant period of time.   
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This finding is consistent with findings in humans where helminth infections suppress T cell and IFN-γ 
responses to PPD and the efficacy of BCG vaccination (Babu et al., 2009, Wammes et al., 2010, Elias 
et al., 2001, Elias et al., 2008).  Although the magnitude of the response to the SICCT test in co-
infected calves was significantly less than that in calves infected with M. bovis alone, all six co-
infected animals had responses that would be considered positive under field conditions 
(comparative increase in skin thickness of more than 4mm), nevertheless the mean difference in skin 
thickness was 42% less than in those infected with M. bovis alone.  It was not feasible to replicate 
under experimental conditions the situation in the field where animals are likely to have higher F. 
hepatica burdens and we have not yet explored the interaction between intensity and relative 
timing of each infection and the impact each may have on the SICCT.  But it is plausible that a F. 
hepatica infection has the effect of pushing weak SICCT positives into a negative classification in the 
field where interpretation of the test is not always clear cut.   
An alternative explanation for both our epidemiological analysis and the results from the 
experimental infections is that F. hepatica reduces the susceptibility of cattle to BTB.  In a study in 
which 200 in-contact and 200 cattle classified as BTB-infected by SICCT (i.e. ‘reactors’) were 
investigated in depth, a consistent negative association was described between having antibodies to 
F. hepatica and having confirmed BTB, in both groups (DEFRA, 2005b).  Another study (Flynn et al., 
2009) showed that experimentally co-infected cattle had fewer BTB lesions at slaughter and fewer 
tissue samples that were culture positive for M. bovis although these differences were not shown to 
be significant.  Moreover neither of these studies investigated whether co-infection influenced the 
nature, development or distribution of lesions and bacterial spread, which could also explain these 
results.  Also both the SICCT and the PPD specific IFN-γ response were suppressed in BCG/F. hepatica 
co-infected calves and this trend was true irrespective of whether BCG was given before or after F. 
hepatica (Flynn et al., 2007b) suggesting overall that the most likely interpretation of our findings is 
that a proportion of BTB positive animals are being missed by the SICCT test.   
If, as our data suggest, F. hepatica suppresses the SICCT response of BTB infected cattle, our model 
indicates a substantial degree of under ascertainment of BTB using the SICCT test.  Undetected cases 
have the potential to spread infection to other cattle within the herd, to wildlife within the area and, 
if moved, to herds in different parts of the country.  F. hepatica is a ubiquitous parasite, whose 
prevalence is predicted to fluctuate considerably in areas of the UK over the next 50 years due to 
changes in climate (Fox et al., 2011).  It is possible that treatment of cattle with flukicidal drugs, prior 
to testing, might increase the detection rate of BTB, leading in the short term to a surge in incidence, 
but, in the longer term, improved control of the disease.  Studies in helminth-infected humans 
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suggest that vaccine responses to BCG are compromised (Elias et al., 2008) .  Extrapolating these 
findings to cattle, infection with F. hepatica may compromise induction of vaccine responses to M. 
bovis, an important consideration in view of the current intention to develop and apply vaccines to 
cattle to help control the BTB epidemic in UK and Ireland.  This is the first wide scale analysis of the 
interaction between F. hepatica and M. bovis and provides direct evidence of a significant negative 
association between the two infections, the most likely explanation for which is the impact of F. 
hepatica on the host’s immune system reducing the sensitivity of the principle diagnostic test used 
for M. bovis.  This finding has significant implications for the UK and Ireland’s BTB eradication 
programmes.  
This work was published as Claridge et al., 2012.  Both the publicity for this paper and the Nature 
Communications paper are provided in Appendices A and C respectively. 
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Chapter 4 
Does exposure to Fasciola hepatica in British dairy cattle affect the diagnosis 
of bovine tuberculosis in these cattle?  
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4.1 Abstract 
In previous chapters of this thesis, we show that BTB prevalence is likely to be higher than currently 
published and that co-infection of British cattle with BTB and the trematode parasite, F. hepatica, 
may be a reason for the poor sensitivity of the BTB skin test in the field. Chapter 4 studies the 
association between F. hepatica exposure, as measured by the anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA, and 
the skin test BTB diagnosis, on an individual animal level. Milk samples from forty skin test positive 
and forty negative animals, and forty inconclusive animals and forty negatives, were analysed from 
Carmarthenshire, South Wales, an area of Britain identified as having a high prevalence of both 
diseases. Both paired t-tests and McNemar’s test for matched case-control studies showed no 
significant difference between the ELISA results of the inconclusive group compared to the negative 
matched cattle, nor the reactor group with the negative matched cattle. The sample size required 
for 95% confidence was not reached in this study and the resulting powers of the study classes was 
found to be low. Suggestions for this and for future work on this topic are discussed. 
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4.2 Introduction 
BTB, caused by Mycobacterium bovis, is a serious disease of cattle with significant animal welfare, 
public health (de la Rua-Domenech, 2006) and economic consequences (Gordon, 2008). Despite the 
introduction of compulsory testing in the 1950’s, the UK and Republic of Ireland have not eliminated 
BTB from their cattle populations, instead recording an increase in new herd incidents in England 
and Wales and an increase in government expenditure on the eradication programme (DEFRA, 
2010).  There are many possible explanations for this increase in BTB incidence, with climate change 
(Wint et al., 2002), increased animal movement (Carrique-Mas et al., 2008) and co-infections with 
other pathogens (Flynn et al., 2007b) being implicated in what is likely to be a multifactorial story. 
Fasciola hepatica is a trematode parasite primarily affecting ruminant species in the UK. Adult 
parasites occupy the bile ducts and gall bladder of the definitive host, causing clinical disease 
(fasciolosis) in heavily parasitized animals (Urquhart et al., 1996), reduced productivity (Charlier et 
al., 2007) in low to high infestations and immunomodulation of the host immune responses, leading 
to more severe disease manifestations when co-infection with another pathogen is present (Brady et 
al., 1999). F. hepatica is highly prevalent in England and Wales, with 70-80% of dairy herds showing 
evidence of exposure to the pathogen (McCann et al., 2010b). 
An experimental study conducted by Flynn et al., (2007b) clearly demonstrated the 
immunomodulatory powers of F. hepatica in cattle. Co-infection of calves with F. hepatica and M. 
bovis BCG, followed by application of the SICCT test and PPD specific IFN-γ responses, lead to 
negative test responses in  7/9 and 8/9 animals respectively. In the control group, 4/5 cattle infected 
with BCG alone tested positive by both SICCT and the IFN-γ tests (Flynn et al., 2007b). This trend was 
true irrespective of whether BCG was given before or after F. hepatica infection. F. hepatica ESP has 
also been shown to drive alternatively activated macrophages leading to  an anti-inflammatory (Th2) 
response (Donnelly et al., 2005) at the same time as dampening the pro-inflammatory (Th1) 
response needed for a detectable reaction to the SICCT and IFN  tests.  
It has been shown that, on a herd level, F. hepatica exposure is negatively and significantly 
associated with the probability of a BTB breakdown on a farm, and cluster analysis has shown that 
this is not due to the spatial distribution of the two pathogens in England and Wales (Claridge et al., 
2012). The current study will analyse milk samples from individual animals that are SICCT test 
positive or inconclusive, and their matched negative controls taken at the time of BTB SICCT testing 
to determine whether this negative association is true for individual animals as well as at a herd 
level. 
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4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 Sample collection 
A case-control study was designed, but the number of animals tested was constrained by the 
number of farmers agreeing to allow sampling of their animals at the time of herd BTB testing. On 
each participating farm, when an animal was found to test positive for BTB (Reactor, R) based upon 
the SICCT test standard interpretation, a milk sample was collected from it, and the next animal into 
the holding equipment testing negative (Non-reactor, NR) to the same test was also sampled. Milk 
samples from Inconclusive reactor cattle (IR) and NR animals were collected using the same 
protocol. 
Due to the limited number of farmers agreeing to participate in this study, only 40 samples from the 
R and IR groups plus 80 NR samples i.e. fewer than the required number estimated below. The study 
was conducted in Carmarthenshire with assistance from two veterinary practices. LVIs from each 
practice collected the samples on their routine BTB testing visits. Samples were collected from the 
same udder quarter for each pair, and several case-control pairs were collected from the same farm 
if those herds contained R or IR animals. No other data about the farms was collected. It is not 
known whether these herds were on 60 day herd retests, nor the exact location and parish testing 
frequency of the locality. 
4.3.2 Sample Size Estimation 
Data for the F. hepatica exposure or infection status of BTB SICCT test reactor and non-reactor 
animals was not available. Instead, data from Chapter 3 was used to estimate the sample size 
required for the current study, based upon herd level, rather than individual animal level data. 
An estimate of the sample size required is given in the box below (Thrusfield, 2005). Data about 
individual animals was not available for this calculation, thus a herd-level mean PP value for SICCT 
test positive and negative herds was generated. This herd-level data was not paired and thus the 
calculated does not consider the means to be matched. 
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4.3.3 Sample processing 
Milk was collected into bromopol and samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 895 g, and the 
liquid fraction separated into plain serum tubes in a Category 3 Microflow Biological Safety Cabinet 
(Walker Safety Cabinets Ltd, Glossop, UK) and stored at -20oC until testing.  
4.3.4 Anti-Fasciola hepatica antibody ELISA 
An anti-Fasciola hepatica antibody ELISA was conducted on each sample as described by Salimi-
Bejestani et al., (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2007). In brief, Immunlon-2HB ELISA plates (Thermoscientific, 
New York, USA) were coated with 100 µl/well of 0.5µg/ml Excretory Secretory Proteins (ESP) in 0.1M 
carbonate buffer (pH 9.6). To obtain ESP, adult F. hepatica were incubated at 37°C, in RPMI medium 
for 12 hours. The medium was collected, centrifuged at 10,000g for 30 minutes at 4°C. The 
concentration of the ESP was determined according to Warburg and Christian (Warburg and 
Christiansen, 1941).  
Following overnight incubation of the ELISA plates, they were washed (two quick washes and one 5 
minute wash, then this cycle repeated) with PBS (pH 7.2) containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBS/Tween) 
and blocked with 200 µl/well of 2% skimmed milk powder (Marvel, Premier Beverages, Stafford, UK) 
in PBS/Tween for 1 hour at 37°C. Individual milk samples were diluted 1:2 with 2% skimmed-milk 
powder in PBS/Tween solution. Plates were washed as previously described and 100 µl of each milk 
sample added to each well and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. Plates were washed as before, then 
anti-bovine IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidise (MAST Diagnostics, Bootle, Merseyside) was 
diluted to a 1:80,000 solution with blocking buffer and 100 µl/well incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. 
Plates were washed as before and 100 µl of freshly prepared TMB (3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine 
Sample Size Estimation from herd level data 
Mean PP from BTB+ herds = 55.64545 
Mean PP from BTB- herds = 68.06049 
Common standard deviation = 40.48 
Sample Size Estimation = 2 x (σ(μα+μβ)/(x1 – x2))
2 
= 167 pairs 
Where σ = 40.48, μα = 1.96, μβ = 0.84, x1 = 63.06049, x2 = 55.64545 
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and hydrogen peroxide; Uptima) was added to each well. Plates were incubated at room 
temperature for 20 minutes in complete darkness. The colour change was recorded on an automatic 
ELISA reader at 450 nm wavelength. The results were given as a mean optical density (OD) obtained 
from the duplicate samples. The percent positivity was then calculated using the following formula: 
Percent Positive (PP) = (Mean OD of test sample/Mean OD of High Positive Control) x 100  
On each plate, the high positive, mid positive and negative controls were included in quadruplicate. 
A PP value of greater than 20 was considered to be positive (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2007). 
 
4.3.5 Statistical Analyses 
Data was recorded in an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft 2007) and analysed in two ways detailed 
below. Firstly, PP values were kept as a continuous variable within each BTB SICCT test category, and 
analysed using a paired t-test for matched data. Both raw PP values and square root transformed PP 
values were analysed (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). 
Secondly, PP values were classed as positive/negative for F. hepatica exposure, as defined by Salimi-
Bejestani et al., (2007), and analysed using a McNemar’s matched chi-square test for case-control 
studies, alongside the SICCT test result for each animal (Tables 4.4 and 4.5).  
Further to the McNemar’s tests, data were then square-root transformed and centred around the 
mean PP of the respective group, in an attempt to compensate for the potential effects of a large 
number of F. hepatica exposure positive cattle found (Table 4.6 and 4.7). All results were generated 
using SPSS (PASW Statistics 17).  
An estimation of the power of each group was made retrospectively. 
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4.4 Results 
There was a wide range of PP values for each category of animal (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1) with the 
95-97.5% of cattle testing positive for antibody to F. hepatica (PP>20; Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2007).  
 Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics for milk PP values in the four groups 
 R NR IR NR 
% F. hepatica ELISA PP positive 95.0 97.5 95.0 97.5 
Mean PP value 60.3 66.3 71.0 67.0 
SE Mean PP 6.7 11.3 8.0 5.9 
Standard Deviation of PP 42.4 71.4 50.7 37.2 
Minimum PP 2.3 3.2 4.3 5.2 
First Quartile PP 22.2 18.4 37.1 33.7 
Median PP 57.9 46.0 54.8 66.9 
Third Quartile PP 87.6 91.8 98.4 90.5 
Maximum PP 168.3 345.4 226.9 143.0 
Colour of columns indicates matching 
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Figure 4.1: Box plots of anti-Fasciola hepatica ELISA PP values, showing range, mean and quartiles of 
collected paired data 
4321
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Box Plots of the pp ranges generated per group of cattle paired by SICCT test result
Where Group 1 = R, Group 2 = NR, Group 3 = IR, Group 4 = NR; Groups 1 and 2 are paired, Groups 3 
and 4 are paired. 
4.4.1 Paired t-test analyses 
Paired t-tests were applied to untransformed PP values and to square-root transformed PP values 
from both SICCT test comparison groups. The results of the untransformed analysis are shown in 
Table 4.2. Square-root transformation of PP values was done to normalise the data (as used in 
Chapter 3) but there was no significant difference between the four groups (Table 4.3). 
Table 4.2 Results of paired t-tests to test if F. hepatica exposure of R versus NR cattle, and IR versus 
NR cattle. 
Pairing p-value 
R vs NR 0.6068 
IR vs NR 0.5814 
 
p<0.05 indicates significance 
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Table 4.3 F. hepatica exposure was square root transformed to normalise it and the paired t-tests 
conducted 
 
Pairing p-value 
R vs NR 0.9547 
IR vs NR 0.8358 
 
p<0.05 indicates significance 
 
4.4.2 McNemar’s test analyses 
In addition to analysing the results using PP as a continuous variable, since the range of PP values 
was high,  the PP value for each animal was converted to a binary infected (1) or non-infected (0) 
score based upon the cut-off of PP>20 being considered positive (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2007).  
The data was summarised in two 2x2 tables (Tables 4.4a and b). In these 2x2 tables, there are a total 
of 40 pairs of samples allocated according to whether the two individuals in the pair were SICCT test 
positive (or inconclusive reactor) or negative and anti-F. hepatica antibody positive or negative. A 
McNemar’s matched chi-square test was used to analyse the data (Table 4.5). There were no 
significant differences between the matched groups, in the number of F. hepatica exposure positive 
animals. 
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Table 4.4: 2x2 tables showing the distribution of F. hepatica exposure positive and negative animals, 
classified according to BTB test result, showing a) R-NR pairs and b) IR-NR pairs 
 
a) R – NR matched pairs SICCT test negative  
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
Total 
SICCT test 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
34 0 34 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
2 4 6 
 Total 36 4 40 
 
b) IR – NR matched pairs SICCT test negative  
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
Total 
SICCT test IR F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
36 2 38 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
1 1 2 
 Total 37 3 40 
 
 
Table 4.5: Results of McNemar’s matched chi-square test results for R-NR and IR-NR groups 
Pair McNemar’s test p value 
R-NR 0.494 
IR-NR 1.000 
 
p<0.05 indicates significance 
 
When F. hepatica exposure PP values for cases and controls are square-root transformed and then 
mean-centred, two 2x2 tables were generated (Tables 4.6a and b), and the McNemar’s test was 
applied again (Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.6: 2x2 tables showing the distribution of F. hepatica exposure positive and negative animals 
squared-root transformed and mean centred, classified according to BTB test result, showing a) R-NR 
pairs and b) IR-NR pairs 
 
a) R – NR matched pairs SICCT test negative  
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
Total 
SICCT test 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
13 8 21 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
5 14 19 
 Total 18 22 40 
 
b) IR – NR matched pairs SICCT test negative  
F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
Total 
SICCT test IR F. hepatica 
exposure 
positive 
12 9 21 
F. hepatica 
exposure 
negative 
5 14 19 
 Total 17 23 40 
 
Table 4.7 BTB SICCT test categorised, McNemar’s test results for square-root transformed, mean 
centred PP values 
 
Pair McNemar’s test p value 
R-NR 0.5791 
IR-NR 0.4227 
 
p<0.05 indicates significance 
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4.4.3 Study Power 
With the results generated from this study and using PP value in its untransformed state, the power 
of the studies conducted were estimated (R vs NR or IR vs NR; 
www.statisticalsolutions.net/pss_calc.php) (Table 4.8). For both groups, the power is low indicating 
that any significant differences between R and NR, and IR and NR groups, may not be detectable. 
Table 4.8 Study Power 
Pair Power 
R-NR 0.06 
IR-NR 0.06 
 
Power > 0.8 is deemed appropriate for most studies 
 
4.5 Discussion 
F. hepatica is a pathogen affecting ruminants in the UK, with a herd prevalence of 76% in England 
and Wales (McCann et al., 2010b).  Over the last 15 years, diagnoses of F. hepatica have increased in 
the UK, attributed to increased cattle movements allowing new foci of infection to be created and 
climate changes favouring environmental life stage development and intermediate snail habitats 
(Daniel and Mitchell, 2002, Carrique-Mas et al., 2008, Gilbert et al., 2005, Pritchard et al., 2005, 
Poulin, 2006). 
Research conducted over the last decade has highlighted the effects on the host immune system 
that F. hepatica has, presumably to enhance the survival of the parasite within its host. Newly 
excysted juvenile flukes are known to modulate the innate host immune system by secretion of 
thioperoxiredoxin enzymes in ESP that induce alternative activation of macrophages, polarising the 
immune system towards an anti-inflammatory response that will allow parasite survival (Donnelly et 
al., 2005, Donnelly et al., 2008). The lack of classical activation of macrophages during initial 
infection stages, leaves the host animal more susceptible to pathogens relying on a pro-
inflammatory response for clearance and to prolonged bacterial infections with more severe clinical 
signs (Aitken et al., 1979, Aitken et al., 1981, Brady et al., 1999). The effect of pre-treatment of 
murine macrophages with the ESP enzyme, FheCL1, has been shown to decrease subsequent 
secretion of pro-inflammatory mediators upon stimulation of TLR 3 with the synthetic agonist, 
polyIC, and survival of mice after lipopolysacarride treatment is significantly increased if previous 
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exposure to ESP has occurred, suggesting down-regulation of TLR3 and TLR4 by ESP (Donnelly et al., 
2010a, Donnelly et al., 2008).  
In this paper, the F. hepatica exposure of cattle testing positive and negative, or inconclusive and 
negative to the Single Intra-dermal Comparative Cervical Tuberculin (SICCT) test, that has been 
approved for BTB surveillance and screening in the EU, were compared. There were considerable 
practical difficulties in collecting samples from animals testing positive to the SICCT test and an 
unwillingness amongst farmers to participate in this study at such an emotive time. Hence, the small 
sample size made interpretation of results difficult. In addition, almost all cattle tested were exposed 
to F. hepatica, suggesting that future studies should involve a larger number of farms over a wider 
area of England and Wales with variable levels of infection. The matching of samples could also be 
done differently by a R animal taken from one farm being matched with a NR from a different farm, 
matched on various climatic, husbandry and F. hepatica exposure data.  The statistical power of this 
study was low, hence either an increased number of samples or a change in the study design  should 
be considered in future studies. 
Other factors, which we were unable to measure in this study, should also be considered in any 
future study. For example, the age of cattle were not recorded and the previous BTB history of the 
premises was not known; a significant correlation between the age of the animal and the likelihood 
of it being BTB infected has been documented (de la Rua Domenech et al., 2006). In chapter 5, the 
stage of lactation is significantly correlated with F.  hepatica exposure and this may be due to the 
time lapsed since last dry period when a flukicidal dose is often given. With time since last dry period 
we would expect that, assuming equal risk of exposure to metacercariae, the risk of infection would 
increase with time and season. Type of grazing; zero grazing, housing for winter and diet will all 
impact upon this risk in different ways and were not measured in this study (Urquhart et al., 1996).  
A further consideration is that other infectious diseases may also affect the outcome of the SICCT 
test. Bovine Viral Diarrhoea virus (BVDv) is a common pathogen of cattle that has been shown to 
reduce lymphocyte proliferation in response to PPD-A and PPD-B and the IFNγ assay in BTB infected 
animals co-infected with BVDv. This virus has an immunosuppressive effect on the bovine host 
immune system that could last for over 3 weeks in acute infections (Charleston et al., 2001). Calves 
experimentally infected with BVDv also shed significantly higher amounts of M. bovis indicating the 
potential for silent BTB transmission with this co-infection as well. 
Due to problems with the study design and execution, it was not possible to determine if there was 
any association between diagnosis of BTB and presence of F. hepatica exposure in individual cattle.  
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Thus at the individual animal level, we were unable to demonstrate our previous finding shown at 
the herd level. 
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Chapter 5 
Does exposure to common on-farm diseases affect the 
susceptibility of British dairy cattle to Fasciola hepatica? 
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5.1 Abstract 
The trematode parasite, Fasciola hepatica, has been shown experimentally to modulate its host’s 
immune responses towards an anti-inflammatory response, and this modulation has been shown to 
have dramatic effects on the ability of the host to eliminate other pathogens requiring a pro-
inflammatory response. However, little work has been done to ascertain the association between F. 
hepatica exposure and other infectious diseases of cattle in the UK. 
Forty dairy farms in England and Wales were recruited. Each farm submitted ten milk samples from 
individual animals and completed a questionnaire about animal management and husbandry, and 
the occurrence of other infectious diseases on the farm. In addition, anti-F. hepatica and anti-
Neospora caninum antibody ELISAs were performed on all 400 individual milk samples. A multilevel 
random effects model was designed, with the dependent variable set as F. hepatica exposure. Data 
collected was either specific for the individual animal or the same for all animals from that farm, 
hence hierarchical in nature. The final model was obtained after backward sequential removal of 
insignificant variables. 
Herd vaccination against Bovine Viral Diarrhoea virus was positively associated with F. hepatica 
exposure, whereas vaccination against Leptospira spp was negatively associated. The number of 
suspect cases of Johnes disease was negatively associated with F. hepatica exposure, whereas the 
number of suspect cases of Salmonella Dublin was positively associated, a finding in agreement with 
other published studies. The abortion rate of the herd was negatively associated with F. hepatica 
exposure of each animal but, despite Neospora caninum being the most frequently diagnosed cause 
of abortion in the UK, N. caninum exposure of the animal was not found to be significantly 
associated in this study. Other husbandry, animal movement and farm management factors were 
also found to be significantly associated with F. hepatica exposure which could be explained by their 
effect on the life cycle of F. hepatica.  
We concluded that several infectious diseases of dairy cattle are associated with exposure to F. 
hepatica. The immunoregulatory effect  of F. hepatica on the efficacy of vaccines against Bovine 
Viral Diarrhoea virus and Leptospira spp is currently unknown. 
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5.2 Introduction 
The trematode parasite, Fasciola hepatica, is an important pathogen of ruminant species in the UK 
with a dairy herd prevalence of 76% in England and Wales (McCann et al., 2010b). Subclinical 
infections, caused by low numbers of parasites, have significant effects on the production 
capabilities of infected cattle with reductions in milk quality and quantity and live weight gain 
reported (Charlier et al., 2007, Hope-Cawdery et al., 1977). Clinical infections in UK cattle are usually 
chronic, but acute infections can occur, leading to clinical signs of fasciolosis such as anaemia, 
hypoalbuminaemia, hepatic fibrosis, hyperplastic cholangitis and weight loss (Urquhart et al., 1996), 
in addition to production deficits. Clinical fasciolosis has been estimated to cost 299 Є per clinical 
case in Switzerland (Schweizer et al., 2005), whilst subclinical costs are unknown but thought to be 
significant.   
 
In recent years, there has been an acceleration in our understanding of the relationship between the 
immune system and F. hepatica. Newly excysted juvenile (NEJ) F. hepatica, upon penetration of the 
duodenal wall, are highly resistant to killing by reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (Piedrafita et 
al., 2000). In addition, F. hepatica is known to induce alternative activation of macrophages, 
reducing their antibacterial activity (Donnelly et al., 2005, Donnelly et al., 2010a), they secrete ESP 
that dampen the pro-inflammatory immune response via their effect on toll-like receptors 3 and 4 
resulting in an anti-inflammatory immune environment (Donnelly et al., 2010a), and a reduction in 
lymphocyte responsiveness through an increase in the regulatory cytokine, IL-10 (Flynn and 
Mulcahy, 2008b).  
 
Less common are studies in cattle into the consequences of co-infections. Those that have been 
conducted have shown that cattle co-infected with F. hepatica and other Salmonella Dublin suffer 
greater disease severity and delayed elimination of those pathogens (Aitken et al., 1978, Aitken et 
al., 1979). Co-infection of calves with F. hepatica and live, attenuated Bacille Calmette Guerin (BCG) 
strain of M. bovis, leads to suppression of the diagnostic tests for bovine tuberculosis (BTB), 
irrespective of whether BCG or F. hepatica is given first (Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 2009). When 
co-infection of cattle is done using an initial, low F. hepatica burden and subsequent live, virulent M. 
bovis, the measured IFN  concentration is significantly suppressed, indicating down-regulation of the 
pro-inflammatory immune response (Flynn et al., 2009). Experimental co-infections of mice with F. 
hepatica and the gram negative bacterium, Bordetella pertussis also show that the usual pro-
inflammatory immune response stimulated by B. pertussis infection is abrogated by subsequent 
infection with F. hepatica and is not demonstrable at all when F. hepatica infection is given first 
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(Brady et al., 1999). The rate of bacterial elimination in such co-infected mice is also significantly 
slower. These studies all demonstrate that co-infection of cattle, the norm on most farms, leads to 
significantly compromised immune responses to pathogens requiring a pro-inflammatory immune 
response for clearance, potentially leaving animals more susceptible to such infections. 
 
This study aims to investigate the associations between an individual animal’s exposure to F. 
hepatica measured by detecting anti-F. hepatica antibody and other common on-farm diseases in 
the UK. 
 
5.3 Materials and Methods 
 
5.3.1 Sample size 
Sample size was calculated as per the formula for clustered samples (Thrusfield, 2005).  The formula 
used is shown in Table 5.1. This formula allows the researcher to define the total number of samples 
to be analysed and calculates the number of clusters (in this case farms) to be tested. 
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Table 5.1: Sample size calculation for study 
 
Three hundred and ninety-eight samples were analysed as described below. Two samples were 
damaged in transport and not replaced. 
 
5.3.2 Farm Recruitment 
Ethical approval for this study was granted by the University of Liverpool Ethics Committee 
(Reference Number: RETH000382). The Animal Health Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA) holds 
a register of all livestock owners in the UK. From this register, 400 dairy farms in England and Wales 
were randomly selected and invited to participate in this study. Farms were sent a letter explaining 
the study format, requirements of farm participation, a copy of the questionnaire to be completed 
over the telephone, and a set of instructions for how to take and submit the 10 individual milk 
samples and the bulk milk tank sample from one milking. The first and last animal entering each side 
g = 1.962TsVc / (d
2Ts – 1.96
2Pexp(1-Pexp)) 
 
Symbol Meaning Variable Used Value Input 
g Number of 
clusters to 
sample 
Total number of farms to be 
sampled 
Calculated as 37.1 
farms 
Pexp Expected 
prevalence 
Prevalence of F. hepatica exposure 
in dairy cattle in England and 
Wales, previously tested for F. 
hepatica 
 
0.30 
d Desired 
absolute 
precision 
Confidence to 95% 0.05 
Ts Total number 
animals to be 
sampled 
Individual milk samples chosen to 
be tested 
400 
Vc Between-
cluster 
variance 
Variation in ELISA pp between 
farms on an individual animal basis 
0.089 as calculated 
 
 
Thus 10 samples each from 40 farms were collected.  
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of the milking parlour was milk sampled until ten samples had been collected. This eliminated the 
risk of farmers submitting samples only from ‘ill’ or ‘suspect’ cases. 
Farms that were interested in participating contacted the University of Liverpool, Veterinary 
Parasitology Group.  Each farmer was sent a pack containing sample pots, a consent form and a pre-
paid addressed envelope for sample return. 
 
The veterinary surgeon(s) for each farm were also contacted and asked to verify the disease status 
of the farm with respect to infectious diseases. 
 
5.3.3 Anti-Fasciola hepatica antibody ELISA 
An anti-Fasciola hepatica antibody ELISA was conducted on each sample as described by Salimi-
Bejestani et al., (Salimi-Bejestani et al., 2007). In brief, Immunlon-2HB ELISA plates (Thermoscientific, 
New York, USA) were coated with 100 µl/well of 0.5µg/ml Excretory Secretory antigens (ESP) in 0.1M 
carbonate buffer (pH 9.6). To obtain ESP, adult F. hepatica were incubated at 37°C, in RPMI medium 
for 12 hours. The medium was collected, centrifuged at 10,000g for 30 minutes at 4°C. The 
concentration of the ESP was determined according to Warburg and Christian (Warburg and 
Christiansen, 1941). 
 
Following overnight incubation, the plates were washed (two quick washes and one 5 minute wash, 
then this cycle repeated) with PBS (pH 7.2) containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBS/Tween) and blocked 
with 200 µl/well of 2% skimmed milk powder (Marvel, Premier Beverages, Stafford, UK) in 
PBS/Tween for 1 hour at 37°C. Individual milk samples were diluted 1:2 with 2% skimmed-milk 
powder in PBS/Tween solution. Bulk tank milk samples were tested neat. Plates were washed as 
previously described and 100 µl of each milk sample added to each well and incubated for 1 hour at 
37°C. Plates were washed as before, then anti-bovine IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidise 
(from C. Hartley) was diluted to a 1:80,000 solution with blocking buffer and 100 µl/well incubated 
for 1 hour at 37°C. Plates were washed as before and 100 µl of freshly decanted TMB (3,3’,5,5’-
tetramethylbenzidine; Uptima) was added to each well. Plates were incubated at room temperature 
for 20 minutes in complete darkness. The colour change was recorded on an automatic ELISA reader 
at 450 nm wavelength. The results were given as a mean optical density (OD) obtained from the 
duplicate samples. The percentage of the positive control was then calculated using the following 
formula: 
 
Percent Positivity (PP) = (Mean OD of test sample/Mean OD of High Positive Control) x 100 
100 
 
On each plate, the high positive, mid positive and negative controls were included in quadruplicate. 
 
5.3.4 Anti-Neospora caninum antibody milk ELISA 
Immunlon-1HB ELISA 96-well plates (ThermoScientific, Manchester, UK) were coated with whole 
formalin-fixed Neospora caninum tachyzoites (Williams et al., 1997). Plates were stored vacuum-
packed until required at 4°C. 
 
Control sera were diluted 1:400 with PBS (pH 7.2) containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBS/Tween) and 
samples were diluted to 1:400. 100μl of each diluted sample or control is added to each ELISA plate 
well. The plate was then covered and allowed to incubate at 37°C for 30 minutes. 
After incubation, the plate was washed as previously described. Anti-bovine IgG conjugated to 
horseradish peroxidise was diluted to 1:50,000 with PBS/Tween and 100 µl/well incubated for 30 
minutes at 37°C. The plate was washed and 100μl TMB substrate was added to each well. The plate 
was then incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes in the dark. This reaction was stopped by 
the addition of 100μl 0.5M Hydrochloric acid to all wells. The colour change was recorded on an 
automatic ELISA reader at 450 nm wavelength. The results were given as a mean optical density (OD) 
obtained from the duplicate samples. The percentage of the positive control was then calculated 
using the following formula: 
 
Percent Positivity (PP) = (Mean OD of test sample/Mean OD of High Positive Control) x 100 
 
5.3.5 Questionnaire Completion and Variable Capture 
Results of ELISA tests were reported to the farmer after the telephone questionnaire had been 
completed. Results were sent via email to farmers if possible, but in some cases a paper copy was 
preferred. Discussion of results and flukicidal treatment protocols were only done with the farm 
veterinary surgeon and, because the authors had not visited these farms, very little additional 
information or advice could be given. All questions were asked as per the questionnaire, to eliminate 
bias from question wording. A final letter outlining the findings of the study was mailed to 
participating farms and veterinary surgeons at the end of the study. 
 
Variables recorded from the questionnaire are contained in Table 5.2. A copy of the questionnaire is 
included in Appendix B. 
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5.3.6 Data Analysis 
Data from the questionnaires and ELISAs were recorded anonymously in a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet (Excel 2007, Microsoft). The data was subsequently inputted into Minitab (vs 16). A 
Spearman correlation was used to assess which variables were closely correlated such that co-linear 
variables could be excluded. Histograms of all data items were checked for normality, and the Ryan-
Joiner test for distribution normality was performed on all continuous variables. The result of the 
normality test on log10(PP) is shown in Figure 5.1, thus it was decided that animal-level ELISA PP 
should be transformed by log10(PP) as the raw data and other transformations showed  less 
significant normal distribution. The number of days each animal was into its lactation (LACTSTAGE) 
was also found to be more normally distributed on a Ryan-Joiner test, if square-root transformed 
(see Figure 5.2) compared to other transformations.  
 
A multilevel analysis was deemed most appropriate for this data and a multi-level model was run 
using MLwiN (version 2.23, Centre for Multilevel Modelling, University of Bristol) due to the 
inherently hierarchical nature of the data collected. Some of the variables collected were animal-
specific and hence there was variation between animals on the same farm as well as variance 
between animals from different farms, whereas some variables collected were farm-specific and 
hence would be the same for all animals from that farm. 
 
A random effects, two-level model (where Farm = level 2, Animal = level 1) was set up, with the 
dependent, y variable set as log10(PP) and the independent, x variables tried as those listed in Table 
5.1. Incomplete data was recorded as not all farms recorded all data asked in the questionnaire (see 
Appendix B). The initial model contained all variables and backwards sequential removal was done 
based upon the p-value of each variable.  The intercept was allowed to vary at both farm and animal 
level, defined as the constant, β0ij, multiplied by a constant value (set as 1) in the data.  
 
Once the final model was obtained, it was then checked for interaction terms, which were entered 
into the model as one term multiplied by another. One interaction term was found to remain in the 
final model as significant. The intra-class correlation coefficient, a measure of the extent to which 
the y values of the individual animals from the same farm resemble each other, compared to those 
from individuals from different farms, was calculated for each model. The same model-building 
principal was then applied using only variables with no missing cases. 
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5.4 Results  
Milk samples from 398 animals from 40 dairy farms were collected and tested for exposure to F. 
hepatica and Neospora caninum. Data from each of the 40 farms were collected by questionnaire, 
some variables about each individual animal sampled and some variables about the farm that the 
animals originate from. The variables collected are shown in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Variables recorded or generated 
 
Variable Description Number of farms (animals, as 
appropriate) data held for 
FID 
 
 
Farm Identification Number 40  
ANIMAL  
 
Individual animals are 
numbered 1-10, bulk milk tank 
sample is 11 
40 (398/398) 
FlukePP  
 
The ELISA result generated 
from the milk sample presented 
40 (398/398) 
Log10(PP) Log10 transformation of FlukePP 40 (398) 
BVDVacc  
 
Is the herd vaccinated against 
BVD virus? (0= no, 1= yes) 
40 
IBRVacc  
 
Is the herd vaccinated against 
IBR virus? (0= no, 1= yes) 
40 
LEPTOVacc  
 
Is the herd vaccinated against 
Leptospirosis? (0= no, 1= yes) 
40 
AOA  Age of animal (years, months) (398/398) 
LACTSTAGE 
 
Number of days since last 
calving 
(398/398) 
SCCAv 
 
Average somatic cell count 
reading from last recording 
(,000) – NB. Some farms don’t 
test 
(154/398) 
AvYIELD  
 
Average yield (x1000 litres) of 
the cow’s last lactation – NB. 
Not all farms recorded this 
40 
MASTITIS  
 
Has this animal had mastitis 
since the start of her previous 
lactation? (answer is no. cases) 
40 (398/398) 
OTHERDz  Has this animal had any other 
diseases in the last 2 lactations? 
(answer is categorical: 
FERTILITY, LAMENESS, etc) 
40 (398/398) 
BVDHist 
 
BVD virus history of the herd 
(0= no history of disease, 1= 
history of disease) 
40 
IBRHist  
 
IBR virus history of the herd (0= 
no history of disease, 1= history 
of disease) 
40 
LEPTOHist  Leptospirosis history of the 
herd (0= no history of disease, 
1= history of disease) 
40 
DUBLINsus  
 
Salmonella Dublin suspect 
cases on farm (answer is 
number) 
40 
DUBLINDx 
 
Salmonella Dublin diagnosed 
cases on farm (answer is 
40 
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number) 
JOHNESsus Johnes disease suspect cases 
on farm (answer is number) 
40 
JOHNESDx 
 
Johnes disease diagnosed cases 
on farm (answer is number) 
40 
NEOSPORAsus  
 
Neospora caninum suspect 
cases on farm (answer is 
number) 
40 
NEOSPORAdx 
 
Neospora caninum diagnosed 
cases on farm (answer is 
number) 
40 
ABORTIONrate  
 
Number of bovine pregnancies 
resulting in abortion as a 
percentage of total bovine 
pregnancies for last 12 months 
40 
ABORTIONdx 
 
If known, categorical. All 
diagnoses were Neospora 
caninum or ‘unknown’ 
40 
Btbstatus Bovine TB status (Y/N; 1,0) 40 
TESTfreq 
 
1=every year, to 4 = every 4 
years 
40 
SHEEPcog 
 
Do sheep graze any of the land 
also used for dairy cow grazing, 
not necessarily at the same 
time?  
40 
BEEFcog  Do beef cows graze any of the 
land also used for dairy cow 
grazing, not necessarily at the 
same time? (0= no, 1= yes) 
40 
DCalvesBI 
 
The number of dairy calves 
bought-in in the last 12 months 
40 
DheifersBI 
 
The number of dairy heifers 
bought-in in the last 12 months 
40 
DcowsBI  
 
The number of dairy cows 
bought-in in the last 12 months 
40 
BCowsBI  
 
The number of beef cows 
bought-in in the last 12 months 
40 
BcalvesB  
 
The number of beef calves 
bought-in in the last 12 months 
40 
SBI  
 
The number of sheep bought-in 
in the last 12 months 
40 
CCI 
 
Calving to conception interval; 
the time from calving to getting 
pregnant again 
35 (348/398) 
C1st  Calving to 1st service interval 31 (308/398) 
S/Concept  
 
Services (inseminations) per 
conception 
35 (348/398) 
HousingCALVING 
 
Where do calvings occur during 
the housing period? Categorical 
variable. 
40 
GrazingCALVING Where do calvings occur during 40 
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 the grazing period? Categorical 
variable 
FARMSIZE  The size of the farm (in acres) 40 
FLUKICIDALuse 
 
Are dairy animals given a 
flukicidal treatment at the start 
of the dry period? (0= no, 1= 
yes) 
40 
ANTHELMuse  
 
Are dairy animals given an 
anthelmintic treatment (0= no, 
1= yes) 
40 
RESISTANCE  
 
Has there been a reported 
diagnosis of anthelmintic 
resistance on the premises? (0= 
no, 1= yes) 
40 
NoDCows  
 
Number of dairy cows on farm 
at time of testing 
40 
NoDHeifers  
 
Number of dairy heifers on 
farm at time of testing 
40 
NoDairyCalves Number of dairy calves on farm 
at time of testing 
40 
NoBCows Number of beef cows on farm 
at time of testing 
40 
NoBCalves 
 
Number of beef calves on farm 
at time of testing 
40 
%HomeBred Percentage of dairy herd home 
bred 
40 
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The frequency of infectious disease occurrence on the sample farms is shown in Table 5.3.  
Leptospirosis and BVDv were the diseases most commonly vaccinated against (25/40 and 24/40 
respectively); vaccination was used to protect against perceived disease risks on farms and when 
disease outbreaks had occurred. IBR was less commonly vaccinated against and most farms only 
utilised this vaccine if a previous outbreak of IBR had been diagnosed on the farm (participating 
farmers, personal communication). BTB was diagnosed on one sample farm, but milk samples were 
taken from cattle testing negative to BTB tests. This positive BTB diagnosis was a new case on a 
previously BTB test-negative farm. Johnes disease had been diagnosed on fifteen farms. The decision 
to use ‘suspect’ case numbers instead of ‘diagnosed’ case numbers was made because many farmers 
would classify cases with appropriate presenting signs as infected, without getting a formal 
diagnosis, after several cases of the disease were confirmed. Clinical disease due to Salmonella 
Dublin was only reported on 5 farms. Clinical mastitis, the cause of which was not recorded, had 
occurred in 108/398 animals during the previous lactation. Some animals suffered repeat bouts of 
clinical mastitis after an apparent resolution of clinical signs, during the same lactation. The history 
of each case was not investigated and culture data or samples were not available. 
 
Table 5.3: Infectious disease and vaccination history for the sample farms 
Disease/Vaccine Number of farms (animals) positive, out of 40 farms or 398 
animals 
F. hepatica exposure 22/40 (186/398) 
BVDv vaccination 24/40 
IBR vaccination 15/40 
Leptospirosis vaccination 25/40 
Bovine tuberculosis 1/40 (0/398) 
Johnes Disease 15/40 
Salmonella Dublin 5/40 
Neospora caninum 11/40 
Mastitis (108/398) 
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Figure 5.1: Normality plot of F. hepatica PP transformation  
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This plot demonstrates that a log transformation of the anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA improves the 
normal distribution of this variable, as demonstrated by the approximate straight line of the points 
on the graph and but the distribution cannot be considered significantly normal as p<0.05. This is 
due to outliers at the extremes of the PP scale. 
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Figure 5.2: Normality plot of the stage of lactation of each animal (LACTSTAGE) 
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This plot demonstrates that a square-root transformation of the lactation-stage of each animal in 
the study is more normally distributed, as demonstrated by the approximate straight line of the 
points on the graph and but the distribution cannot be considered significantly normal as p<0.05. 
This is due to outliers at the extremes. 
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Table 5.4 shows the results of the random effects model for all the variables described in Table 5.2. 
All variables were initially put into the model and sequential backwards removal of variables 
occurred until only those variables with significant (p<0.05) p-values remained. BVDv vaccination 
(BVDVacc), Lactation stage (LACTSTAGE), Average yield of the herd (AvYIELD), Salmonella Dublin 
suspect cases (DUBLINsus), number of beef cows bought-in (BCowsBI), number of sheep bought-in 
(SBI), services per conception (S/Concept) and the number of beef cows kept on the farm (NoBCows) 
were all positively and significantly associated with F. hepatica exposure. Leptospirosis vaccination 
use in the dairy herd (LEPTOVacc), the number of cases of Johnes Disease suspected in a herd 
(JOHNESsus), the abortion rate of the herd (ABORTIONrate), calving-to-conception index (CCI) and 
the size of the farm in acres (FARMSIZE) were all significantly negatively and significantly associated 
with F. hepatica exposure. 
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Table 5.4: Random effects analysis 
 
Variable Coefficient SE Coefficient P 
BVDVacc 0.418 0.103 <0.001 
LEPTOVacc -0.269 0.094 0.004 
LACTSTAGE 0.001 0.00002 <0.001 
AvYIELD 0.010 0.0009  <0.001 
DUBLINsus 0.268 0.060 <0.001 
JOHNESsus -0.043 0.009 <0.001 
ABORTIONrate -0.058 0.026 0.024 
BCowsBI 0.717 0.176 <0.001 
SBI 0.009 0.001 <0.001 
CCI -0.007 0.001 <0.001 
S/Concept 0.278 0.055 <0.001 
FARMSIZE -0.001 0.00001 <0.001 
NoBCows 0.006 0.003 0.023 
y=log(PP), n=348/398 animals 
 
Intra-class correlation coefficient  = 100*(u0j/(e0j+u0j)) 
     = 100*(0.02/(0.02+0.111)) 
     = 15.267 % 
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The intra-class correlation coefficient gives the percentage of the total variation present, after 
allowing for included variables, that occurs at each level of the model. The intra-class correlation 
coefficient for this model was calculated as 15.267%. This suggests that farm level variables play a 
significant role in the likely F. hepatica exposures found in individual animals on that farm. 
 
All biologically plausible interaction terms were tested to see if any could, on their own, be a 
significant predictor variable for log10(PP). A difference in -2log-likelihood  greater than 3.84 is 
equivalent to a chi-squared test result on 1 degree of freedom, hence has a p value <0.05, indicating 
significance. Only three such interaction terms were individually identified (highlighted yellow in 
Table 5.5).  When all three individually significant interaction terms were added to the model 
together, only JOHNESsus*S/concept was significant (p=0.023). When LEPTOVacc*NoBCows was 
then removed, only LEPTOVacc*AvYIELD remained significant (p = 0.022).  Thus only 
LEPTOVacc*AvYIELD was kept in the final model (Table 5.6). Inclusion of this interaction term 
created a final model with an intra-class correlation coefficient of 11.905%. This means that the 
proportion of the total residual variation that is due to differences between farms is reduced by 
inclusion of this interaction variable. 
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Table 5.5: Interaction terms offered to the final model 
Interaction Difference in -
2loglikelihood 
p-value 
BVDVacc*LEPTOVacc 0.93 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*LACTSTAGE 0.319 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*AvYIELD 0.565 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*DUBLINsus 0.916 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*JOHNESsus 0.007 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*ABORTIONrate 1.946 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*BcowsBI 0.000 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*SBI 0.905 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*CCI 0.046 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*S/concept 2.163 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*FARMSIZE 1.988 Insignificant 
BVDVacc*NoBCows 0.436 Insignificant 
LACTSTAGE*LEPTOVacc 0.097 Insignificant 
LEPTOVacc*AvYIELD 6.114 0.013 
DUBLINsus*LEPTOVacc 0.916 Insignificant 
LEPTOVacc*JOHNESsus 0.289 Insignificant 
ABORTIONrate*LEPTOVacc 1.484 Insignificant 
BcowsBI*LEPTOVacc 0.000 Insignificant 
SBI*LEPTOVacc 0.299 Insignificant 
CCI*LEPTOVacc 0.558 Insignificant 
S/Concept*LEPTOVacc 0.002 Insignificant 
FARMSIZE*LEPTOVacc 0.603 Insignificant 
NoBcows*LEPTOVacc 4.364 0.037 
DUBLINsus*JOHNESsus 0.820 Insignificant 
DUBLINsus*SBI 0.379 Insignificant 
DUBLINsus*CCI 0.247 Insignificant 
DUBLINsus*S/concept 1.532 Insignificant 
JOHNESsus*SBI 1.437 Insignificant 
JOHNESsus*BcowsBI 0.000 Insignificant 
JOHNESsus*ABORTIONrate 0.199 Insignificant 
JOHNESsus*CCI 1.543 Insignificant 
JOHNESsus*S/concept 4.493 0.034 
JOHNESsus*NoBCows 1.319 Insignificant 
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Table 5.6: Final Random Effects Analysis 
Variable Coefficient SE Coefficient P 
BVDVacc 0.418 0.103 <0.001 
LEPTOVacc -0.269 0.094 0.004 
LACTSTAGE 0.001 0.00002 <0.001 
AvYIELD 0.010 0.0009 <0.001 
DUBLINsus 0.268 0.060 <0.001 
JOHNESsus -0.043 0.009 <0.001 
ABORTIONrate -0.058 0.026 0.024 
BCowsBI 0.717 0.176 <0.001 
SBI 0.009 0.001 <0.001 
CCI -0.007 0.001 <0.001 
S/Concept 0.278 0.055 <0.001 
FARMSIZE -0.001 0.00001 <0.001 
NoBCows 0.006 0.003 0.023 
LEPTOVacc*AvYIELD 0.011 0.0009 0.022 
y=log(PP), n=348/398 animals 
 
Intra-class correlation coefficient    = 100*(u0j/(e0j+u0j)) 
       = 100*(0.015/(0.015+0.111)) 
       = 11.905 % 
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The intercepts for the different farms are the level 2 residuals, u0j and these are distributed around 
zero with a variance of 0.110 (standard error 0.028). The actual data points for each farm will not lie 
along straight lines but will instead vary about the lines of best fit by the level 1 residual, eij, 
estimated at 0.132 (standard error 0.010). Figure 5.3a shows that there is variation between farms 
when the farm-level residuals are plotted. The confidence intervals for the residuals of the two 
lowest ranking and two highest ranking farms do not overlap indicating that these farms differ 
significantly from the average at the 5% level. This could be down to the geographical location of the 
farms sampled in the UK. Figure 5.3b shows the Normality of variables collected at the farm-level. 
Previous Ryan-Joiner calculations have demonstrated that log10(PP) on an animal-level is not 
normally distributed, but given the lack of another appropriate distribution and the fact that only the 
outliers are not positioned along the straight line, the assumption of Normality was deemed 
appropriate in this case.  
At an animal-level, the assumption of normality is correct overall as the ranked animal-level 
residuals form a straight line when plotted against corresponding points of a normal distribution 
curve. Only one outlier exists on this plot (Figure 5.3c).  
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Figure 5.3: Plots for farm-level (a and b) and animal-level  (c) residuals  
a)  
a) Plot of Farm-level Residuals: 4 farms (2 lowest ranking and 2 highest ranking) have confidence 
intervals for their residuals that do not overlap. 
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b)  
b) Farm-level Normal Plot: This plot shows ranked residuals plotted against corresponding points of 
a normal distribution curve. The points form a roughly straight line, thus the assumption of 
normality is appropriate.  
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c)  
c) Animal-level Normal Plot: This plot shows ranked residuals plotted against corresponding points 
of a normal distribution curve. The points form an approximate straight line, thus the assumption of 
normality is correct overall. There is one point (bottom left) that deviates from this distribution, 
indicating one outlier. 
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As data on every variable utilised in the final model was only held for 348 animals out of 398, 
attempts were made to design a model where data from all 398 animals was held. The results of this 
are shown in Table 5.7. The intra-class correlation coefficient for the model outlined in Table 5.7 was 
calculated as 45.455%, indicating that there is more variation present between farms in this model, 
compared with the previous model. The fact that so many of the infectious disease variables for the 
398 animals included in this study are missing from this model, leaving four out of seven variables 
pertaining to husbandry and stock management, means that this model was not investigated more. 
 
 Table 5.7: Model formulated using only variables that are present for every test farm 
Variable Coefficient SE Coefficient P 
IBRVacc_1 0.304 0.127 0.016 
LACTSTAGE 0.001 0.00002 <0.001 
DUBLINsus 0.259 0.104 0.013 
bTBstatus_1 1.119 0.407 0.006 
SHEEPcog 0.001 0.00008 0.005 
BEEFcog 0.013 0.005 0.016 
DCalvesBI -0.046 0.022 0.032 
y=log(PP), n=398/398 animals 
 
Intra-class correlation coefficient  = 100*(u0j/(e0j+u0j)) 
     = 100*(0.110/(0.110+0.132)) 
     = 45.455 % 
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5.5 Discussion 
It should first be noted that although measurement of anti-F. hepatica antibodies by ELISA can only 
confirm exposure to this parasite, unpublished data has shown that circulating antibodies against F. 
hepatica decline to negative within about 10 weeks post treatment with a flukicidal drug, (D. 
Williams, personal communication). Although treatment is a possibility in the animals sampled, a 
positive exposure to F. hepatica as indicated by a positive PP value, is likely to indicate current 
infection as flukicidal drugs available in the UK are not licensed for use in lactating animals.  
Very little information exists regarding the interaction between exposure to  F. hepatica  on 
vaccination efficacy in cattle. Studies in mice co-infected with F. hepatica and the bacterium, B. 
pertussis, demonstrated an alteration in the immune response from a Th1 phenotype to a Th2 
phenotype (Brady et al., 1999). F. hepatica ESP was found to suppress IFN-γ production in mice pre-
inoculated with B. pertussis whole cell vaccine (O'Neill et al., 2001). This suggests, at least in this 
mouse model, that new F. hepatica infection can have an immunomodulatory effect on pre-existing 
immune responses. 
Lactation stage (LACTSTAGE) was found to be a significant positive predictor for log PP. A possible 
explanation is that animals further into their lactation stage have had more time to acquire F. 
hepatica infection since their last anthelminthic treatment. As there are no licensed flukicidal drugs 
for use in lactating animals in the UK, most treatments against F. hepatica are administered to dairy 
cows during their dry period. This dry period represents approximately the last 2 months of 
pregnancy where milk production ceases and mammary gland involution and repair takes place. The 
withdrawal period for triclabendazole is 55-67 days (NOAH compendium 2012), hence the dry period 
is generally long enough to allow an animal to re-enter the milking herd soon after calving. The 
further into the lactation an animal is, the more time has passed since the last flukicidal treatment, 
and hence the more likely the cow is to have picked up a F. hepatica infection, explaining the 
positive association seen in this model. 
Average yield (AvYIELD) of the herd was found to be positively and significantly associated with F. 
hepatica exposure in this model, with farms with increased yields having cattle with higher F. 
hepatica exposure. Other studies that suggest that when a 50% rise in anti-F. hepatica antibody titre 
occurs there is a reduction in average milk yield of 0.7kg/cow/day, average milk fat of 0.06% and an 
increase in calving interval of 4.7 days for dairy cows (Charlier et al., 2007), but the effect of yield has 
not been studied on the exposure of cattle to F. hepatica. Results found by Mezo et al., (2011) 
support those of Charlier et al., demonstrating a 1.5 kg milk/cow per day production drop by highly 
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positive herds compared with negative herds, and a 2.0kg milk/day decrease in production in highly 
positive individuals compared with those testing negative. Dairy cow production considered on a 
herd level, as this variable was, will be due to many other factors apart from F. hepatica exposure 
and unforeseen confounding factors may be responsible for this finding.  
It was concluded from an in vivo study in cattle that prior F. hepatica infection resulted in increased 
susceptibility to S. Dublin infection with all co-infected animals becoming persistent faecal carriers of 
S. Dublin (Aitken et al., 1979). Prior F. hepatica infection did not affect the survival of cattle given a 
sublethal dose of S. Dublin, but did extend persistence of the bacteria in faeces (Aitken et al., 1981). 
F. hepatica infection did not predispose to a more severe bacteraemia in orally infected cattle given 
sublethal doses of S. Dublin (Hall et al., 1981).  A case-control study found that S. Dublin infection 
was highly associated with F. hepatica infection in dairy cattle in the Netherlands (Vaessen et al., 
1998). In this study, we demonstrate that increased S Dublin suspect cases in the herd are associated 
with a higher individual animal PP (Log10(PP)).  This finding suggests that S. Dublin infection in the 
herd may affect the susceptibility of cattle to F. hepatica exposure. As a causal link between these 
two infections cannot be established, it might be that prior exposure to F. hepatica increases the 
likelihood of prolonged infection with S. Dublin. 
Johne’s disease is caused by Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP), a closely related 
bacterium to the causative agent of BTB. The clinical condition manifests as severe weight loss and 
terminal, chronic, profuse diarrhoea in cattle (Begg et al., 2011) with reductions in milk yield, milk 
quality and fertility seen in subclinical and clinical conditions (Beaudeau et al., 2007, Smith et al., 
2010). The number of suspected cases as opposed to the number of diagnosed cases was chosen for 
inclusion in the current analyses because most farmers confirmed that once infection was diagnosed 
on the farm, animals presenting with similar clinical signs were considered to have the disease, 
without the need for confirmatory diagnostic tests. It was thus considered that the number of 
suspected cases on the farm would be a more accurate representation of the actual number of 
animals with infection, rather than the number diagnosed. The negative effect of Johnes disease 
suspect cases on F. hepatica exposure can be viewed in several ways: 1. that Johnes disease is 
protective against seroconversion to F. hepatica or 2. that each disease has a distinct geographical 
distribution and thus should not be expected to co-exist.  This does not appear to be the case from 
other epidemiological studies (Anon, 2012c, Anon, 2001). 
It is no longer a requirement to investigate bovine abortions since the relaxation of compulsory 
brucellosis testing in the UK in April 2007 (DEFRA, 2011a). Reporting of abortions is still encouraged 
but testing and investigation now occurs in only a percentage of cases. The most commonly 
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diagnosed cause of abortion in UK cattle is Neospora caninum (Anon, 2002).  Abortion Rate of the 
herd was found to have a significant negative effect on F. hepatica exposure in this study, but N. 
caninum PP was not found to be a significant predictor, indicating no association between N. 
caninum exposure and F. hepatica exposure in this case. The negative association between abortion 
rate and F. hepatica exposure suggests that abortion may be due to other pathogens, nutrition or 
stresses or again a protective role of F. hepatica exposure against abortion. 
Data regarding the flukicidal treatment and quarantine protocols utilised on the test farms in this 
study were not included in the final analysis. All farms with a high F. hepatica PP used a flukicidal 
drench in dry cows, thus this variable made all others insignificant. Quarantine information was not 
available. The number of beef cows bought-in (BcowsBI), the number of beef cows kept on the 
premises (NoBCows) and the number of sheep bought-in (Sbi) were all found to have significant 
positive effects on F. hepatica exposure in dairy animals. This may represent the introduction of new 
hosts onto the farm carrying burdens of F. hepatica to contribute to the overall farm burden, or that 
the presence of another susceptible host species may enable the F. hepatica lifecycle to continue 
when dairy cattle are not present on the pastures for example when they have been housed for 
winter. 
Calving to conception index (CCI) and services per conception (S/Concept) are key performance 
indicators utilised on farms to assess herd fertility. The calving to conception index is the number of 
days from calving, that a cow takes to conceive to a service; the higher this index in general, the 
lower the fertility of the herd. The services per conception number is the mean number of times a 
cow is mated or artificially inseminated before being diagnosed as pregnant; the higher this number, 
the lower the fertility of the herd. Charlier et al., (2007) found an increase in the calving interval (the 
number of days from one calving to the next in individual cows) of 4.7 days for dairy cattle infected 
with F. hepatica. Two different measures of fertility were used in the current study. Data was 
missing for both variables but more so for calving to conception index. The effect of decreasing 
calving to conception index leads to increased F. hepatica exposure. Services per conception were 
positively associated with F. hepatica exposure of cattle in the current study, suggesting that poorer 
fertility was associated with higher exposure to F. hepatica. The effects of these key performance 
indicators on F. hepatica exposure have never been studied before, however, F. hepatica is 
documented to have a negative effect on production in other published studies (Charlier et al., 2007, 
Hope-Cawdery et al., 1977). 
Farm size (FARMSIZE), measured in acres, was found to be a negative predictor of F. hepatica 
exposure in milking animals. This finding has several potential explanations: 1. Smaller farms graze 
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their pastures more intensively, either with multiple species or one species at higher density than on 
larger farms, 2. Smaller farms tend to be found in areas with higher F. hepatica prevalence, such as 
the northwest of England and Wales (McCann et al., 2010b), or 3. Larger farms may have more land 
available for pasture rotation systems, allowing crops, fallow land and grazing to be managed more 
easily (Urquhart et al., 1996). A greater sample size may reduce the effect of location on the results, 
as might the offering of farm-specific variables to the analysis such as those obtained for soil type, 
weather conditions and climate fluctuations utilised in Chapter 3 of this thesis and in studies by 
McCann et al., (2007, 2010a, 2010b). 
The interaction term found to be significant in this study was LeptoVacc*AvYield. This implies that 
the simultaneous influence of LeptoVacc and AvYield is not additive on the independent variable, 
Log(PP). LeptoVacc is a binary variable represented as a 0 for unvaccinated herds and 1 as 
vaccinated herds. The effect observed with the combination of exposures is different to that which 
would be expected based on each exposure individually. The positive and significant association 
between these two variables within the interaction variable suggests that the average yield varies 
differently dependent upon whether the herd is vaccinated against Leptospirosis. The reason for this 
interaction is currently unknown. By centring (subtracting) the mean AvYield from all herd AvYield 
values, the mean AvYield becomes zero. Including this new value into the random effects model, the 
coefficient is similar to that in the model specified in Table 5.6 (centred AvYield coefficient 0.011, 
standard error 0.001, p<0.001), suggesting little effect on the inclusion of the independent variables 
separately. The interaction term is non-significant when this new value of centred AvYield is included 
instead of the original AvYield.  
In conclusion, this study has highlighted new associations between F. hepatica exposure and other 
infectious diseases and management factors that lend themselves to further investigation.  
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Chapter 6 
Discussion 
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This thesis describes a collection of studies investigating the epidemiological associations between 
the trematode parasite, F. hepatica and other infectious diseases common in dairy cattle in the UK, 
at both the herd level and animal level. 
Much work has been described in mouse models and in in vitro studies to assess the 
immunomodulatory effects that this parasite has on the host immune system (Flynn and Mulcahy, 
2008b, Hacariz et al., 2009, Sekiya et al., 2006), parasite evasion from appropriate immune killing 
(Flynn et al., 2007a, Flynn and Mulcahy, 2008a, O'Neill et al., 2000), and the knock-on effects of 
infection with F. hepatica when an animal becomes co-infected with another pathogen (Brady et al., 
1999, Aitken et al., 1980, Aitken et al., 1978, Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 2009). Only work by the 
latter two groups has addressed infections commonly found in cattle, and the experimental nature 
of the studies has meant that sample sizes have been small. Despite this, important findings have 
been reported (Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn et al., 2009) and have provided the crucial ground work 
upon which this thesis is based. 
Of particular importance to the farming community in the UK is the screening for, spread of, and 
control of the notifiable endemic disease, BTB. The UK remains a long way from being OTF and is one 
of the top five developed countries in the world with respect to BTB herd prevalence. This provides a 
starting point for this thesis, building on the experimental studies demonstrating that co-infection of 
cattle with F. hepatica has a negative effect on BTB diagnosis, regardless of whether low doses of F. 
hepatica are given before or after an intranasal dose of BCG or virulent M. bovis (Flynn et al., 2007b, 
Flynn et al., 2009).  
Chapter 2 provides an innovative and novel method to calculate a herd level prevalence for BTB, 
incorporating herd sizes for the dairy farms in our sample data and SICCT test sensitivities reported 
in the literature by different studies. Results from this study suggest that BTB herd prevalence in 
England and Wales is higher than that currently reported by the government, and, depending on 
how sensitive the SICCT test really is in the field, may be worryingly underestimated.   
BTB eradication is compulsory in the EU and legislation is transcribed into member state law to 
incorporate screening tests on cattle, the frequency of which depends on the parish prevalence of 
BTB in their locality. Despite a rigorous and expensive country-wide programme, England, Wales, 
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland all have a herd prevalence far exceeding that required 
to become OTF (0.1% of herds annually under restriction for BTB; OIE, 2002). This leads to almost 
25% of cattle herds being under restriction at any one time in England with trade implications for 
milk sales, meat production, local livestock trading and live cattle exports to the continent for 
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affected farmers. We cannot hope to get a better handle on disease control until we can accurately 
detect BTB-infected animals within herds. With no other ante mortem tests for BTB performing as 
well as the SICCT test and IFN  assay, when used in parallel, and with the EU dictating only their use 
as a first-line screening tool, it is down to research to find ways to optimise SICCT sensitivity and 
specificity.  
Chapter 3 of this thesis describes the development and testing of a logistic regression model to 
predict BTB herd breakdown given climatic, animal movement and herd size predictor variables. 
Proxies of variables for predicting BTB on farms in England and Wales have been sourced to mirror 
those found significantly important in other studies (Wint et al., 2002, Gilbert et al., 2005). The 
further addition of a measure of F. hepatica exposure in the sample farms, improved the predictive 
power of the multivariable logistic regression model and, in the theoretical absence of F. hepatica 
exposure, the detection rate for BTB in dairy herds could increase by approximately one third 
(Claridge et al., 2012). 
Cattle-to-cattle transmission via exhaled  aerosol from infected and shedding cattle to susceptible 
cattle, is considered the major route of BTB transmission in the UK (Goodchild and Clifton-Hadley, 
2001). If the SICCT test is working suboptimally, then this needs to be improved to enable accurate 
detection of infection in cattle. Giving a flukicidal drug to cattle on farms known to have a significant 
F. hepatica exposure may help to restore the sensitivity of the SICCT, and alongside increased 
frequency of testing (i.e. the retesting every 60 days until two whole herd tests have been passed) 
and the parallel use of the IFN  assay, may help to detect more truly infected cases earlier, hence 
reducing the prevalence of BTB in England and Wales. It must be noted here that a temporary 
increase in prevalence will be seen initially, as the currently ‘silent shedders’ of BTB will be detected, 
but after their removal, prevalence should decline. 
Given the estimates for herd prevalence calculated for England and Wales, the magnitude of the BTB 
problem in the UK could be far greater than previously reported, with up to 28% of herds not testing 
positive despite harbouring BTB infection in at least one animal. This lack of detection of a notifiable, 
and potentially zoonotic, disease is serious. 
Collaboration with other research groups has provided complementary experimental work that is 
not part of this thesis, but that has been published alongside findings from this PhD. These data 
support the finding that BTB testing in England and Wales is compromised by the co-infection of 
cattle with F. hepatica, leading to a reduction in the comparative skin thickness at the site of injected 
PPD-B (Claridge et al., 2012). The inoculating dose of metacercariae given to the experimentally 
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infected cattle was low. Further work is needed to confirm if higher burdens of F. hepatica would 
have more profound dampening effects on the immune system, but this is likely,  especially when 
the bovine and ovine immune responses have been shown to alter the relative quantities of 
regulatory cytokines according to the stage and size of F. hepatica infections (Flynn and Mulcahy, 
2008b, Hacariz et al., 2009). 
Building on the results from Chapter 3, Chapter 4 attempts to ascertain whether the negative 
association between BTB diagnosis and F. hepatica is also demonstrable at an animal-level. Milk 
samples were taken from paired SICCT test reactor and negative cattle or inconclusive reactor (IR) 
and negative cattle, and the anti-F. hepatica antibody ELISA was applied. The PP values were then 
analysed to assess whether there was a significant difference in F. hepatica exposure between SICCT 
test IR animals and NR controls. There was no difference between SICCT test R and NR animals but IR 
animals were found to have significantly higher exposure to F. hepatica compared with their 
negative controls. It is possible that F. hepatica exposure was so high in the majority of animals 
tested that the true picture remains unclear, but it may be that IR animals would be testing positive 
if F. hepatica infection were removed (Claridge et al., 2012). A continuation of this study using 
matched farms, as discussed in Chapter 4, may help to ascertain whether this is possibility or not. 
A review of literature pertaining to BTB transmission in the UK has highlighted a potential for 
‘environmental contamination’ (Figure 6.1), and with surveys of badger and deer hosts suggesting 
significant numbers of BTB infected individuals, coupled with the opportunity for transmission to 
livestock due to husbandry measures, we cannot rule out the use of wildlife culling in the UK. Ideally, 
a far more cautious method of testing then culling would be used, rather than regional elimination 
of badgers irrespective of disease status. The cost of such a strategy may be prohibitive initially, 
although if the UK government are already paying out £108 million a year in control measures and 
still seeing a steady increase in BTB incidence. We have to wonder whether a multi-pronged 
approach would be more advisable. 
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Figure 6.1: Transmission routes for spread of M. bovis 
 
Table 6.1: Citations relating to Figure 6.1 transmission routes 
Number in 
figure 
Transmission Citations 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 
8 
9 
 
10 
 
11 
Human-Cattle: aerosol 
Cattle-Human: milk 
Cattle-Human: aerosol 
Cattle-Human: uncooked meat  
Cattle-Cattle: aerosol? 
Environment-Cattle: slurry 
Environment-Cattle: faecal/urine  
 
Badger-Environment: urine 
Badger-Environment: faeces 
 
Human-Human: aerosol 
 
Deer-Environment: feed 
(Ocepek et al., 2005, Fritsche et al., 2004) 
(Konuk et al., 2007, Jalava et al., 2007)  
(Rua-Domenech, 2006, Awah Ndukum et al., 
2010)  
(Gopal et al., 2006, Costello et al., 1998)  
(Ramirez-Villaescusa et al., 2010) 
(Courtenay et al., 2006, Scantlebury et al., 
2004, Phillips et al., 2003, Garnett et al., 2002)  
(Courtenay et al., 2006) 
(Courtenay et al., 2006, Hutchings and Harris, 
1999) 
(Etchechoury et al., 2010, Sunder et al., 2009, 
Evans et al., 2007)  
(Ward et al., 2009, Palmer et al., 2004) 
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On December 14th 2011, it was reported that two pilot badger culls were expected to occur in 
England in the following year ‘to test the safety, efficacy and humaneness of controlled shooting as a 
culling method’ (Anon, 2011c, Anon, 2011b). The theory behind the badger culls is simple: ‘to reduce 
bovine TB in cattle by reducing the number of infected badgers, thus reducing the rate of 
transmission of the disease to cattle’ (Anon, 2011b). Looking at Figure 6.1, this equates to reducing 
environmental contamination more than reducing direct badger-to-cattle transmission, which is not 
reported formally in the literature. Culling is known to increase the amount of overlap of badger 
summer ranges between neighbouring setts and increase animal movement between neighbouring 
and cull setts, encouraging more mixing of animals with different disease status’ (Riordan et al., 
2011). Couple with this the fact that only 34-43% of badgers are removed from a target sett (Riordan 
et al., 2011) and that focus on BTB-infected animals is not possible, and that the BTB SICCT test is 
compromised in cattle with only mild burdens of F. hepatica (Flynn et al., 2007b), meaning that we 
cannot accurately distinguish infected from uninfected animals, we surely cannot justify the local 
elimination of a wildlife species unless we have better control over disease diagnosis in cattle. The 
government proposal (Anon, 2011b) also states that ‘on-farm biosecurity controls [designed to keep 
badgers away from farm yards] are likely only to reduce, not eliminate, TB transmission risks from 
infectious badgers’. Environmental contamination by badgers will still occur but then cattle-to-cattle 
transmission will become more important on such farms, as the main route of BTB transmission. 
Cattle-to-cattle transmission relies on an infected animal having close and prolonged contact with 
susceptible individuals, hence this relies on an infected individual not being diagnosed as such, and 
remaining in the herd to transmit. If the diagnostic tests required to accurately detect BTB-infected 
cattle are compromised by co-infections such as F. hepatica, this must be the crucial step towards 
transmission cessation and thus BTB control. 
On January 28th, 2012, an article was published in the Veterinary Record, announcing the locations of 
the pilot badger culls proposed by DEFRA (Anon, 2012d). This means that farmers from two areas of 
England, west Gloucestershire and west Somerset, will be able to apply for a license to shoot 
badgers on their land. A list of restrictions and criteria for license grants is included and appears to 
be based upon good advice and science. Already though, the final paragraph of this short article is 
cause for concern stating, ‘We already have robust measures to control its [BTB] spread among 
cattle, which we plan to strengthen further’. With the high burdens of F. hepatica in dairy cattle in 
these proposed cull areas (McCann et al., 2010b), and co-infection with F. hepatica and BTB 
compromising the SICCT test accuracy, we have to be suspicious of this statement. Further concern 
is also voiced by The Badger Trust, which legally challenged the badger culls in the High Court but 
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lost, saying that badger culling could further enhance the spread of BTB and hence neither save 
farmers’ money nor badgers their lives (Anon, 2012a). 
On the 20 March, 2012, John Griffiths, Chief Veterinary Officer for Wales, announced that the Welsh 
Government’s Strategic Framework would be trialling badger vaccination rather than cull plans 
(Anon, 2012g). Although not necessarily a crucial part of the current UK BTB control plan, this spares 
badger lives and will help to reduce the number of susceptible badgers in the local environment of 
Pembrokeshire, where vaccination was initiated on 11 June 2012 (Anon, 2012b). Getting the BTB 
SICCT test working optimally will be the most crucial step, and the new Bovine TB Eradication 
Advisory Group (TBEAG) set up to advice on the development and implementation of BTB control 
this summer seeks to do this, utilising a ‘comprehensive and evidence-based package of measures’ 
(Anon, 2012e). 
Potential steps to be considered in BTB control for England and Wales 
1. In areas where exposure to F. hepatica are considered substantial (McCann et al., 2010b), 
herds with demonstrable exposure to the parasite could be treated with a flukicidal drug 
several weeks prior to SICCT test application, to allow a more functional pro-inflammatory 
response to be elicited if necessary and thus enhance the effectiveness of this test in 
identifying infected cattle. Given that all flukicidal drugs described in the NOAH 
Compendium of Data Sheets for Animal Medicines, at the time of writing this thesis, state a 
milk withhold of 55-67 days in lactating cattle, such a blanket treatment of dairy cattle may 
be impossible unless a move to seasonal calving for the milking herd or beef animal 
production is made on repeat breakdown herds. 
2. In areas with repeat restrictions in place, once SICCT test sensitivity has been restored by 
removal of F. hepatica, identification of badger and deer populations and the testing of 
these populations for signs of BTB may aid in farmer compliance and the eradication of BTB. 
This approach does not utilise the indiscriminate cull methods perceived by many as 
ineffective and inhumane (Wilkinson et al., 2009, Gard, 2011), but targets significant wildlife 
populations that could be contributing to environmental contamination, increasing the 
likelihood of cattle becoming infected. 
3. In areas where pasture contamination with BTB is considered substantial, a move towards 
some form of zero grazing and full time housing of cattle may help reduce transmission, 
provided that grass cut for cattle consumption can be sourced from low-risk pastures with 
minimal badger faecal or urine contamination present (Hutchings and Harris, 1999, 
Hutchings and Harris, 1997) and steps are taken to limit badger access to farm yards. This 
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may involve recruitment of specialist ecologists and veterinary surgeons to survey land for 
such usage.  
4. Point 3 could potentially increase the risk of cattle-to-cattle transmission of BTB, hence on 
farms where badger setts are minimal, a move towards extensive grazing may be more 
appropriate. This would reduce cattle-to-cattle transmission. Coupled with an improvement 
in SICCT test sensitivity by removal of F. hepatica as outlined in point 1, point 3 may still be 
valid. 
5. In endemic regions, herds that continually test positive (one or more reactor or inconclusive 
animals per herd test) may benefit from depopulation and resting of land for a fixed time 
after to lower the burden of environmental BTB on the premises. 
Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, New Zealand, Wales and England are considered to have the 
highest herd-level BTB prevalence in the developed world. All have significant F. hepatica prevalence 
in farm stock, plus the potential for wildlife sources to complicate eradication attempts further (e.g. 
possums in New Zealand (Barron et al., 2011), Eurasian badgers and deer populations in Wales, 
England, Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland (White and Benhin, 2004, Ward et al., 2009)). 
These countries also have significant F. hepatica exposure in livestock (Charleston et al., 1990, 
McCann et al., 2010b, Ross, 1970, Parr and Gray, 2000). It is tempting to blame the BTB situations in 
such countries on the presence of an endemically infected wildlife reservoir, but some countries, 
such as Germany and France, have a lower BTB herd prevalence and are OTF respectively, despite 
the presence of badgers (IUCN, 2012). 
Could it be that co-infection of cattle with F. hepatica and BTB is a major reason for endemically BTB 
infected countries to struggle to detect and eliminate BTB from the national herd? The evidence so 
far would suggest that such a co-infection will only ever render BTB eradication efforts significantly 
harder. 
In New Zealand, a three-pronged approach has been utilised to reduce BTB herd prevalence from 
seven times greater than that in the UK, in 1990, to forty times smaller than the UK herd prevalence 
in 2010 (Anon, 2012h). A test and cull approach, coupled with movement restrictions placed at a 
herd- and area-level are demonstrated alongside a wildlife reservoir control program. It may be this 
stopping of movement of silently -infected cattle in the wider area will stop the spread of BTB more 
efficiently than the herd-only movement restrictions placed in the UK. 
Chapter 5 investigates associations between F. hepatica exposure and on-farm diseases and 
management choices. BTB was only reported on one farm out of the forty sampled, and a milk 
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sample from the infected animal was not tested. However, associations between the use of BVDv 
and leptospirosis vaccinations were demonstrable. Although a humoral response is generated by all 
vaccines against these diseases, the coefficients found in this random effects model suggest 
different associations between diseases. Cattle with high F. hepatica exposure are more likely to 
come from a farm that vaccinates against BVDv but less likely to come from a farm that vaccinates 
against leptospirosis. Spatial distributions of BVDv, Leptospira spp and F. hepatica as explanations of 
why these positive and negative correlations exist are unlikely due to the wide distributions of these 
diseases in the UK.  
Studies conducted in the late 1970s and early 1980s found that co-infection of cattle with 
Salmonella Dublin and F. hepatica led to increased severity of clinical disease, a longer disease 
course and increased likelihood of co-infected animals becoming carriers of S. Dublin. Results from 
Chapter 5 are consistent with this finding suggesting that infection with one pathogen may make 
susceptibility to the other more likely.  
Cattle with a high F. hepatica exposure are less likely to come from a farm with higher numbers of 
suspect Johnes Disease cases. The association between F. hepatica exposure and BTB diagnosis 
could be explained biologically by the down-regulation of the pro-inflammatory immune response 
when F. hepatica infection was present, leading to false negative SICCT test results. The diagnostic 
tests used for Johnes Disease detection in the UK, however, all measure the humoral response to 
infection with Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis produced by the animal. Here we are 
invited to consider whether the immunomodulation caused by F. hepatica is likely to be sufficiently 
polarised to reduce antibody production against other pathogens. The answer is not currently 
known. Alternatively, the clinical signs of suspected cases may be considered sufficient to diagnose 
animals with Johnes Disease on a farm, hence the type of test used to formally diagnose such 
animals would be irrelevant. Basing screening for Johnes Disease upon clinical signs is always going 
to produce a grave underestimation of disease on a farm due to the long subclinical incubation of 
the disease and the clinical cases representing the ‘tip of the iceberg’ (Begg et al., 2011). As a 
consequence, the true association between F. hepatica and Johnes Disease may be far more 
pronounced or may be reversed with F. hepatica reducing antibody production in co-infected 
animals, aiding the silent spread of this infection as appears to be the case with F. hepatica and BTB 
(Claridge et al., 2012). One further possibility is that F. hepatica infection has a protective role 
against Johnes Disease, reducing the susceptibility of cattle to co-infection. 
A significant, negative association between the abortion rate of the herd and the F. hepatica 
exposure of the cattle was also observed. Anti-Neospora caninum milk antibody ELISA results were 
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available for analysis but were found to be non-significant in the analysis. As abortion rate is a farm 
level measurement and F. hepatica exposure is measured for each individual animal, the 
interpretation of this finding is not so clear cut. It may be that on the forty farms sampled, Neospora 
caninum was not the abortive agent responsible in high-abortion herds. The negative association 
suggests that abortion occurs more on farms with animals with lower F. hepatica exposures, 
suggesting that F. hepatica may potentially have a protective role against abortion. Other common 
infectious causes of abortion in UK cattle include Salmonella spp and Campylobacter spp. Further 
work would be needed to study the immunology of these agents in co-infected individuals.  
Beef cattle and sheep are important host species for F. hepatica and aid the perpetuation of the 
lifecycle on a farm, increasing the parasite burden available to dairy cattle. Chapter 5 highlights the 
importance of these species in dairy cattle infections with both variables, and the buying-in of beef 
animals onto a farm, being significantly associated with F. hepatica exposure of the dairy cattle. 
Although flukicidal treatment of sheep is routinely done, there are no licensed products offering high 
percentage killing of flukes, for use in lactating animals. The current milk withhold for such drugs is 
57-65 days, making flukicidal treatment a less attractive option, particularly for subclinical infection 
control.  
There is a clear need for a reliable method of control for F. hepatica in cattle. In light of the increase 
in prevalence of infection with F. hepatica in British dairy cattle, the increased spread of disease 
(Pritchard et al., 2005) and the increase in reports describing F. hepatica resistance to 
triclabendazole, vaccination against this trematode offers a safe approach to therapy (Mulcahy et al., 
1999). Research into vaccine development is briefly discussed in the introduction to this thesis, but 
there are currently no vaccine candidates likely to become commercially available in the near future. 
When this does occur, control of F. hepatica will be more successful and subsequently, control over 
other infectious diseases in cattle, such as BTB will be easier. 
In 2005, a DEFRA report showed a consistent, negative association between F. hepatica antibody 
levels and the risk of BTB infection confirmed by PME and laboratory culture results of cattle; a 
finding that was most significant in dairy cattle (DEFRA, 2005b). Furthermore, flukicidal medication 
of cattle was found to be more common among reactor animals compared with in-contacts, 
suggesting that elimination of F. hepatica increases the sensitivity of the SICCT test. Experimental 
investigation of this association showed that co-infection of cattle with F. hepatica and M. bovis does 
appear to reduce the likelihood of BTB diagnosis by modulation of the bovine host immune response 
(Flynn et al., 2007a, Flynn et al., 2007b, Flynn and Mulcahy, 2008a, Flynn et al., 2009, Flynn et al., 
2010). This thesis has studied the association between BTB and F. hepatica exposure in dairy cattle, 
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under field conditions. The result is that a significant negative association has been identified in such 
cattle, in the UK, and the possible under-ascertainment of BTB diagnosis in England and Wales may 
be up to one third (Chapter 3). When looking at this association in individual animals, we show that 
those testing inconclusively to the SICCT test have high F. hepatica exposure (Chapter 4). One 
explanation for these findings is that co-infection with F. hepatica reduces the Th1 response able to 
be mounted against PPD-B utilised by the SICCT test and, as a consequence, the immune response is 
dampened, being pushed from a larger, positive ‘reactor’ result to a lesser, inconclusive result. As we 
have selected our animals on the basis of their SICCT test result and we know this may not be the 
case, we may have a biased sample. Future work should include gathering information about PME 
and laboratory culture of all animals to ascertain true BTB status and F. hepatica burden and 
exposure. 
 
Future work 
There are several further studies that would complement, continue and clarify the work described 
within this thesis.  
1. In chapter 4, we conducted a small scale study comparing F. hepatica burden between SICCT 
test positive and negative cattle (R vs NR) and inconclusive reactor and negative reactor 
cattle (IR vs NR).  Continuation of this study should include individuals from different regions 
of the UK to see if the hypersaturation of F. hepatica PP was clouding a more interesting 
picture of the effects of these two diseases in the field. In different areas of the UK, the 
number of animals testing positive or negative to F. hepatica exposure varied considerably 
and it is feasible that pilot tests in other regions may offer more variety between R-NR or IR-
NR matches. 
2. Permission should be obtained to apply for data on age, lactation stage, yield and 
concurrent disease status for each of the animals tested Chapter 4, and its extensions, to set 
up a model to utilise this information more appropriately. 
3. More in-depth studies, outside of the capabilities of this thesis, need to be done to 
understand the pathogenesis, disease progression beyond the acute phase, immunological 
requirements to a) control and b) eliminate BTB infection in outbred bovine animals. 
Alongside this work, a more in-depth study of co-infection of cattle with F. hepatica and M. 
bovis needs to occur along the lines of previously reported work (Flynn et al., 2009) including 
the PME depth of other reports (DEFRA, 2005), incorporating larger sample sizes than 
experimental infection studies so far have, animals of different production systems (e.g. 
dairy vs. beef), different doses of M. bovis and for differing infection times. Some of the 
results from this and point 4, below, will go to explaining why mathematical models predict 
that we should be finding significantly greater numbers of PME or slaughterhouse cases of 
BTB than are found. 
4. Give varying doses of F hepatica – larger challenges and differing timings – to cattle to 
understand the associations found between SICCT test result intensity and F. hepatica 
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exposure more clearly. The PME results could shed more light on the relationship between 
‘intensity of infection’ and the likelihood of testing SICCT test positive. 
5. Application to the Scottish Agricultural College for data regarding BTB testing and in 
particular pre- and post-movement testing by Scottish cattle herds, along with bulk milk tank 
samples from a large number of dairy herds, and a similar analysis run to that outlined in 
Chapter 3, to study the differences in management, climate and testing protocols that may 
have allowed Scotland to become OTF. 
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BBC News - Parasite may aid cattle TB spread 
BBC website 
SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENT 
22May 2012 Last uPdated at 16:00 
Parasite may aid cattle TB spread 
By Richard Black 
Environment correspondent, BBC News 
The spread of an animal parasite across the UK may be hampering 
moves to curb cattle tuberculosis, research suggests. 
Scientists have known for a few years that cows carrying both TB and the fluke 
Fasciola hepatica are less likely to show positive on the normal TB test. Now researchers 
have shown that this could lead to a reduction of one-third in the detection of infected cattle. 
Cases of bovine TB soared over the last decade, leading to tighter restrictions on farmers 
and a possible badger cull. 
The disease now costs the UK public purse more than £100m per year. Some of that is 
spent on regular testing of cattle herds for TB; but the new research, reported in Nature 
Communications iournal, suggests the testing is being compromised by presence of the liver 
fluke. 
It has been known since at least 2006 that under experimental conditions, infection with F. 
hepatica lowers a cow's reaction to the skin test. 
The 3cm long parasite fends off the cow's natural defence mechanisms by "turning down" its 
immune system. 
The TB skin test relies on detecting an immune response to a harmless part of the TB 
bacterium. With the cow's immune system suppressed, the response is not as strong. 
More is less: The new research takes this lab result into the real world of farming by looking 
at the relationship across the UK between levels of Iiver fluke infestation and rates of TB 
diagnosis. 
"We started this work thinking that infection with the liver fluke might make animals more 
susceptible to pathogens that are normally controlled by an inflammatory immune response, 
and TB is the obvious one to think about," said research leader Diana Williams from the 
University of Liverpool. 
"We were surprised, because we suspected there would be a TB increase in cattle infected 
with fluke; but what we found from the data was a negative association - more fluke, less 
apparent TB." 
Using a computer model relating disease incidence to environmental conditions such as 
temperature and rainfall, the researchers concluded that TB ought to be present in areas 
where it was not showing up. 
Their conclusion is that the sensitivity of the test in picking up TB infection is reduced in 
areas where lots of cows carry liver fluke. 
Prof Williams also said fluke had become more common in the UK over the last 15 years - 
the very period that has seen a tripling in the number of cattle herds where TB is present. 
Flukes may be thriving partly because of climate change, she suggested, but also because 
of agri-environment schemes that encourage farmers to maintain ponds, lakes and marshes 
to support wildlife. 
F. hepatica spends part of its life cycle in snails, which thrive in warm, wet 
conditions. 
Policy time? lf the chances of detecting TB through the skin test really do go down by a third, 
as the researchers conclude, that would mean infected cattle are not being detected during 
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routine testing - which in turn means they can infect other cows in the same herd and be 
eligible for transport from farm to farm. 
Carl Padgett, president of the British Veterinary Association, described the findings as 
"important research". 
"The skin test for TB has been proven to work well at eradicating infection in cattle 
throughout the world," he said. "lt is important to recognise its imperfections to maximise its 
value in the continued efforts to eradicate this disease." 
Epidemiologist Prof Christl Donnelly from lmperial College London, a former 
member of a government advisory panel on bovine TB, said that if confirmed, the findings 
could lead to useful policy changes. 
"!t's potentially really interesting - anything that can explain where test sensitivity is going 
wrong is potentially very useful in finding out where the cattle test might be doing less well," 
she told BBC News. 
"l think it would definitely be worth following up and asking whether there's any 
effect of liver fluke on gamma-interferon (another type of TB test) - and if the answer is 'no', 
maybe there should be more use of gamma interferon in those areas." 
But the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) played down the 
significance of the finding. A spokesman pointed to another line of research pursued by the 
Liverpool-led team, in which cattle had been infected in experimental conditions with both 
liver fluke and the TB-causing agent Mycobacterium bovis. All cows showed a depressed 
response to the skin test - but not so much that the test would not have picked them up. 
"This research shows that cattle who have both liver fluke and bovine TB still test positive for 
bovine TB, and would be culled to control the disease," he said. 
"The absence of positive cases of bovine TB in some areas co-inciding with large amounts 
of liver fluke cannot be used to claim liver fluke is hiding cases, as cattle carcasses are 
inspected in abattoirs and we would see evidence of TB in the slaughtered animals if this 
was the case." 
However in farm conditions, where cows may carry a heavier load of fluke, it is possible that 
the skin test would fail to produce a response, the researchers say. 
Everybody agrees that the case is not proven by this one piece of research, and 
Prof Williams said more needed to be done to understand the real situation on farms and 
also look for ways to respond. 
"Fluke infestation is quite seasonal - we tend to see it occurring towards the end of the 
summer, and so by controlling access to marshy pastures or fencing off marshy areas, 
farmers could reduce the risk of infection," she said. 
The picture is somewhat clouded by the fact that resistance is emerging to triclabendazole, a 
commonly used drug against fluke. 
In addition, the European Medicines Agency recently restricted use of ivermectin, a drug 
often used in combination with anti-fluke agents in broad parasite formulations after the UK 
raised concerns that its presence in cow's milk could pose a threat to human health. 
The research will inevitably raise anew the question of whether badger culling, which Defra 
wants to see started later this year, is really needed. 
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Research reveals new clue in fight against TB in cattle 
 
The failure of the current bovine tuberculosis (TB) eradication programme could be partly 
due to a parasitic worm that hinders the tests used to diagnose TB in cows, according to 
new research published this week. 
Scientists at The Universities of Nottingham and Liverpool have discovered that a parasitic 
flatworm often found in cattle reduces the sensitivity of skin tests used to diagnose TB in the 
animals. The flatworm is called Fasciola hepatica, otherwise known as the common liver 
fluke. 
Bovine TB is a bacterial disease that in 2011 resulted in the slaughter of approximately 
25,000 cattle in England, at a cost to the country of more than £90 million. Solutions for 
eradicating the infection have included badger culling, but new research, published in Nature 
Communications, now suggests that the spread of the disease may also be due to problems 
in diagnosing it in cattle infected with the common livestock disease. 
In a study of more than 3,000 dairy herds in England and Wales, scientists at Liverpool and 
in collaboration with Nottingham, the Agri-food and Biosciences Institute, Stormont, and 
University College Dublin, found that liver fluke infection reduces the effectiveness of skin 
tests used to diagnose bovine TB, effectively creating false negatives for TB in some. 
Co-author of the research, Dr Robin Flynn, from The University of Nottingham's School of 
Veterinary Medicine and Science said: "We have been very interested in the ability of 
Fasciola hepatica to modulate host immunity for some time and this study is a worrying 
example of when this occurs in nature given an estimated 70-80 per cent of dairy herds 
show signs of liver fluke infection demonstrates the scale of this problem." 
Professor Diana Williams, from the University of Liverpool's Institute of Infection and Global 
Health, said: "Tests to diagnose bovine TB rely on inflammation of the skin in response to 
injected TB proteins, but if the animal also has liver fluke infection, this inflammation is 
suppressed, reducing the detection of bovine TB. This means that cattle infected with both 
liver fluke and bovine TB may not be identified by the current bovine TB surveillance scheme 
in operation in the UK." 
Professor Matthew Baylis, co-author of the research from the Liverpool Institute of Infection 
and Global Health, said: "The potential consequences of these findings are that infected 
cattle can continue transmitting BTB to other cattle, to wildlife reservoirs and, if they are 
moved from their farm of origin, to other areas of the country. This may in part explain the 
continuing spread of bovine TB and the failure of the current eradication programme in the 
UK." 
The research team suggests that this finding will help improve the future diagnosis of bovine 
TB and speed up eradication of the disease from the UK. 
 
A,MS and EurekAlert! are not responsible for the accuracy of news releases posted to EurekAlert! by 
contributing institutions or for the use of any information through the EurekAlert! system. 
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Analysis: Badgers and bovine TB. (Or, 
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Everything eventually comes back to 
parasites) 
 
Posted on May 28, 2012 
 
I've been interested in the ongoing debate around the culling of badgers in the UK as a 
control method for bovine tuberculosis (Mycobacterium bovis). European badgers (Meles 
meles) have been known to be infected with bovine TB since the 1970s, and other British 
wildlife have also been identified as carriers, e.9., deer, foxes and rats (Gallagher & Clifton-
Hadley 2000). Close proximity of badgers and cattle can result in bovine TB being spread 
back and forth, usually via eating contaminated grass, or inhaling bacteria released via 
aerosol (e.g. sneezing). Bovine TB is an important disease of livestock, with around 4o/o of 
the national cattle herd infected. lt has cost the UK around 500 million pounds to control 
bovine TB over the past 10 years (stats from www.defra.gov.uk). 
 
Now, that ongoing debate about culling: The UK government wanted to conduct a pilot study 
to see how culling of badgers would reduce rates of bovine TB, but the plan is currently 
being reviewed by the High Court. Wales has already decided against culling, instead opting 
for vaccination of badgers to reduce the spread of the disease. Vaccinating would take 
longer and involve higher costs for materials and manpower than culling, which would be 
faster and cheaper. So why not just cull? Because badgers are territorial, and have varying 
sized home ranges. ln areas where badgers are not culled, they move around less, whereas 
badgers who have fewer neighbours are more likely to move around. So, if an infected 
badger is not culled, but its neighbours are, it may end up with a larger home range and still 
be busily infecting any cattle that also exist in its range. Modifications to badger home 
ranges caused by culling strategies that remove small proportions of badger populations 
means that it is less likely that long-term benefits on cattle health will be observed 
(Woodroffe et al. 2006). 
 
A key aspect of control is understanding the movement of the pathogens of the disease 
through a population. Cows can infect badgers TB, and the badgers can return the favour to 
other, uninfected cattle. Testing cattle herds for the presence of bovine TB is one measure 
that can be used to monitor the spread and prevalence of the infection, in order to manage it. 
ldentification of carriers of TB is conducted by the single Intradermal comparative cervical 
tuberculin (SICCT) test (Claridge et al. 2012) where a small amount of tuberculin (= M. bovis 
bacteria) is injected under the skin of the neck of a cow (or person). The immune systems of 
infected cattle (or people) will mount a response in the region of the injection, causing 
swelling. 
 
Now comes the part about the parasites. One pathogen that has been implicated in 
compromising the sensitivity of the SICCT test is the cattle liver fluke, Fasciola hepatica. 
This fluke is common in the UK, and has had quite a spectacular increase in distribution over 
the past 10-20 years (due, in part to climatic changes) (Kenyon et al. 2009). lnfection with F. 
hepatica causes an anti-inflammatory response in the host, which not only increases host 
susceptibility to infection with other pathogens, but would also interfere with tests that involve 
the immune system function as an indicator. New research published in Nature 
Communications indicates that cattle infected with F. hepatica are less likely to produce the 
typical immune system response to the SICCT test, thus producing a false negative result 
(Claridge et al. 2012). 
 
What on earth does this all mean? 
This means that, when considering appropriate control of a disease such as bovine TB, it is 
important to understand as much of the problem as possible. lt is well-known that badgers 
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can transmit TB to cattle, yet a straight-out cull may not be the answer as this may actually 
compound the problem via the changes to the movements of the un-culled badgers. Further, 
understanding the infection rate and prevalence of cattle infected with TB is also integral to 
controlling the spread of the disease. Cattle that are falsely negative for TB because their co-
infection with F. hepatica masks the immune response of the SICCT test may be moved 
around and potentially infect new herds, and badgers. Culling wildlife is always controversial. 
This is an example of how important it is to understand all the interacting factors of a 
particular problem before making a decision. 
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Bovine TB test undermined: infected cows escape detection  
 
Bovine TB test undermined: infected cows escape 
detection 
 
by Jo on May 25 2012 in Press Releases 
23rd May 2012 
 
Up to a third of infected cattle could be missed by the standard test for bovine tuberculosis 
(bTB) because a liver parasite may be hampering eradication of the disease, research 
suggests. 
Dairy cattle carrying both TB and the 3-cm fluke Fasciola hepatica were less likely to reveal 
the infection, but the fluke has been increasing in the UK. 
Prof Diana Williams of Liverpool University said the research team had been surprised to 
find that where there was more fluke there was less evidence of disease. Prof Williams also 
said fluke had become more common in the UK over the last 15 years - the very period that 
has seen a threefold increase in the number of cattle herds where bTB was present. She 
added that flukes could be thriving partly because of climate change and because of on-farm 
schemes that encouraged farmers to maintain ponds, lakes and marshes to support wildlife. 
This carries forward work published in May last year by the Veterinary Sciences Division of 
the Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute of Northern Ireland. One of their conclusions was 
that "co-infection with parasites, most notably liver fluke, and also the mycobacterial Johne's 
disease, influenced the diagnostic sensitivity of both the comparative skin test and the 
gamma interferon test". 
David Williams, Chairman of the Badger Trust, said: "The cattle industry should not only 
welcome these findings but actively follow them up, particularly on behalf of farm businesses 
that endure persistent bTB breakdowns. For decades badgers have been blamed, now this 
research clearly shows how infection stay undetected in a herd. Instead of spending its 
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money trying to kill badgers the industry should be pressing for all efforts to be to improve 
testing and remove the danger of leaving up to one third of a still infected. 
"Until the science is clear, we should not be making the badger a scapegoat. Remember 
DDT, myxomatosis and Thalidomide. We thought we knew that these were scientific 
certainties but they were disastrous. We should be wary for the future". 
 
Badger Trust 
We are group members of the Badger Trust, the UK's national Badger charity and voice for badgers. 
http://www.lancashirebadgergroup.org.uk/20l2105l25lbovine-tb-test-undermined-infe... 
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Myth bust: Observer and BBC report claims on badger culling << Defra News  
Defra 
Myth bust: Observer and BBC report 
claims on badger culling 
 
The myth: The Observer and BBC have reported claims that Ministers have ignored 
scientists' advice that a cull of badgers will have a marginal effect on bovine TB and that the 
cull could spread TB in cattle if farmers fail to oversee it effectively. 
The truth: Natural England's advice has been in the public domain for over six months. We 
took on board all comments received in response to the consultation on licensing and they 
contributed to the final policy. 
Culling will only take place in the localised areas where it will make a difference, the number 
of licences to cull badgers will be limited, the licence will specifu the maximum number of 
badgers that can be controlled, and the number of animals controlled will be monitored to 
guard against local disappearance. 
Nobody wants to cull badgers. But no country in the world where wildlife carries TB has 
eradicated this devastating disease, which forced the slaughter of 25,000 cattle in 2010 
alone, without tackling it in wildlife too. 
 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/newsl20l2l03l11/observer-and-bbc-claims-on-badger-culling/ 
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Bovine TB disguised by liver fluke 
Cattle infected with a common parasite could be spreading TB across Britain undetected. 
 
Alice Lighton 
22 May 2012 
 
Bovine tuberculosis (bTB) could be spreading across Britain because the most widely used 
test for the disease is ineffective when cattle are infected with a common liver parasite. The 
liver fluke Fasciola hepatica was already known to affect the standard skin test for bTB, but it 
was unclear whether the fluke stopped the disease developing or merely hid the symptoms. 
A study published today in Nature Communications suggests that the latter is more likely, 
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and that the effect is significant. lt estimates that around a third of bTB cases in England and 
Wales are undiagnosed because the test is less sensitive in cattle infected with the fluke. 
Cows infected with both bovine tuberculosis and a common liver fluke may not test positive 
on standard TB tests. 
 
Researchers tested milk from dairy herds across England and Wales for antibodies against 
F. hepatica, an indication of infection, and added the data to an existing model of bTB 
transmission. lf they assumed that a fluke infection inhibited bTB detection, they achieved a 
closer match between the model and actual bTB detection rates. The authors suggest that 
the fluke may alter the production by T lymphocytes - key cells in the immune system - of the 
protein interferon-y, which is crucial to a genuine result in both the skin test and the second 
most common test for bTB, the interferon-y release assay (IGRA) blood test. 
 
Diana Williams, an infectious disease specialist at the University of Liverpool, UK, and an 
author of the paper, says the result helps explain why bTB is still endemic across England 
and Wales. "Everyone is aware that current methods aren't detecting early enough or with 
enough sensitivity," she says. "We need to look at better control of fluke." 
 
But the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, which is responsible for bTB 
control in Britain, questions whether the liver fluke hides infections. "Cattle carcasses are 
inspected in abattoirs and we would see evidence of TB in the slaughtered animals if this 
was the case," a spokesperson said in a statement. The authors of the Nature 
Communications study hypothesize that cows display fewer symptoms because the fluke 
alters their immune response. A2OO7 study supports this interpretation, showing that 
animals with pre-existing tuberculosis had reduced sensitivity to the skin test when they were 
infected with liver fluke. 
 
Deworming difficulties:  The United States, Canada and Australia have eradicated bTB, but 
Britain and Ireland have struggled to control it. The disease costs the UK government around 
8100 million (US$158 million) a year. Control relies on testing cattle for bTB before they are 
moved between farms; animals that test positive are destroyed and the herd is retested. But 
the strategy isn't working. Cases have increased over the past 25 years and new infection 
sites crop up long distances from existing hotspots. 
 
Eradicating liver fluke could increase the sensitivity of the skin test and allow better control of 
infected cattle, but this poses its own difficulties. Farmers can keep cattle away from damp 
fields that are home to the fluke's snail host, but treating infected dairy cattle is complicated. 
ln 2010 the European Union (EU) banned most flukicide drugs because they leave toxic 
residues in milk. The milk from cows that receive the remaining two allowed drugs is 
undrinkable for three days after treatment. 
 
Badgers have been blamed for spreading bTB between farms, and after a fraught debate the 
UK government last year announced a badger cull in England. (The welsh government 
backed out of the trial last month.) David Williams, chairman of the UK charity, the Badger 
Trust, believes the decision to cull should be reassessed in light of the new research. The 
unreliability allows disease to remain undetected, and badgers are blamed when [infected 
cows] are found later," he says. "We have frequently queried the accuracy of testing, only to 
be told it is acceptable by EU standards and is the best test available." 
 
Beyond badgers 
Although more experiments are needed to confirm the precise interaction between flukes 
and the skin test, Dirk Werling, an immunologist at the Royal Veterinary College in Hatfield 
says there could be implications beyond cattle. Human liver flukes are rife in tropical and 
sub-tropical regions, and bTB causes 10% of human tuberculosis deaths in Africa. 
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"We know that a similar immune mechanism exists in humans," he says. "The potential 
consequences of these observations could potentially be quite severe, not only for the farm 
animals, but also for people in third-world countries." 
 
Liver fluke could also explain epidemiological mysteries, such as why bTB has never gained 
a foothold in northwest England. "Our knowledge has holes in it," says William Wint, an 
ecologist at the University of Oxford, UK, who has become frustrated by the badger-centric 
debate. "lf this can make people look more at epidemiology than politics, that would be 
marvellous." 
 
Nature doi:1 0.1038/nature.2012.'t 0685 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire for collecting Chapter 5 farm variables 
 
The University of Liverpool 
Veterinary Parasitology Group, Crown Street, Liverpool, L69 7ZJ 
 
Introduction 
Study Aim: Does infection with liver fluke increase the susceptibility of dairy cows to other 
infectious diseases? 
This questionnaire has been designed to give complete and up-to-date information on the 
management and the disease status of cattle on the farms participating in this study. The 
study will determine whether fluke infection in dairy cows alters their susceptibility to other 
infectious diseases present on the farm. We use the term ‘co-infection’ in this study to 
mean infection of a cow with fluke and another infectious disease. 
We will test milk samples to measure the level of exposure to fluke in your herd. We will 
test a sample of milk from the bulk tank to give an estimation of exposure for the whole 
herd and we will also test 10 individual cows. These results will be paired with the 
information obtained from the questionnaire, to indicate if other diseases are present on 
the farm and whether cows are ‘co-infected’.  For the 10 individual animals tested, specific 
information about those cows will be correlated with their fluke status. 
We would like to contact your veterinary surgeon to confirm some of the information you 
have given in this questionnaire. A list of the questions for your vet is enclosed at the end of 
this questionnaire copy. Signing the consent form included in these documents means that 
we can contact your vet. 
For this study to be effective, it is very important that the sampling protocol outlined in the 
enclosed instructions is strictly adhered to. 
A report summarising the results of the study will be sent to all participants at the end of 
the study (autumn 2011). 
Confidentiality 
 All information given will be treated as absolutely confidential 
 The names and locations of farms and farmers will be kept strictly confidential.  
 All data will be handled confidentially according to the Participant Information 
Sheet, provided. 
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Questionnaire 
Farm information: 
What was/is the approximate number of cows in milk in: 2008:  2009:        2010: 
What is the average milk yield per cow over the last 12 months? ................................................... 
 
What is the main breed of dairy cow on this farm? (Please tick) 
Holstein-
Friesian 
Jersey Aryshire Holstein Guernsey Friesian Other 
       
 
What percentage of the animals on your farm are home-bred? ..........................................................% 
 
Buying animals in: 
Number of dairy cows on the farm:   Number of dairy cows bought last yr: 
Number of dairy calves on the farm:   Number of dairy calves bought last yr: 
Number of dairy heifers on the farm:   Number of dairy heifers bought last yr: 
 
Number of beef cows on farm:    Number of beef cows bought in last yr: 
Number of beef calves on farm:    Number kept: 
       Destination of calves sold:  
Are any other species kept on the farm? 
Sheep  ... Horses ..... Donkeys ..... Goats ..... Alpacas/Llamas ..... Other ..... 
 
From where do you purchase your cows? 
 Dairy 
cows/heifers 
Dairy calves Beef cows Beef calves Bulls 
Another farm      
Dealer      
Market      
Farm 
dispersals 
     
Other      
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Feeding your animals 
How are your cows fed? (Please tick) 
Dairy Cows/Heifers Dairy calves Beef cows Beef calves 
TMR 
Grazing 
     Spring 
     Summer 
     Autumn 
     Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
Silage 
TMR 
Grazing 
     Spring 
     Summer 
     Autumn 
     Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
Silage 
TMR 
Grazing 
     Spring 
     Summer 
     Autumn 
     Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
Silage 
TMR 
Grazing 
     Spring 
     Summer 
     Autumn 
     Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
Silage 
 
Fertility and Calvings 
Please give the number of cows and heifers calving down during each month: 
2009 
J F M A M J J A S O N D 
            
2010 
J F M A M J J A S O N D 
            
 
Using your fertility records (NMR or other) please complete the following:  
 Rolling 12 month Rolling 3 month 
What is the calving to 
conception interval? 
                                                 days                                                  Days 
What is the calving to 1st 
service index? 
                                                   %                                                   % 
What is the number of services 
per conception? 
  
 
What proportion of the herd have a calving interval of: 
a) <344 days  % 
b) 344-385 days  % 
c) 386-425 days  % 
d) >425 days  % 
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Where do calvings occur? Please indicate all applicable. 
 
During: 
Cubicles Straw Yard Individual 
Pens 
Separate 
Pastures 
Pasture not 
separated 
Housing 
period 
     
Grazing time      
 
Acreage and Housing 
Acreage of farm:   
Organic: Yes/No 
Diseases and Vaccinations 
Have any of the following diseases been diagnosed in cattle on this farm in the last 2 years, and if so 
are they vaccinated against now? 
Disease Has this infection 
been diagnosed? 
Is vaccination 
used? 
Frequency of 
vaccination? 
How long have 
you been 
vaccinating for? 
BVDv     
IBR     
Leptospirosis     
Salmonella species     
RSV     
PI3     
E. coli     
Rotavirus     
Pasteurella multocida     
Other:     
 
Salmonella Dublin: 
Suspect numbers of cases: 
Confirmed cases on farm and dates in last 24 months: 
Method of diagnosis: 
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Johnes: 
Has a case of Johnes been suspected on the farm in the last 24 months?  
How many cases: 
Has a case of Johnes been confirmed on the farm in the last 24 months? 
How many cases: 
Method of diagnosis: 
 
Neospora caninum: 
Has a case of Neospora caninum been suspected on the farm in the last 24 months?  
How many cases: 
Has a case of Neospora caninum been confirmed on the farm in the last 24 months? 
How many cases: 
Method of diagnosis: 
 
Abortion rate on this farm last year: ...............................................% 
Main cause of abortion if known: ................................................... 
 
What is your TB status at present?  
How often do you test your herd?   1 2 3 4years 
     Other ......................................................................................  
XV 
 
Information about the cows you have sampled: 
Cow ID (tag 
or brand) 
Age in 
years and 
months 
Stage of 
current 
lactation 
(days post 
calving) 
Has this cow suffered 
mastitis since the start of 
the previous lactation? 
Any other diseases 
diagnosed in this 
animal: 
1.     
 
2.     
 
3.     
 
4.     
 
5.     
 
6.     
 
7.     
 
8.     
 
9.     
 
10.     
 
 
Somatic Cell Count data: 
Please fax or email the SCC data you hold for the 10 sampled animals (all data sent will be handled 
completely confidentially and documents will be destroyed once individual cow data has been used). 
Our fax number is: 0151 794 1519 
Jen Claridge’s Email: j.a.claridge@liv.ac.uk 
 
Sheep production 
What is the purpose of your sheep enterprise? 
(Lambs/fattening/showing/etc) 
Number of sheep on the farm:    Number of sheep bought in last year: 
Number of sheep culled last year: 
 
XVI 
 
From where do you purchase sheep? 
 Ewes Lambs Rams 
Another farm    
Dealer    
Market    
Farm 
dispersals 
   
 
When and how do your sheep have access to grass? (Please tick) 
Ewes Lambs Rams 
Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
TMR 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Silage 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
TMR 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Silage 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Zero-Grazing 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
TMR 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
Silage 
    Spring 
    Summer 
    Autumn 
    Winter 
 
Have you had any deaths due to fluke infection in your sheep?      Y /N  Approx no. 
How were the deaths diagnosed?............................................................................................................ 
 
Flukicide use on farm: 
Are flukicidal drugs used on this farm? 
 Dairy cows  Yes/No 
 Beef cows Yes/No 
 Sheep  Yes/No 
 
XVII 
 
Did the cows you have sampled receive a flukicidal drug dose in the last 12 months? Yes/No 
If yes, which drug...................................................................................................................................... 
What regime is used for flukicide treatment? 
Dairy cattle 
 
Beef cattle 
 
Sheep 
 
 
Are anthelmintics (wormers) used on this farm? 
 Dairy cows  Yes/No 
 Beef cows Yes/No 
 Sheep  Yes/No 
 
If yes, which drugs were used? 
.................................................................................................................................................................. 
 
Did the cows you have sampled receive an anthelmintic (wormer) drug dose in the last 12 months?
 Yes/No 
If yes, which drug...................................................................................................................................... 
 
At what ages are animals routinely wormed?   
Dairy Animals  Beef animals?  Sheep? 
 1st yr of life only  ................  .....................  ..................... 
 Up to 2nd yr of life ................  .....................  ..................... 
 Up to 3rd yr of life ...............  .....................  ..................... 
 Every yr of life  ...............  .....................  ..................... 
XVIII 
 
 Never   ...............  .....................  ..................... 
 Other (pls specify) ...............  .....................  ..................... 
 
Has there ever been a positive diagnosis of anthelmintic/flukicidal drug resistance made on your 
farm?    Yes/No 
 
 
Thank you for your time 
 
 
XIX 
 
Verification of information by farm veterinary surgeons 
Diseases and Vaccinations 
Have any of the following diseases been diagnosed on this farm in the last 2 years, and if so are they 
vaccinated against now? 
Disease Problems on farm Vaccination used? Frequency of 
vaccination? 
BVDv    
IBR    
Leptospirosis    
Salmonella species    
RSV    
PI3    
E. coli    
Rotavirus    
Pasteurella multocida    
Other:    
 
Salmonella Dublin: 
Suspect numbers of cases: 
Confirmed cases on farm and dates in last 24 months: 
Method of diagnosis: 
 
Johnes: 
Has a case of Johnes been suspected on the farm in the last 24 months?  
How many cases: 
Has a case of Johnes been confirmed on the farm in the last 24 months? 
How many cases: 
Method of diagnosis: 
 
Neospora caninum: 
Has a case of Neospora caninum been suspected on the farm in the last 24 months?  
How many cases: 
Has a case of Neospora caninum been confirmed on the farm in the last 24 months? 
XX 
 
How many cases: 
Method of diagnosis: 
 
Abortion rate on this farm last year: ...............................................% 
Main cause of abortion if known: ................................................... 
 
What is this farm’s TB status at present?  
How often do you test this herd?   1 2 3 4years 
     Other ...................................................................................... 
 
Thank you 
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